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Chapter 1: Introduction

Oh sons of Syria of the free
Oh steadfast heroes in Qusair and Homs and every inch of Syrian land
For two years you have fought a battle of honor in the face of the most brutal and racist regime
You defended your freedom and your dignity
For the sanctity of your lives and the lives of your women and children
For your right to a homeland that embraces you, protects you, and believes the future is your children as people of the world
You defended your history and all the human values that made our country the homeland of love, brotherhood, culture, and civilization, the homeland of divine religions and spiritual values.

-Burhan Ghalioun. Sociology Professor at the Université Sorbonne Nouvelle and first President of the Syrian National Council
Shared by the Local Council of the City of Douma Facebook Page on May 20, 2013

Following mass mobilization against decades of dictatorship, the states of Libya, Yemen, and Syria were all engulfed in civil strife. Peaceful protests were followed by state violence and armed insurrection. As conflict escalated state institutions retreated or, in some cases, collapsed entirely. To outsiders, order had been replaced by chaos and violence. Protests swathed in national flags and symbols had been replaced by rebel groups wearing religious phrases, or secessionists with different flags. The group known as the Islamic State exploded onto the scene, promoting an extreme interpretation of what it meant to be a true member of the Muslim community. In Yemen groups calling for the re-creation of an independent South Yemen painted the flags of the former state on walls.
In northern Syria the Kurdish Democratic Union Party set about establishing a civil society organized around the region’s various ethnic communities.
Yet variation in the goals and identities of the numerous actors which have emerged in what remains of Libya, Syria, and Yemen is often downplayed by outsiders. Media narratives largely select a single cleavage around which to construct their narratives of each conflict, describing Syria’s civil conflict as sectarian due to the religious divide between the majority Sunni Muslim opposition and the Alawi heritage of most of the regime’s ruling members. Yemen has been depicted as a second arena in which the division between Sunni and Shi’a is the most significant cleavage, and the Houthi uprising and acquisition of territory is depicted as the will of the Iranian state. Libya’s strife is described as a conflict between religious and secular actors. The assumption that conflicts are shaped by a single identity cleavage bears little similarity to the reality on the ground (Bergholz 2016: 272, Kalyvas 2006). Intrastate conflicts are often labeled “ethnic” or “sectarian” with little consideration of how salient ethnic or religious identities are amongst civilians or even how many armed actors embrace such identities. Focusing on these larger divisions obscures more local dynamics of conflict (Kalyvas 2003). Among the local dynamics which are concealed are the array of identities available in those areas in which state institutions and the identities they promoted have eroded.

The salience of different kinds of identities has significant ramifications at theoretical and practical levels, distorting efforts to understand conflicts and undermining attempts to stop them. There has been significant research which indicates that the salience of particular kinds of identities can influence the characteristics of civil conflicts. Civil wars in which religious cleavages are salient are more lethal for civilians and fighters and last longer than other civil wars (Toft 2006). There is also significant evidence that conflicts in which ethnic identities are salient are more difficult to resolve

In addition, when identities are embraced by those who provide governance, the selection and promotion of particular identities can have significant impacts on the governed. Just as the distinction between membership or exclusion from a national community can shape an individual’s rights, opportunities, or survival, the identities embraced during civil conflict can have similar ramifications. Armed actors who promote an ethnic identity may attack or drive out individuals who do not share their ethnic identity. Co-religionists may find themselves protected and provided with essential services while those of other religions are persecuted by armed groups. The Islamic State became notorious for its acts of violence directed toward communities deemed heretical by the armed group.

Under ordinary conditions, when the state is present and has not failed or retreated, the state shapes identities. This has been explored in depth in the nationalism literature, who have pointed to state institutions as the means through which national identities are formed or altered (Gellner 1983, Byman 2000, Weber 1976). Other works have explored the connection between state institutions and ethnic identities (Lieberman and Singh 2012, Akturk 2011, Marx 1998, Lieberman 2001, Dumitru and Johnson 2011) or the ability of states to reduce or enhance the salience of religious identities (Ben-Porat and Turner 2011, Laitin 1986). What we have not yet explored is why and how identities change in the absence of the state.

When the state has failed or retreated, when its institutions are no longer capable of influencing identities, why do different group identities emerge or change? What are the factors which explain why certain religious, ethnic, national, or local identities
become salient after the state fails or retreats? This project examines the different identity projects promoted or activated by the conflict in Syria, explain why different nonstate actors embrace different kinds of identities in their symbolic repertoires, and learn why some identities become salient and others do not in areas from which the state has retreated. To do so, this work focuses on what makes it possible for some rebel groups and civilian nonstate actors to influence the salience of particular identities.

The argument presented here has theoretical ramifications as well as consequences of interest for policy makers. As was previously discussed, single national cleavages, be they religious or ethnic, do not accurately depict the dynamics on the ground. However, actors operating locally do not only focus on local concerns, and may promote an array of group identities at varying levels of abstraction. I argue that a generalizable pattern exists, that different kinds of identities are likely to be promoted by armed and civilian institution builders and that the balance of power between these groups of actors will influence the array of identities promoted in an area. This may have lasting and significant ramifications for Syria’s future. Establishing consistent national order will become significantly more complex due to the competing identities which have emerged in different parts of the country. Where local institutions or those individuals who were involved in local institution building remain, these competing identities will likely persist, providing an organizational and symbolic groundwork for future challenges against the state.

**Key Concepts: Identities and Institutions**

This work is concerned with identities and the different actors who use shared identities to ensure compliance. In this work, the identities of interest are social identities, the identities which are rooted in one’s membership in social groups. Each individual
possesses multiple identities that are predicated upon membership in different communities or social groups (Volkan 1999, Hogg et al 1995, Wilmer 2002). Due to their basis in the social world, it is our interactions with that world that construct, mold, and change these identities. Not all social identities are politicized and an identity may even be socially relevant for decades while not becoming a basis for political action (Posner 2005, Chandra and Wilkinson 2008). We therefore should not assume that it is natural for particular identities to become politically salient and we should look to contextual factors rather than the identities themselves to understand changes in their relevance (Lawrence 2013: 11).

Evaluating the existence of particular identities can be difficult and poses some significant but not insurmountable challenges. Works on nationalism often rely upon the materials produced by elites (Lawrence 2013: 13, Abdelal et al 2009; Phillips 2013; Suleiman 2003). This study focuses on the references to identity made by those who step in to provide order in the absence of the state. As such, elite references or appeals to identities are a necessary part of the study. However, elite expressions of identity are not the only expressions of significance and should not be assumed to reflect the sentiments of the wider population. While we cannot assume that particular behaviors are tantamount to expressions of identity (Ibid. 13), ordinary citizens also engage in a variety of discursive practices. They use symbols and make appeals to identities in a variety of ways, some of which, such as public protest, is public and observable.

systems, legal systems, and militaries have all been pointed to as institutions which promote ethnic and national identities (Byman 2000, Weber 1976). The greater the number of institutions that reinforce an identity, the more effective the state’s identity promotion efforts are expected to be (Lieberman and Singh 2009: 34). Those who live in relatively strong states will often interact with a number of state institutions that promote a national identity subtly (what Billig (1995) referred to as “banal nationalism”) or explicitly.

The development of institutions is not something in which only state actors engage. The rebel governance literature focuses on the efforts of non-state actors to rule, a process which necessitates the development of new institutions (Förster 2015, Arjona 2014, Mampilly 2015, Menkhaus 2006/2007, Kasfir 2005). The creation of new institutions to provide governance may encourage changes in the salience of identities or perhaps support the creation of new identities (Arjona 2014). Just as states strive to promote identities, nonstate actors also use symbols and engage with identities (Mampilly 2015). Institutions created by nonstate actors play an important role in providing order in the absence of the state, and therefore it is to variation in nonstate governance that we should look to understand identity outcomes. However, why nonstate actors emphasize particular identities over others has been a subject that has not been explored.

The Argument

To understand why particular identities emerge as salient in the state’s wake, I argue that we must look to the sets of identities and symbols non-state actors use to legitimate their rule, the symbolic repertoires of rebel governance. While the popular view of civil conflict or state failure assumes total chaos and disorder, actors on the ground strive to establish new orders in the state’s absence and to provide basic public
goods. To do so, these actors must attain the compliance of the population. Coercion can be prohibitively costly, and it is therefore logical for any actor who wishes to govern to acquire legitimacy (Lustick 2002). To do so, they engage with a variety of narratives and symbols, referring to and promoting particular identities (Brown 1994, Hobsbawm 1996, Mampilly 2015, Posen 1993). Each non-state actor has a set of identities that it could appeal to, from which a limited set are actively incorporated into the group’s repertoire.

To understand which identities are utilized by particular non-state rulers, we must consider the characteristics which distinguish nonstate actors from one another. The most fundamental distinction to be drawn is that between armed and civilian actors. While much of the literature on state failure and civil conflict focuses exclusively on armed actors, civilian actors can also construct institutions and govern in the state’s absence (Arjona 2014). I argue that when civilians rule, the repertoires which they employ are local, predicated upon pre-existing communities that are tied to a limited place. Clan, tribal, or city identities would all be examples of the kinds of local identities we would expect to be the focus of civilian actors’ salient identities. These are identities which are established before the removal of the state and are tied to social groups that are limited in size. These communities do not have to be imagined in the way that a nation is as they are not so large nor so abstract. In unimagined communities, members could meet or hear of all other members of their community, a possibility that is infeasible for social groups like nations (Anderson 1983: 6).

The reliance upon local identities by civilian actors is driven by several factors. First civilians cannot coerce locals to ensure their compliance as civilians, by definition,
lack the required capacity. This also means that they cannot force people to select their chosen identity. The lack of coercive capacity has other effects. When the state has failed people live in an atomized political landscape as a lack of consistent law and order makes travel and the transportation of goods dangerous. While armed groups may shape the boundaries of the areas they control, striving to expand their reach over greater areas, civilian actors lack such capacity. Building institutions and providing governance, if undertaken by civilians, is therefore more likely to take place at a local level. While national civilian entities may exist, it is generally up to locals to build governing institutions, as was the case in post-failure Somalia which experienced the “‘radical localization’ of politics” (Menkhaus 2006/07: 85). Local institution builders often get their organizational start with extant civilian institutions, another factor which also leads me to expect that local identities will form the basis of their identity repertoire. In addition, civilians cannot defend themselves against armed groups. Therefore, civilian rulers strive to avoid promoting any identities which could be perceived as competing against identities promoted by armed groups.

Armed groups, however, have distinct interests which shape their identity repertoires. As Mampilly (2011) discusses not all armed groups wish to provide or are capable of providing governance. The armed actors of interest here are those who build institutions and therefore interact with the civilian population. While the repertoires of civilian rulers are characterized by an attachment to specific places, the repertoires of armed actors emphasize commitments to abstract spaces. The identities they appeal to are imagined communities, which can be national, religious, or ethnic in character. There are several factors which influence which imagined community an armed group may embrace. One of the most important is the objective of the armed group, the space that
they aspire to eventually control. An armed group which seeks to secede, carving out a limited part of what used to be a unified state, will not make a national identity a component of its identity repertoire. However, an armed group that has national aspirations will.²

The coercive capabilities of armed groups make it possible for these actors to be innovative in their repertoires and to shut down dissent in a way that civilian groups are not. However, the ability to use force of arms to promote at least public acquiescence to an identity repertoire does not mean that armed groups are unconstrained in their identity promotion. For example, armed groups that control large areas cannot use entirely distinct repertoires to appeal to every local population that they rule as such subterfuge would surely be discovered and the legitimacy of the rebel rulers questioned. The identity embraced by an armed actor may alienate some civilians, causing friction with the local population as took place in the Syrian city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man. Thus, the salient identity of ruling armed groups (rebelocracy according to Arjona) is shaped by a set of factors that is distinct from those that shape civilians’ repertoires.

However, such coercive capability and the desire to provide governance come with costs. The acquisition and defense of territory is an expensive project, which often drives armed actors to cultivate patrons from outside the state (Salehyan 2010: 507). Those groups whose identity repertoires appeal to external actors, I argue, will be more likely to have access to outside support. Some armed groups may even alter their identity repertoires to appeal to outside actors. These factors may lead to greater viability of armed actors whose repertoires incorporate an identity preferred by a wealthy patron or

² The membership of the group at its beginning constrains choices that the group may make. An armed group populated by blue people cannot promote an identity rooted in greenness. Armed groups are also somewhat constrained by the identities they have chosen to embrace. They cannot just change to suit whoever they rule in each location as this would damage their credibility and legitimacy.
set of patrons. This will influence the ability of locals to build institutions that will allow them to influence the identities of civilians. Yet the incorporation of particular identities in a promoted repertoire can also have significant risks. External actors may intervene directly, attacking groups that have embraced particular identities, ideas, or patrons. While outside support and attacks may influence the ability of both civilians and armed actors to build institutions and effectively promote identities, the additional pressures armed groups face to compete against other armed actors will lead external actors to have greater influence on identity outcomes in areas under the rule of armed groups.

So far I have proposed two kinds of institutional arrangements, situations in which civilians rule and promote local identities and situations in which armed actors rule and promote more abstract identities based on their objectives and the competitive pressures they face. However, not all political spaces fall into either of these neat characterizations. In some locations, both armed groups and civilian actors strive to build institutions and compete with each other to govern. In these hybrid circumstances armed groups continue to be driven the factors discussed above. However, civilians may face pressure from the armed group to adapt their identity repertoire to placate the armed group, leading them to appeal to an array of identities. The mix of identities promoted, I argue, make it unlikely that ruling actors will effectively alter the salience of identities for the local population.

The Syrian Context

Before exploring identity transformations which took place in the absence of the Syrian state, it is vital to provide some context about identity promotion under the Syrian state. In the decades between Syria’s independence in 1946 and the 2011 uprising several identities were embraced and promoted by the Syrian state: Arab nationalism, Greater
Syrian nationalism, and Syrian nationalism. The Ba’th (Renaissance) Party began with a set of ideas developed by Michel ‘Aflaq and Salah ad’Din al-Bitar, two middle class Damascenes who met while studying at the Sorbonne in Paris (Batatu 1978). They called for a single Arab nation-state and combined this with a set of socialist principles (Hinnebusch 2007: 264). Ba’thism would be adopted as the ideology of the Syrian state after the Ba’th Party took power in a coup in 1963.\(^3\)

When Hafez al-Asad took power in the “corrective revolution,” his identity options were fairly limited. As a member of the minority Alawite sect in a religiously diverse state with a clear Sunni Muslim majority, religion was not available as a legitimizing tool. Syria’s rulers historically had to deal with the difficult task of establishing a unifying identity to hold the Syrian populace together while simultaneously maintaining a selective distribution of power. In order to deal with the contradictions between officially embraced identity and political reality, the al-Asad regime strove to employ salient symbols to legitimate its rule (Wedeen 1999: 15). Having taken charge of a state in which Arab nationalism was accepted, established, and institutionalized, carrying the pan-Arab banner was one path to legitimacy. This can be seen in al-Asad’s efforts to continue discussing unification with fellow Arab states, a move seen by scholars as a tactic “to cover his ideological flank” (Mufti 1991: 232-233). However, an Arab national identity was not the only identity available to Syria’s political elites.

Greater Syrian nationalism calls for the formation of a political unit that is comprised of what had been the Syrian province under the Ottoman Empire, although the exact proposed boundaries have varied (Muslih 1991: 169, Kienle 1995: 59). Political

---

\(^3\) Two experiences are consistently cited to explain the shift away from a fervent adherence to Arab nationalism in Syria. The first of these is the experience of the United Arab Republic, which led to Syrian elites feeling supplanted by Egyptian officials. The second is the lost of the 1967 war, which was seen as a blow to the viability of the Arab nationalist project (Dawisha 2003, Mufti 1996, Barnet 1995, Ajami 1978).
parties that promoted this national vision did not fare well in Syrian domestic politics in the 1950s and largely lost out to parties which promoted Arab nationalism, like the Ba’th Party (Ibid). While Greater Syrian nationalism was revived as a tool to justify Syria’s intervention in the Lebanese civil war, although these limited efforts at identity promotion were not considered successful (Mufti 1996). Thus, while a Greater Syrian nationalism was one of a field of possible identities that could have been promoted by the Syrian regime, it rarely featured in the official identity repertoire.

The third identity which was a viable alternative for the Syrian regime was a Syrian national (watani) identity. Starting in the 1970s, elites decided the construction of institutions was the best way to modernize Syria, and this became a primary focus of the regime (Trentin 2009: 497; Kienle 1995: 67). Developing state institutions increased the degree to which citizens interacted and identified with their state (Barnett 1995: 481).

Hafez al-Asad, who came to power in a putsch in 1970, also expanded government-supported organizations in an effort to involve more of the Syrian population in a selectively Syrian society (Mufti 1996: 237). In addition to the expansion of Syria’s state capacity, references to a Syrian national (watani) identity became more common, and by the late 1980s the regime’s identity repertoire incorporated a Syrian national identity (Kienle 1995, Phillips 2013). This trend continued under the reign of Bashar al-Asad, who used Syrian national symbols in his efforts to construct a cult of personality (Gilbert 2013). While the Syrian regime under Hafez al-Asad and subsequently under his son,

---

4 Antun Sa’ada is largely cited as the first to articulate a vision of a Greater Syrian national identity (Dawisha 2003: 289-290). One of these, the Syrian Social National Party (SSNP), was a rival to the Ba’th Party (Hinnebusch 2007: 264-265).
5 The passage of time also supported the development of national identity. An increasing proportion of Syria’s population was born after Syria’s independence, making Syria a fact that they had lived with for their entire lives (Mufti 1996, 247).
Bashar, would continue to rhetorically gesture toward Arab nationalism, an Arab national identity was no longer central to the regime’s identity repertoire.

National identities also played prominent roles during the initial phases of the 2011 uprisings. This was reflected in the use of national symbols, such as flags, as well as chants that referred to ash-sha'b as-suri, the Syrian people. To Ismail this indicates an interest in challenging the equation of Syria with its leader, as in the oft-used phrase Suriyya al-Asad, Asad’s Syria (Ismail 2011). These national challenges were sometimes made through humorous re-articulations of slogans or signs associated with Bashar al-Asad and the Ba’thist regime (Wedeen 1999, Della Ratta 2012, Gilbert 2013). A Syrian national identity played a prominent role in the state’s identity repertoire in the decades leading up to the uprising and during the initial months of demonstrations. However, as will be discussed here, a variety of identities emerged as the peaceful protest gave way to armed conflict and the Syrian state lost control over significant territory.

**Research Design and Case Selection**

*Case Selection*

The Syrian conflict has been one of the most lethal human catastrophes in recent decades. It also presents a unique opportunity for understanding dynamics outside of the state’s control. By studying a conflict still in process there was no need to sift through widely adopted and established societal narratives about the conflict. The research could be conducted without concerns about the ways in which memories change over time. Human beings are not impartial when it comes to deciding which collective memories are remembered and how (Zerubavel 2012: 2). The narrative that emerges about a conflict generally reflects “society’s interests” and change over time (Nets-Zehngut 2012: 255-
Anachronistic views on the conflict can be avoided by researching events in real time or focusing on materials or records produced while events unfolded.

The other characteristic which sets events in Syria apart at the time of writing is the availability of information. A tremendous quantity of data was produced by participants and civilians as the conflict progressed (Lynch et al 2014, Power and O’Loughlin 2015). Access to the technological means for producing and transmitting information as well as the degree of technological experience possessed by many Syrians provided, “unprecedented access to events on the ground, oftentimes in close to real-time” (Power and O’Loughlin 2015: 174). Facebook and YouTube were the sites most favored by Syria’s numerous citizen journalists (Wall and Zahed 2015: 724). The use of social media and video-sharing platforms allowed for the development of a time-stamped discourse accessible to individuals located around the world.

This work focuses on three communities within Syria from the start of 2012 to the end of 2016: the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man in Idlib Governorate, the Jazira canton in predominantly Kurdish northern Syria, and the city of Douma in the Eastern Ghouta region. This work also draws on research and a limited set of materials produced by the group known as the Islamic State, which for a time, controlled significant territories in eastern Syria and treated the city of Raqqa as its de facto capital. There were several criteria which
drove the selection of these communities. First, areas were chosen that were in very different parts of the country. The geographical variation was intended to ensure that events in one community would not necessarily have spillover effects that influenced action in another city or region. Another consideration was demography. Ma’arat a-Nu’man, Douma, and much of the territory held by the Islamic State had similar ethnic and religious composition (predominantly Sunni Muslim and Arab populations) and there were actors present in each area which espoused a religious identity. This allowed for a degree of comparison across these three cases while holding a number of factors about social composition constant. The areas governed by the Kurdish PYD, however, were more ethnically and religious diverse.

Most significantly, these cases varied on the independent variable as they are examples of different institutional arrangements. Ma’arat a-Nu’man, a city in Idlib Governorate, was ruled by civilians in the time period considered here, who primarily promoted a civic, local identity. The areas under the Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD) and Islamic state illustrate the dynamics under the rule of armed groups, with each of these groups promoting abstract identities. In the case of the PYD, a group intent on attaining a greater degree of regional autonomy, a pan-ethnic
identity was promoted across the institutions it built, including its armed wings. The Islamic State, a group dedicated to the destruction of modern state boundaries and the construction of a caliphate, promoted an extreme interpretation of a Sunni Muslim identity. In the third case, the city of Douma in an area known as the Eastern Ghouta, civilian and armed groups competed for political control and engaged in institution building. This led to a mix of identities promoted by the different institutions built in the area.

Within each of these areas, it was important to identify key actors. Who was building institutions on the ground and thereby had the means through which to influence civilians? I leveraged an array of news sources and reports from inside and outside Syria in order to identify who significant players were in each areas. In two of the three cases I was also able to conduct remote interviews with an individual who was presently living or had recently resided in the cities that were the primary focus of the case. This allowed me to verify my reading of the local political situation and the institutionalized nature of locals’ interactions with local authorities. While civilian actors and armed groups built institutions to provide an array of public goods, I focus here primarily on governing institutions as well as institutions related to dispute resolution, such as courts. This was a decision largely guided by the literature on state formation and works on rebel governance.

Analysis of Identity Appeals

In order to evaluate the promotion of identities by actors within the Syrian context, this work engages with text and images from the social media accounts of several local institutions in three areas of Syria. There have been concerns that relying on information gathered from social media accounts in Syria leads to analysts only having access to information which fits the “agenda” of the posting group (Lynch et al 2014: 15). However, in this case it is exactly that agenda that is of interest. It is assumed that actors have an
interest in promoting themselves, on increasing their legitimacy in the eyes of whoever is consuming the media they produce. To do so, they engage with identities and ideas which they believe will resonate in their communities. Therefore, references to places, identities, and behaviors should fit with this agenda and their expectations about what will increase their legitimacy. It is imperative when working with social media, as with other fields, not to select on the dependent variable. This means avoiding collecting only those posts that receive particular kinds of responses or hashtags (Tufekci 2014: 507-509). In addition, I did not use Twitter as Twitter posts are limited to short messages. By using Facebook I had access to posts of varying lengths and complexities. By scraping all of the posts created in the time period of interest (the start of 2012 through the end of 2016) I was able to ensure there would be no selection bias in developing the corpora.6

The text from these Facebook accounts were subjected to several types of analysis. First, the texts of the posts were subjected to content analysis using a list of identity related terms was compiled, which can be found in appendix 1. Words that were coded for potentially appealing to a religious identity included the Arabic words for “God” and “prayer,” ethnic identity included “Arab” and “Kurd,” local included the name of the city or region, and national included words such as “Syria” or “nation.” This list was not

6 Many local institutions created Facebook pages, although not every institution did so (for example, the education office under the Local Council for the City of Ma’arat a-Nu’man did not appear to have its own page). In addition, some local institutions created pages at varying times, with some local councils creating Facebook pages in the first few years of the conflict while for others this did not take place until later. One thing that is worth noting is that, for those local institutions who wish to prove to potential donors that they provided goods and services to the local population, social media provided a means for doing so that did not require a great deal of technological expertise. While a couple local institutions did eventually create websites as well as Facebook accounts, this was generally done later which I believe can be attributed to the familiarity many Syrians had with Facebook and the lower degree of technological expertise required to set up such a page. While the availability of online information played some role in case selection, the ability and decision to create Facebook pages does not seem to have altered which identities were promotes by local institutions, as the significant variation between institutions and over time indicates. In addition, while the social media accounts of armed groups (particularly Islamist armed groups) were regularly attacked and taken down due to pressure by foreign governments, this has not been true for many of the local institutions which they built, such as Consultation Councils and Judicial Councils.
intended to serve as an exhaustive evaluation of the appearance of appeals to particular kinds of identities. Instead, this method is intended to give a sense of general trends and additional means of comparing between different social media accounts produced by different institutions.

This step was also taken to limit the corpus of material. The first goal was to limit the set of included posts to those which were potentially identity-related. Many of the institutions analyzed for this project have thousands of posts, the bulk of which focus on mundane procedural matters. Any mention of one of the search terms was sufficient to allow for a post’s inclusion in the corpus. This decision was based on work in the nationalism literature which claims that even the unnoticed appearance of identity-related symbols can influence attitudes and identities (Billig 1995, Penrose 2011, Phillips 2013, Butz 2009, Jones and Merriman 2009). The corpus was also limited temporally and all posts after 2016 were removed. There were several practical reasons behind this choice. First, the conflict was occurring as research was being conducted. Attempting to update the information on the cases and to code additional posts would have made the project infeasible. Second, data for the three case studies was collected and analyzed at different times. Establishing a common starting and ending point for the corpora from all three cases meant there would be more consistency in terms of significant national and international changes. Finally, making the end of 2016 the ending point meant the data preceded significant acquisitions of territory made by the regime and significant shifts in the boundaries of statelessness.

The second step of the textual analysis was to look at the content of the included posts and to evaluate qualitatively the ways in which these key identity terms were used. Subjecting material to qualitative as well as quantitative analysis is one of the means for
limiting the potential of producing biased results when working with social media content (Tufekci 2014: 513). In the third step I used Voyant, an online software, to generate a count of the most frequently used words within the corpus. By implementing three different methods for analyzing the materials I was able to mitigate concerns regarding potential biases in the coding scheme or the qualitative analysis.

In addition to analyzing the text generated by local institutions, I also analyzed the logos of these different institutions as well as a limited number of photos. The text produced by local institutions and their logos together were analyzed to look at which identities these institutions referred to or promoted. Analyzing iconography involves considering the meaning that the creator was trying to convey based upon what is included in an image (Phillips 2011: 8). The logos produced by many of the institutions in question look quite professional and some groups went through multiple logos over time. The logos also appear in photos indicating that these logos were not solely for online consumption but for local residents. Given their consistent use by local institutions and the care put into their creation, their content appears to be significant.

This project strives to look not only at the identities promoted by different actors but also evaluates whether the salience of different identities changes in the months and years after the state’s retreat. To do so, with the aid of research assistants, I translated chants, songs, and banners from protest videos from three Syrian cities, one within each of the case studies. New technologies ushered in a wave of citizen journalists around the world (Tufekci and Wilson 2012: 373). The videos and photos these individuals produce are not subjected to the filters and gatekeeping of conventional, mainstream media (Andén-Papadopoulos 2014: 754). Social media has played a significant role as a means
for posting coverage of protest events from a variety of perspectives (Tufekci 2014: 11).7 In Syria, the emergence of local and national news outlets during and after the 2011 uprising meant that locations often ignored by Syria’s mainstream media had a voice of their own (Wall and el Zahed 2015: 721). Videos and photos were collected from a national news source, a national level archive, and two local sources from three cities selected. Facebook and YouTube were two of the most popular outlets used by citizen journalists in Syria (Ibid. 724). Therefore, these were some of the main sources of photos and videos of protests. The translated materials were then subjected to content analysis, using a coding scheme (which included counting flags) as well as qualitative analysis.

The protest footage was subjected to a content analysis that focused on possible references to identities, similar to the analysis conducted on the posts by local and regional institutions. When analyzing documentation of protests, one can focus on the text of signs or consider a banner’s elements from a visual perspective, considering how a text is laid out or the colors used (Phillips 2011: 8). Symbols and images function as “political identity markers,” delineating members of political groups and implemented as components of individuals’ political arsenals (Khatib 2012). Since identities can be appealed to through textual, visual, and auditory components of protest the protest analysis included all three in the analysis. Any banners and posters which could be read in full were transcribed, translated, and analyzed. If the posters included significant visual elements (such as a cartoon, border, or a specific set of colors) these were also coded. The type and number of flags were also counted for each photo and video. Flags are often

7 Tufekci also argues that the use of social media and related technologies has had fundamental impacts on how and what people protest. She claims that the use of technology instead of formal institutions to conduct politics leads to a focus on expression, on conveying concerns or identities, but avoids “‘traditional politics’” (2014: 203).
a significant part of political protests. In 2005 protests in Lebanon national flags were an important visual element of the protests (Khatib 2013: 484). In those instances in which videos had been edited to show different parts of a protest, flags were only counted before the first edit in the video to prevent double counting. Songs and chants were transcribed and coded, as were speeches given by individuals. In addition to coding all of this material, information was also recorded about the estimated number of attendees in the photo or video and whether the recording showed a protest or a rally. All of this information was used to evaluate which identity or identities were referred to by protest participants and to evaluate changes which took place over time.

Organization of the Text

By exploring the institutional variation and identities promoted in these different parts of Syria, this work strives to shed light on why particular identities emerge as salient in the state’s wake. The following chapter will provide additional detail on the theory being argued in this work. It discusses in greater depth the key concepts employed and draws upon the work from the literature on identity, state formation, civil wars, and rebel governance to expand upon the arguments outlined in this introduction. It will then proceed with the three case studies, with each providing background information on the case, a discussion on the state of local governance and the identities promoted, as well as an analysis of local protests to evaluate the salience
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*Figure 3 Overview of the Cases*
of various identities within the population. The first of these case study chapters considers civilian rule in Idlib province, particularly the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man. The second case study focuses on governance by an armed actor and looks at the PYD (and its armed wing, the People’s Protection Units) as well as the Islamic State. The third case study chapter explores the competition between armed groups and civilians to provide governance in the city of Douma in the area of the Eastern Ghouta. The final chapter synthesizes insights from these three Syrian cases and discusses the argument’s application in contexts outside of Syria, including Libya and Yemen. It also considers some of the potential long-term ramifications and the future work to be completed on this subject.
Chapter 2:

Identities and Institution Building in the Wake of the State

To answer the question of why different kinds of identities emerge after the state has retreated, we must in fact consider why actors promote different identities as well as why some of these promotion efforts are successful. To explain the identity selection of different actors, I consider three sets of factors. The first is the way in which state retreat weakens or removes the identity promoted by the previous state, allowing new identities to emerge as salient. The second set of factors includes the pressures and incentives faced by armed and civil groups which emerge in the state’s wake and their capacity to build institutions with which they promote a primary identity. While armed groups have greater room to innovate and promote identities that may not already be salient among the population, civilian groups will promote identities which are already salient. In addition, the capacity of armed groups to change their geographic reach makes them more likely to promote a national or supranational identity than civilian actors. The third factor is the involvement of external actors. They can play a role in providing incentives to the groups which emerge after the state’s retreat, shaping the field to favor the survival of groups which embrace a particular identity. External actors can also play a supporting role in the development of institutions by local actors or a negative role by destroying groups’ capacity for institution building, thereby influencing the ability of groups to promote their primary identity to the larger population.

The second question is why certain identities that are promoted are in turn adopted by the larger population. I argue that it is the provision of public goods which allows civilian and armed actors to influence the salience of identities in the wider population. I
argue that it is through institutions that non-state actors, like state actors, are able to convey identity narratives and thereby alter the salience of identities.

This first part of this chapter defines identity and discusses relevant literatures on the subject. The second part discusses the factors which this dissertation claims are key to understanding the salience of identities following state retreat. This section will begin by providing an overview of state retreat’s impact on the field of available identities. It will then go on to describe the ways in which objectives shape the identity options available to civil and armed groups. The institutional arrangements established by civilians and/or armed groups also make it possible for groups to promote their primary identity to the population. Finally, this theoretical overview will discuss the final variable, external actors. This summary, like the over-arching project itself, will draw on short, illustrative examples from the Syrian context as well as other instances of total and partial state retreat.

**Identities**

*Why Identities?*

Identities play an important role in political elites’ pursuit of legitimacy. Symbols are often used by elites in order to legitimate past or future acts as well as their positions of power (Brown 1994; Migdal 1988: 26). The construction of a shared “identification” between ruler and ruled is one of the elements that may give a ruler legitimacy (Mampilly 2015: 76). It is in the interest of leaders to be perceived as legitimate as it is makes it possible for them to attain compliance from the ruled efficiently. When a regime or leader

---

8 Lustick (2002) employs a framework developed by Amitai Etzioni three ways through which ruling elites attain compliance from the ruled, “coercive, utilitarian, and normative” mechanisms. The coercive method of attaining compliance requires, as the name employs, either the transparent threat of or use of force. If this method were used in the collection of taxes it would involve the taxman collecting revolver in hand (Ibid: 23-24). The utilitarian mechanism focuses on a trade in which compliance is rewarded by receiving goods or services from the ruler. Applying this to the model of taxes, the trade here is taxes in return for the ruler providing something that taxpayers want (Ibid). The third and most efficient mechanism (from the perspective of the ruler) is the normative, under which people accept the idea that compliance is what they should do (Ibid: 23).
is seen as legitimate then people accept the idea that compliance is what they should do. As Lustick describes, “what separates a legitimate from an illegitimate state is the presence of beliefs in the minds of those within the purview of that state that they should, for reasons of right and duty, comply with its orders” (2002: 23). Appeals to a shared identity provide an important means through which political elites attain legitimacy (Gellner 1983, Hobsbawm 1983). It is therefore in the interest of modern states to construct identity repertoires, to promote a set of identities to the larger population.

Identities also play an important role in the context of conflict and chaos that may emerge after the state retreats. Just as states use identities to attain legitimacy, armed groups behave in a similar manner. Being forced to attain necessary support and material can be extremely costly in terms of manpower and material. Mampilly argues that rebels, like state institutions, can employ symbols in an effort to decrease the need to actually employ threats or the threat of violence in order to attain compliance (2015: 76). Symbols may even aid armed groups in an effort to further climb the scale and attain legitimacy. According to Mampilly, symbol usage is a key component in efforts by rebels to establish a sense of shared identity between ruler and ruled, between rebel government and civilians. It is this shared “identification” that gives the ruler legitimacy (2015: 76). The development of shared “norms and values” can also promote consistency in the arrangement that arises between rebels and civilians who find themselves in areas under rebel rule (Förster 2015: 207). It is this intentional effort to communicate and development a shared set of norms that states conduct and rebels (and, I would add, civilian leaders) attempt to mimic (Mampilly 2015: 80). Other authors argue that embracing a particular identity can also help armed groups organize and influence how they operate. According to Posen, “A group identity helps the individual members cooperate to achieve their purposes. When humans can readily cooperate, the whole exceeds the sum of the parts, creating a
unit stronger relative to those groups with a weaker identity. Thus, the ‘groupness’ of the ethnic, religious, cultural and linguistic collectivities that emerge from collapsed empires gives each of them an inherent offensive military power” (1993: 30).

In addition to giving groups a defensive advantage, sharing the same identity may be the basis for social networks that may yield improved or more efficient communication (Gubler and Selway 2012: 210). While Posner as well as Gubler and Selway assume this to be the case for ethnic identities, other kinds of identities facilitate the formation of armed groups (Weinstein 2007).

There is also literature which suggests that identities change as a result of wartime experiences. According to Wood, the process of acclimating to military involvement for fighters, the involvement of citizens in political movements, as well as the experience of violent conflict may change identities (2008: 547). As conflicts persist identity groups often divide themselves spatially and there may be “increasing polarization of public loyalties-and, to varying degrees, of private identities” (Wood 2008: 549). While some pre-conflict norms or identities may reassert themselves, the impacts of the conflict may persist (Wood 2008: 555-556). The lasting impacts of conflict on identities, the incentives which actors have in promoting identities, and the key role which identities play in the construction of political order all drive this project’s focus on identities.

Defining Identities and Exploring their Origins

In order to discuss the impact of state retreat on identities it is important to first be clear about what I mean by identity. Here I refer to identities as the consistent pattern of ideas and sentiments which are based upon a feeling of shared similarities between an individual and a bounded set of other individuals (Volkan 1999, Lustick and Miodownik 2002: 25). A social identity refers to the part of an individual’s sense of self that is tied to their membership in larger social groups. According to Volkan, “…the large-group aspect
of an individual’s *internal* identity depends on objects in the *external* world” (1999: 39). This is not dissimilar from the stance adopted by Hogg et al, that being a part of one or several of these groups comprises an important part of individuals’ identities (1995: 259). In these arguments it is a sense of shared belonging, membership in a group that defines a social identity. Social identity is inherently connected to individual self-awareness and an understanding, whether or not it is at the forefront of our minds, about our relationship to the wider world (Wilmer 2002: 72). Wimmer’s definition of *ethnic* identity similarly emphasizes the individual’s feeling of membership in a larger social group, in this case one that is grounded on “shared culture and common ancestry” (2008: 973). It is this sense of a collective that matters in this work, as institutions often promote particular identities.9

On the other hand, Chandra and Wilkinson’s definition of identity is not about membership in a group but rests upon categories (2008: 520). In this articulation, identities are not determined by the existence of an actual social grouping but instead with a belief in such a system, the construction of societal divisions. Social identities in this definition are like containers into which people may be organized and categorized. As with any decent organizational scheme, there should be common characteristics that apply to all the individuals organized into a particular identity category. Chandra and Wilkinson describe an ethnic identity “…as a *category* in which descent-based *attributes* are necessary for membership” (2008: 517)10. In the case of ethnicity, some of these characteristics are often inherited characteristics. Just as Wilmer (2002) argues that individuals are containers for

---

9 Social identities are not, therefore, a given, but develop over time and an individual may (and usually does) possess multiple social identities simultaneously. The work here is interested in the ways in which identities held by or available to individuals prior to state retreat become more salient. It also assumes that identities may change somewhat as a result of conflict but does not expect entirely new identities to emerge in the time frame considered here.

10 Chandra and Wilkinson use “ethnic structure” which they define as “the distribution of attributes in {the} population and is typically multidimensional” (2008: 517)
identities, identities themselves can be considered containers into which individuals can be grouped.

However, the definition given to us by Chandra and Wilkinson, in comparison to that provided by Volkan and others, gives us a somewhat simple understanding of what identities are and, by extension, how they behave and shape our world. By thinking of identities as categories, simple social constructs, we ignore the complicated process through which these categories emerge- instead, they are simply taken as social facts. It ignores the important fact that these schemas can not only be changed by people but also shape the ways in which people view themselves and society. In addition, it does little to explain to us the deep levels of attachment that we often have for particular identities. If we think of them solely as categories to which we belong rather than beliefs rooted in shared experience or the connections between ourselves and others, the attachment individuals have to particular social identities and the emotional distress they experience when those identities are challenged becomes difficult to explain.

This project employs a modified understanding of social identity theory. The process of identity formation that that is described as taking place in childhood does not necessarily end alongside the end of childhood. While the multiple steps of identity formation discussed above may accurately describe the initial process through which we develop social identities, once the tent is erected it will not necessarily stay the same. Our understanding of the traditions that make up the loose covering may change, which could have an impact on the shape of the tent and who is included within its boundaries. Thus, while this work will largely take Volkan’s understanding of social identity as its baseline,
it does so with the above amendments in mind. The environment in which individuals live can alter the warp and weft of the canvas tent and can even burn the whole thing down.\footnote{There is a difference between possessing or potentially sharing a social identity and acting on the basis of that identity. Posner (2005) distinguishes between the process of \textit{identity construction} and \textit{identity choice}. The former is determined by an individual’s “repertoire,” meaning each individual has a bounded list of identities from which to associate with (i.e. most white people in the United States cannot pass for black and vice versa). While there are instances in which the barriers between social categories may be blurred, many individuals may be prevented from “passing” for members of two, mutually exclusive identity categories based on phenotypic or other characteristics. But the latter is determined instrumentally by the usefulness of the political orientations that various identities define. Chandra and Wilkinson come up with a similar system of identities, in which they distinguish between “nominal” identities and “activated” ones. While one may qualify for a “nominal” identity based on their sharing in a particular social category, an “activated” identity is one which others use to describe an individual or which an individual claims as part of their identity (Chandra and Wilkinson 2008: 520).}

In either self-categorization theory or social identity theory, the individual is not able to acquire an infinite range of social identities. There are limits to the number of social identities or \textit{which} identities an individual can have because of how identities are grouped or the relations between them (Wilmer 2002: 68). For example, some identities may be mutually exclusive thanks to the characteristics that define them.\footnote{There are some critiques and amendments that must be made to Volkan’s theory. Volkan is developing “a picture of boundedness, of inside-out perceptions…” when he describes how children develop ingroups grounded in shared traditions (Kinnvall 2004: 752-753). Self-categorization theory also seems to assume a degree of multiple personality disorder in which individuals switch between essentially distinct personal and group selves, requiring an ability to switch from our personal close-fitting identity and our looser social identity as the context dictates. In this model one can only act according to one identity at a time when in fact multiple identities may be at play simultaneously.} In other instances, identities may have significant overlap, which most members of a social group possessing both identities. However, the assumption that two identities overlap completely is frequently made, much to the frustration of Christian Palestinians and other minority communities. It is this understanding of the multiple identities possessed by individuals which informs the emphasis on different kinds of social identity in this project.

This project focuses on four kinds of social identities: ethnic, religious, national, and local identities. In order to understand the differences between these social identities, it is important to distinguish between the different types of social groups that function as...
the basis of these identities. An ethnic group is a group which shares a sense of membership and that is characterized by shared “language, history, culture, race, or religion (or some combination of these)” (Varshney 2007: 277) and a belief in a shared ancestry or kinship (Horowitz 1985:17; Chandra 2012: 9). In this study Arabs and Kurds both fit the definitions of ethnic groups. This work defines a religious community as a social group that shares the same faith and faith traditions, a decision based upon definitions of religious groups and conflicts used in the literature on conflict (Toft 2007). A nation is a social group, membership in which is defined by a belief in shared membership and a belief that the group should possess its own sovereign state (Anderson 1983: 6; Gellner 1983: 1; Zimmer 2003: 173-174; Bell 2003: 69). Finally, I use a local identity here to refer to shared membership in groups that may once have been referred to as parochial. Such groups are defined by shared membership in entities like a local community (town, city, or neighborhood), a specific geographic area (such as the Damascus countryside), a tribe, or a clan. In different contexts the significant local groups will vary, and no local community possesses the same social endowments. What kinds of identities are available and the degree to which different identities overlap will also vary from context to context.

Some social groups possess the characteristics of multiple identity types. In some instances, religious practice and tradition can reinforce ethnic boundaries (Stroup 2017). This is true for ethnoreligious groups, such as the Druze and Alawites, both minority communities in Syria. Both groups possess their own religious beliefs and practices while also sharing a culture and belief in a myth of common ancestry. Those born outside of the community cannot convert to either faith tradition, emphasizing the importance of perceptions of kinship in defining membership in the group. In addition, we can think of many instances in which membership in an ethnic group may be considered a requirement
for membership in the nation, but this is not true for all nations. Indeed, some ethnic groups are the majority of multiple states’ populations (as is true for Arabs). As a general rule, we should be careful before conflating different kinds of identities and sensitive to the ways in which these different and sometimes overlapping identities are discursively constructed.

Having accepted that identities can be acquired, changed, or shift in their importance to an individual, it is important to understand where identities come from and how identities shape our behavior at a basic level. The broad consensus is that it is our interactions with the world that yield group identities, although perspectives vary on how this occurs, and which aspects of our social environment are most important. Self-categorization theory argues that we do not always think of ourselves as individuals but sometimes think and act purely as our social identities dictate, and that switching between these versions of our selves can take place quickly. Thinking with a social identity is expected to take place when the differences that may exist between the individual and others within the same grouping are diminished (Kinnvall 2004: 749-750). Social identity theory, however, attempts to create a clearer demarcation between individual and social identity (Ibid. 752-753). In this theory, identity formation begins at the level of the individual child and expands to incorporate group-wide tendencies. The formation of large-group identity begins with the individual externalizing positive feelings and tying these sentiments to the larger group. Individuals then share their identity with other children who observe the same “cultural traditions” (Volkan 1999: 37). This group identity can be described as “a loose covering” that helps to guard the individual. It is in fact so loose that it can accommodate many individuals, not just the one, making the group identity more like a single “canvas tent” than clothing intended for only one wearer (Kinnvall 2004: 752).
Identity Narratives (Identity Content)

Another recurring theme in the identity literature is one of narratives. Language is an important part of the process through which we come to understand our Self and Others (Wilmer 2002: 70-71). We can see this reflected in the steps of identity formation that Volkan argues take place at an aggregate level. Groups are subjected to externalization by other groups; “chosen glories” are (through an unspecified process) selected, as are “chosen traumas”; and symbols may also develop an autonomous influence on the identity of the group. While these “chosen glories” or “chosen traumas” may be dismissed as myth, they still have a powerful role to play in shaping our social identities and personal identities (Volkan 1999: 37). This process gives a narrative to the members of the group that is clear and often transmitted through legitimated, authoritative channels (Kinnvall 2004: 760).

Wilmer goes to a next degree, taking as an assumption for his own argument that “…the self is both the basis for and the sum of identity narratives” (2002: 68). Here narratives are not simply a product of identities but are a constitutive component of them. Thus, while they are accorded varying levels of significance, narratives play an important role in our understanding of social identities.

Narratives of violence play a particularly important role in constituting and shaping social identities. This can be seen in a number of cases studies in the comparative literature. For example, during the latter years of the Ottoman empire, the salience of identities in the Balkans shifted. Violent acts that had been done by people who were primarily identified
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13The concept of narrative is similar to the “logics” of identity discussed by Campbell. If all the players involved are working on the basis of a particular identity as the most salient they are functioning according to the same “logic” (Campbell 1998: 8). In this work logics function like narratives, providing a common script for those involved with which they make sense of the world. It is our understanding of the social world that guides our actions, or adoption of certain narratives or logics not only shaped identities but the behaviors guided by them.
as Muslims came to be identified as ethnic in nature. This took place largely as a result of the depiction of these acts by the Serbian education system and consuls (Frantz 2009: 461). In this case, acts of violence were later incorporated into a narrative that emphasized an ethnic identity. This leads us to consider under which conditions narratives of violence are able to shape identities. Bowman argues that narratives recounting violent acts have the ability to influence identities when they present “an ‘antagonism.’” An antagonism is created when something that should be impossible takes place or, it is claimed, will take place. One example is a peasant, who, when the owner of the land threatens to toss them out, has his identity as a poor farmer threatened (Bowman 2014: 156). In Yugoslavia violence was used to create narratives that described an existential threat to different communities (Ibid. 160). Bergholz (2016) argues that discrete events are often tied together into one continuous narrative to promote particular identities. The ingredient of violence, or the threat of violence, gives these narratives a level of potency that makes them a more likely basis for the development of social identities (Bowman 2014).

This section has discussed both the definition of social identities that will be used in this project as well as theories on the origins of identities. By interacting with social groups and learning the narratives which surround these groups, the “chosen traumas” and “chosen glories,” individuals acquire identities. This emphasis on the power of narratives informs the decision to focus on the ways in which identities are constructed in discourse. Under conventional circumstances when the state is in control, we encounter the symbols and language employed by the state in our everyday lives (Billig 1995, Penrose 2011, Phillips 2013, Butz 2009, Jones and Merriman 2009). There is a significant degree of agency in the articulation of these narratives and the decision to commemorate particular events (Zerubavel 1995: 5-6). States often refer to national identities in official statements,
such as a statement made by Bashar al-Asad in 2002 about the thousands of years of “Syrian history” (Zisser 2007: 182). National symbols appear on our money and national flags regularly appear in public spaces. Under the Syrian state prior to 2011, the Ba’th regime built a cult of personality around the president, “…by producing a system of signification that exemplifies simultaneously both state dominance and national community” (Wedeen 1999: 15). This is reflected in Phillips’ interpretation of the images and symbols employed by the Syrian state who argued that visual representations of peasant classes, the Syrian family, and the military served to reify the Syrian state in a way that had not been done before the rise of the Asads (Phillips 2013: 52). These quotidian expressions of identity, according to Billig (1995) are a primary avenue through which states promote the salience of national identities.

However, as discussed earlier, it is not only the state which shapes discourse and employs symbols to promote identities. Competing elites will articulate different identities using words, making references to national, local, ethnic, and religious identities. They do this in official statements, which in the Syrian context have often been shared online. Syrian actors designed logos incorporating visual elements like national flags to connect themselves to particular identities in the eyes of consumers, which they placed on equipment, uniforms, and share online. Elites are not the only ones who express identities. Public protests often incorporate the use of symbols, such as national flags. Many protests of the 2011 uprising used national flags in an effort to legitimate their claims (Chivers and Henderson 2011, el-Naggar and Slackman 2011, Larbi 2011, Ismail 2011). In a time marked by contentious politics, public references to different identities using visual elements as well as language. As conflict continued ordinary Syrians continued to engage in public protests, expressing identities through chants, songs, banners, and flags. In the
absence of the state, the use of symbols and discursive construction of identities by non-state actors plays a central role in shaping identities.

**The State and State Retreat**

*The State*

A discussion of state retreat or state failure must begin with a definition of the state. Definitions of the state, such as Weber’s, often combine functional and institutional components. The institutional component focuses on the state’s spatial limits and the concentration of various institutions in a particular location. The functional component emphasizes the state’s role as the creator and enforcer of laws (Mann 1984: 188). These characteristics can be seen in Tilly’s definition of states as, “organizations that controlled the principal concentrated means of coercion within delimited territories, and exercised priority in some respects over all other organizations acting within the territories.” (1990: 5). The modern state has made itself the supreme authority in its territory and has the capacity to enforce its laws within its territory.

Different ideas about how states develop and function place varying degrees of emphasis on different functions of the state. Tilly labels the light, small, and fierce state common in the pre-modern period is described in his work as a “wasp” state. These states have only three functions: to respond to anyone who challenges their control over their specified territory, to fight wars against external opponents, and to deal with any threats to

---

14 These definitions reflect the modern state and its characteristics. Braddick, in an effort to construct a definition which could be sufficiently flexible to include the pre-modern state, defines the state as a “coordinated and territorially bounded network of agents exercising political power” (2000: 6). While the state is as Braddick describes at a de facto level, definitions of the modern state should fit modern expectations of what a state does. In particular, the modern state needs to have crushed potential interior rivals before being considered a true state- even if this idea often does not match the reality of many entities casually referred to as states. Braddick alone is a bit too flexible and broad when we are discussing modern states and would give state status to organizations that we would be wary of labeling as such in the modern day.
external and internal allies. In order to carry out these three functions, it is imperative that the state be capable of extracting resources from its population (Tilly 1990: 96). In earlier works Tilly emphasizes that the state needs to have monopolized “the concentrated means of coercion” in order to carry out these essential functions (1985). While coercion can refer to armed units, this category may also include “incarceration, expropriation, humiliation, and publication of threats” (Tilly 1990: 19). Essentially laws and the ability to enforce these laws are vital to the formation of order and state-like structures.

Laws and the enforcement of laws are essential aspects of a state’s function, of the actions that make a state a state. According to North et al, “In larger groups, no individual has personal knowledge of all the members of the group or society, and so personal relationships alone cannot be used to control violence. Some form of social institution must arise to control violence if societies are to develop larger groups” (2009: 14). Rules are essential to the functioning of any society and states generally have the responsibility for enforcing those rules that, at a minimum, pertain to violence and the enforcement of

---

15 Tilly’s is but one of the many theories on state formation. Levi (1988) takes a different perspective, focusing predominantly on the extractive function of the state. She argues that rather than focusing on the state as a single entity, the interests of rulers play an important role. Rulers strive to maximize their revenue but must deal with several constraints. The first of these is the degree of control over coercive, economic and political resources possessed by the state as these determine the relative bargaining power of the state. The second is the cost of negotiating an agreement on policy and the costs of implementing policy. The third factor is the time horizon of the decision maker. The more value the ruler places on the future relative to the present the lower the discount rate will be and high levels of extraction at the present will appear less appealing (Levi 1988). Adams (1999) places a heavy emphasis on the role of identity in early state formation. The behaviors of principals (a role often assumed by rulers) can be shaped not only by rational choice constraints, as described by Levi (1988), but also by shared identities. The cultural and family-oriented perspectives of early political leaders led to the central role of patrimonialism in the development of early states. The behaviors of these early leaders, according to Adams, could not be understood without an understanding of the value they placed upon ensuring their lineages as well as their identification with their predecessors and other rulers connected through family. In Breen’s account of early modern France, identity also played an important role, particularly locally, as those occupying state roles were “caught up [in] a process of constantly defining and contesting the identity of legitimate participants…” (2007: 25). However, in situations often characterized by internal conflict, Tilly’s model is arguably a more useful parallel and shapes our understanding of what minimal functions a state must do in order to be considered a state.
property rights (Mann 1984: 195). In addition to laying out different key narratives of state development, these perspectives help us to refine the functional part of the definition of a state as an entity with coercive capacity (and the legitimacy to wield it), that establishes and enforces laws, and must attain resources from its population and territory to do so.

While the definitions and essential functions of the state listed here focus on the authority of the state, the character of its leadership, and its coercive capacity, one should not assume that the development of these capacities is a centralized or directed process. When discussing state formation, it is not uncommon for scholars to discuss “state building,” (i.e. State “construction” might be more apt) a term which indicates a degree of intentionality and direction to the process that does not necessarily exist. This perspective also neglects the existence of competition and conflict between societal groups that could both put a hold on state-building as well as limit the center’s ability to exert control over society (Wheeler 2011). Braddick makes a similar argument in his own work on early modern England, in which he affirms that his work, “… does not presume that innovation derived only from the centre and at the expense of the locality, that there was a single pressure for change, or that a single interest or will lay behind it” (2000: 7). In his story of the development of the English state, institutions were added in an ad hoc way and there was no single mastermind or plan behind the development of the modern state (Braddick 2000: 7). Even for modern states, the development and function of the state is not the straightforward and centralized process we often assume. While states may attempt to impose a single method of social control throughout a territory, this is generally not how things actually work (Migdal 1988: 28). As will be discussed later in the chapter, the ad

---

16 In the pre-modern or early modern state, multiple institutions were concerned with carrying out the same task. In modernization theory, primitive societies are characterized as “fused” while the institutions of more sophisticated societies display “functional specificity” (Masters 1964: 597).
hoc process of institution building detailed in the literature on the pre-modern and early
modern state, mirrors efforts to construct order when the modern state retreats or fails. In
the wake of the state people organize, adding new institutions as the need for them arises.
This is particularly true in those areas where there was not a robust non-state organization
that had the capacity to step in once the state was absent. The more of these institutions
emerge the greater will civilians interactions with institution builders be.

This project employs an understanding of the state as an institution which serves
particular functions: the elimination of internal and external rivals and the ability to write
and enforce laws. These tasks all require that the state possess the ability to coerce those
who do not abide by the state’s laws or threaten its integrity. It is these functions or
“processes” which produce the state (Mitchell 1991: 95). A focus on the state as a product
of particular functions makes it possible to identify when and where the state is and is not.
The emphasis on the state as an institution does not mean that the state, although it is a
social construct, should not be dismissed as unreal, just as it should not be treated as being
entirely distinct from society (Ibid.).

State Retreat

The term state retreat is used to describe conditions in which the state’s physical
presence diminishes, in which a state’s institutional reach has retracted. Limited retraction
may occur when a state is weakened, and it is no longer able to operate institutions in all
of the territories previously under the state’s control. The loss of control by the central state
over some of its territory may come about for a variety of reasons, including challenges by
secessionists and the weakening of the central state (O’Leary 2001). An extreme example
of state retraction would be state collapse, in which all state institutions cease to function
across an entire state (Milliken and Krause 2002: 753). The focus here is on situations in
which the state had maintained an institutional presence until recently, not areas in which
the state was never effectively present. One can look to Yemen after 2011 to illustrate the
difference between the state’s retraction from particular places (such as the capital Sana’a
in 2014 and 2015) and the state’s longstanding absence from other parts of the country,
particularly east of the capital.

It is also important to distinguish state retreat from the processes which sometimes
(but not always) cause it. While state retreat may originate in civil war, the two terms are
not necessarily synonymous. Gubler and Selway define civil war as “…episodes of violent
conflict between governments and either politically organized groups (revolutionary wars)
or national, ethnic, religious, or other communal minorities (ethnic wars)” (2012: 207-208).
Civil wars may bring about state retreat but there are instances in which the state may
actually be strengthened by civil war, such as the American civil war or the Vietnam war
of the 1960s. In both of these instances, Bates argues that civil war took place in instances
in which the state was strong and, if anything, strengthened over the course of the conflict
(2008: 2). Thus, while civil war may result from or lead to the collapse of the state, this is
not necessarily always the case and thus, the two should not be seen as the same. State
retreat is also not the same as revolution. For Bates, revolution results in the formation of
new institutions and “in new ways of organizing the economy and polity” (2008: 2). It is
an instance of new institutional formation on a national scale, whereas the state’s retreat
involves the retraction or dissolution of state institutions. This transition from one order to
another also limits the proliferation of organization by non-state actors, further
distinguishing the process of state retreat from revolution. State retreat should also be
distinguished from state death. Fazal defines state death “as the formal loss of foreign
policymaking power to another state” (2004: 312). Fazal further argues that this process
should be best understood as an “outside-in” process and can be attributed to international political dynamics (Ibid. 313). This loss of autonomy to an external actor differs from the “implosion” of state collapse and the dissolution of its institutions or the retraction of state institutions as a result of state weakening. Thus, state retreat can and should be considered a distinct process from civil wars, state death, or revolution.

The effect of state retreat is generally understudied, with most work focusing on explaining why states weaken or fail and what means can be used to prevent the decay of capacity. Little work considers the impact of state retreat, its aftermath, and how the process of retreat itself determines possible future outcomes. It is this gap that this project hopes to, at least partially, fill. In order to understand the relationship between the state and identity, as well as non-state actors and identities, it is important to discuss how political elites influence the identities of the wider population.

**Institutions & Identity Promotion**

There is ample literature to suggest that state institutions can have an important role to play in shaping identities and making identities salient for members of the population. For North et al institutions can be formal laws and the means to enforce them, but they can also be norms, beliefs held by the group in question, or formalized social rules (2009: 15). Numerous books and articles have been written attesting to the influence of academic institutions, legal systems, national censuses, national military, and other state institutions on identities (Byman 2000, Lieberman and Singh 2009, Weber 1976, Laitin 1986). Byman argues that through institutions, particularly the legal system and the national education system, institutions can shape identities and, in his argument, mold ethnic identities to end ethnic conflict (2000: 150). Weber (1976) also points to the importance of national institutions, such as the military and public education, as key to transforming parochial
speakers of colloquial dialects into a French nation. For Byman and Weber it is iterated interaction and gradual indoctrination which shapes identity, which is a distinct mechanism from that proposed by scholars who believe institutions’ identity-shaping capacity is driven by its ability to provide material benefits (Posner 2005, Laitin 1986). While material benefits may drive reiterated interactions with institutions in states and in conflict zones, this work does not assume that it is purely a desire for material gains that allows institutions to shape identities.

States also have the ability to employ institutions to exclude certain groups. Another example discussed by Lieberman and Singh are state rules regarding the use of public space and public facilities from which particular groups within society may be excluded (2009: 32). This could be seen as a means through which the state contributes to what Volkan considers step 3: a process through which groups absorb the nasty sentiments projected onto them by other groups (37). In this case the state projects certain characteristics onto the group whose access to certain public spaces is limited: the minority is told that they are in some way unworthy of the privilege of mixing with other ethnic or racial groups in certain public spaces. By placing certain groups into an “other” category, the state justifies and normalizes their exclusion from the rights and privileges enjoyed by “us.”

A rational choice perspective would argue that material gains play a central role in shaping identities. From Posner’s perspective, from an individuals’ repertoire of potential identities they may make an instrumental decision to associate primarily with one, and this choice depends entirely on context. However, there are other factors which may influence the salience of one available identity over others. Some authors focus on the role of elites and argue that it is elites who employ symbols and stories shared by the members of a social identity to promote particular identities to serve their own political goals.
(Majstorovic 1997). Engaging in “symbolic acts” in general can often be interpreted as efforts by elites to give their choices legitimacy (Brown 1994: 863). These fit with the expectations of social identity theory as Volkan also concedes that notable leaders can also have an important influence on the large group identity (1999: 37). Circumstance and context may also drive the salience of particular identities in what Wimmer (2008) describes as the ‘situationalist’ view, although this assumes that all identities have similar levels of value and importance (977). Another view considers the importance of economic variation as the means through which identities are made more salient, although this does not consider who can be deemed, “a legitimate competitor [in the economy] and who is not” (Ibid. 978). For Wimmer, it is the most visually obvious distinction between groups which influences the salience of particular identities over others (2008: 978). However, this assumes not only a degree of visual dissimilarity but that these differences are always given greater political weight than other identities, which is not necessarily the case. For example, visual differences were only considered important (and are debatable in their very existence) after imperialist institutions gave weight to the distinctions between Hutu and Tutsi in Rwanda. Thus, profit-maximization is not enough alone to explain the selection of identities by elites nor the acceptance of promoted identities by the larger population.

The Enduring Legacies of Institutions

There is evidence to suggest that institutions may have enduring legacies, perhaps even after the institutions themselves are gone. For example, Dumitru and Johnson (2011) argue that in Communist-held areas of Romania, norms and institutions shaped national identity, making it more inclusive of minorities. This in turn influenced local attitudes toward the Jewish population even after the entire country’s occupation by Germany during WWII, leading to a lower rate of reporting of Jewish community members to German
officials in formerly Communist parts of Romania. In the areas which were controlled by the USSR between the world wars individuals were more likely to help Jewish friends and neighbors hide and were less likely to cooperate with German efforts to locate members of Romania’s Jewish community.

Institutions constructed after conflict can also strengthen or weaken particular identities. For example, changes to Nigeria’s federal system in the 1960s and 1970s created incentives for parties and presidential candidates to appeal to a wide swatch of Nigerians rather than members of specific ethnic community and made mobilizing along ethnic lines politically unviable (Horowitz 2008). On the other hand, the formation of institutions based upon cleavages made salient during wartime ensure the continued salience of these divisions (Simonsen 2005). Thus, institutions may have an important impact on the salience and content of identities that outlast the existence of the institutions themselves. In addition, identity changes which take place during conflict may be reified in post-conflict institution building.

State institutions play an important role in selecting the symbols, glories, and traumas which are officially shared by “the people.” While in a conventional setting, the state writes the narratives and disseminates it, once the state has retreated new actors can step in to fulfil these functions. While much of the existing work on the ability of institutions to shape identities focuses on state institutions, when state collapse or intrastate conflict remove state institutions from the equation, we see other institutions taking on identity-shaping roles similar to those played by state institutions. Mampilly (2015) describes the efforts by rebel groups to use symbols as being drawn upon the state model. Whoever attempts to rule, whether they are rebels or the state, their need for compliance will lead them to engage in the use of symbols (Ibid: 80-81). The process of the breaking
of old institutions and the development of new ones may also promote the transformation of identities or shifts in the salience of identities as a result of rebel activity (Arjona 2014). According to Wood, fighters’ acclimation to a martial life, the involvement of citizens in political movements, as well as the experience of violent conflict may have an impact on identities (2008: 547). Thus, while much work has focused on the role of state institutions in shaping identities, in the absence of state institutions we can and should turn to other institutions to understand the salience of identities.

Institutions & Identity Promotion in the State’s Wake
The State’s Contested Identity

As was earlier discussed, political elites have an incentive to promote identities in an effort to attain legitimacy (Brown 1994, Lustick 2002). For many modern states this has led to efforts to promote identification with the state space through the promotion of national identities (Gellner 1983, Hobsbawm 1983). As has just been discussed, states often engage in these identity promotion efforts through citizens’ interactions with state institutions. This raises the question of what impact the failure or retreat of these institutions has on the identity promoted through these institutions.17

The construction and promotion of a shared identity by the state creates a sense of shared membership by all or some of its citizens. Yet the process of establishing an identity also sets boundaries, excluding some people as “others.” Wilmer argues that this is a central part of identity, that identity “… exists only in reference to something other than itself, an
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17 It is not expected that everyone will give up their state-based identity in the state’s absence, but the state’s absence and the emergence of new actors may create pressures to adopt other identities or for non-state identities to become more salient than state-based identities as time passes. While someone may still possess a Syrian national identity, being relatively limited to a local context and interacting with institutions that promote a local identity may lead to this identity being more salient in political life than a national identity. While Chandra (2006) and others argue that those identities which are “descent-based,” such as ethnic identities are more sticky than others, this does not mean that non-ethnic identities will be abandoned as soon as the institutions which support them are gone.
order, an Other, or multiple orders and Others, orders of others” (2002: 68), which means that societies are inherently divided into us, the ingroup, and them, the outgroup.¹⁸ Making the them into a foe is a natural outcome of circumstances in which the future is unclear and safety is not assured. According to Kinnvall, “Within this process, self and other are both seen as essentialized bodies, which means reducing self and other to a number of cultural characteristics. These characteristics, although constructed and fabricated, come to be seen as natural, unified features for describing the group” (2004: 755). In this process the other is described as being, in some way, less than human and is cast aside as if they were human waste (Ibid. 754). This process can be seen in Albania, where a return to kanun, traditions of local self-rule also established a societal order in which certain individuals or groups were considered part of a traditionally-rooted “us” while others were deemed an antagonistic “them” (Schwandner-Sievers 2001: 110). Not only can the state’s efforts to articulate an identity foment the formation of ingroups and outgroups in society, but the experience of violence that may accompany or cause state retreat can also produce clear dichotomies.

This understanding of the divisions constructed between a state and those who contest its legitimacy has potential ramifications for our expectations regarding changes in identity. If the state retreats, if it retains control over some but not all of its territory, then the identity promoted by the state will remain salient for many residents of the state-controlled core. If this retraction is accompanied by violence, I expect that stark

¹⁸ The other also plays an important role in social identity theory, as Volkan describes the important role which externalization by other groups plays in the development of social identities (1999: 37). This is not surprising since social identity theory is related to earlier work on the “minimal group paradigm” that claims that individuals will consistently prefer those who are considered part of the same group as themselves to those outside their group. This thinking is based on the theory that people seek to improve the standing of their own groups at the expense of others as this improves the degree of “self-esteem” that they acquire as members of their group (Kinnvall 2004: 749).
dichotomies between the state “other” and a nebulous and potentially varied “opposition” will emerge. Conflict and the deaths, forced migration, and bodily injury that result will help to produce identities that are seen as being mutually exclusive. Violence creates the perception of a victimized “us,” while those who remain committed to the same identity as the regime will be seen as the victimizing “other” (Wilmer 2002: 109). In this scenario the groups that continue to embrace the identity espoused by the regime may find that this affiliation has dangerous consequences. As described by Posen, pockets inhabited by those deemed part of “the other” will be treated as a threat by the surrounding population (1993: 32). While communities may continue to identify with the state, if they are physically detached from the retreating state then these communities may either have to shift their identities or their people will have to move if they prove indefensible. With this logic in place, pockets which retain the regime identity as salient will be considered a threat by the surrounding communities. In the Syrian case this is exemplified by the villages of Kefraya and Foua, which remained pro-regime and were predominantly populated by Alawites.\textsuperscript{19} The villages were surrounded and attacked by members of the \textit{mu’arida}, the opposition, and a state of siege continued until the villages were evacuated as part of the agreement which ended the battle over Aleppo. While individuals may find it possible to hide their aversion for the dominant identity (a behavior Wedeen (1999) describes as acting “as if”), a large group known to share a particular identity cannot dissemble as individuals can. Thus, if the regime survives and conflict ensues between the vestigial state and groups outside the control of that state, regime and anti-regime identities will develop.

\textsuperscript{19} The Alawites are an ethnoreligious minority in Syria. Syria’s President during the uprising, Bashar al-Assad, as well as many members of the Ba’th regime’s upper echelons, were part of this sect.
The events which surround the collapse or retreat of the state also involve challenges to or rejection of the identity project pursued by the state. In the Syrian context we have seen the development of a state “them” in the eyes of opposition groups, placing the regime and its supporters into an othered group that is distinct from the nebulous “us” of *al-mu’arada*, the opposition. Members of the opposition rejected *Suriyya al-Asad*, Asad’s Syria, an understanding of the nation which tied it to Ba’thist leaders Hafez al-Asad and his son, Bashar (Ismail 2011). The political opposition and then the occurrence of violence between the regime and opposition meant that the identity associated with the regime was not available to the civilian organizations and armed groups of the opposition. The regime’s chosen identities became the identities of the other, and therefore not available to those groups who consider themselves members of *al-mu’arida*, those who have claimed power outside of the regime’s control.

However, simply being a member of the opposition is not an identity that brings with it a clear content. Within *al-mu’arida* we find groups that have embraced a variety of types of identity. Thus, while violence gives us an explanation for why certain identities become unavailable and establish an opportunity for building certain dichotomies, the conflict itself does not explain the emergence of different identities within the opposition. It does not explain which out of a field of possible identities a group will choose to incorporate into its identity repertoire. In order to understand the types of identities which have emerged within the opposition we must consider who establishes political order in the wake of the state and what the factors are which shape their identity repertoires.

*The Development of New Institutions by Non-state Actors*

With the collapse of state institutions in parts of Syria starting in 2012, we saw the appearance of zones of statelessness in which new actors emerged and developed, some of
whom attempted to govern in the state’s absence. In many ways, this political environment bears a striking similarity to the political environment described in the state formation literature, despite the significantly shorter time frame. New institutions have developed, although not in the straightforward model implied by Tilly (1990) and instead in the haphazard way described by Braddick (2000).

In this array of institutional arrangements with numerous actors, drawing on the literature on rebel governance can help us make sense of the kinds of institutional arrangements we see. Arjona uses the term *rebelocracy* to describe circumstances in which armed rebels govern, although civil actors may play limited roles in maintaining order or providing services to civilians20 (Arjona 2014: 1375). Again, this seems to fit with literature on the formation of early European states where different actors may be involved in filling the same function. In this period the existence of competition and conflict between societal groups could both put a hold on state-building as well as limit the center’s ability to exert control over society (Wheeler 2011). Thus, for *rebelocracies* and early states, the process of asserting dominance and building institutions is a gradual and often rather ad hoc one. The presence of rebels does not by any means guarantee the existence of *rebelocracy* just as the existence of armed bands does not guarantee the emergence of a state. Small armed groups in particularly, such as those dedicated to defending a neighborhood or village, will generally not possess the capacity required to build governing institutions. In addition, while armed actors may come to assert a dominant role in these circumstances, this does not mean that absolutely no role is played by civilians, only that it is limited.

---

20 At an empirical level, it can often be difficult to distinguish between civilians and the members of armed groups, particularly since civilians often fill a variety of supporting roles for armed actors. International law focuses on civilians as essentially noncombatants (Hultman 2008: 16-17) and that is the position used here.
When civilians rule, rebels maintain their role as the only armed actors in town and obtain some material support from the population, but all other matters are left to alternative actors (Arjona 2014:1375). In this institutional arrangement the role played by rebels is “indirect” and “…an underlying agreement between the armed group and the community – or its ruler – leads the group not to interfere in civilians’ affairs, as far as locals meet a set of obligations” (Ibid: 1376). Thus, under civilian rule the vast majority of the power to build institutions and influence the lives of citizens is held by civilian actors.\footnote{In some respects, these areas of civilian rule seems similar to the chartered towns of medieval England, towns which were given rights and privileges to operate as they pleased so long as they paid the king. However, civilian rulers to ensure their position not through bribes paid to rebel groups but using a currency of legitimacy or by placating local rebels by avoiding engaging in identity promotion that could be interpreted as a direct challenge to the armed groups.}

However, this typology does not quite give us a fine enough brush with which to paint some of the variety we see in real civilian-rebel interactions. I here propose the addition of a hybrid type to bring further nuance to the many situations which seem like they could be covered under the somewhat broad definition Arjona provides of 	extit{rebelocracy}. Under this institutional arrangement the armed group, instead of acting as “de facto ruler in [a] broad sense” (Arjona 2014: 1375) plays a role in a small number of institutions. This may mean focusing on building one institution or by influencing existing civilian institutions without taking them over or destroying them utterly. In this hybrid model the provision of most services are left up to other, civilian actors, but the rebel actors also play a limited role in governing the local population.\footnote{This relationship is not necessarily a harmonious one. Indeed, the hybrid type may be characterized by competition between armed and civilian actors with neither winning out as the dominant provider of governance.} In these arrangements the ability of armed groups to employ coercion to attain compliance from non-members is limited. Without the strength to control or establish all institutions and assert itself as an actor having close to a monopoly on force, armed groups in hybrid arrangements are unable
to use force or threats of force to attain compliance with impunity. By considering the institutional arrangement (civilian rule, rebelocracy, or hybrid rule) as well as the objectives of armed groups in rebelocracies, we can create a number of hypotheses regarding the identities which will likely be successful.

*Using Institutional Arrangement and Group Goals to Explain Identity Outcomes*

Just as states have the capacity to use their institutions to influence the salience of identities among their citizens, I argue that the institutions that emerge in contexts of statelessness also have an impact on the *salience* of identities in the communities in which they operate. While other scholars, such as Mampilly, have argued that non-state actors strive to imitate the symbolic behaviors of states, I am taking this connection a step further. If we wish to understand the salience of identities after the state’s retreat we can draw on the various actors who build institutions and promote identities in the state’s absence. In addition, the type of institutional configuration will be more conducive to certain types of identities than others. Mampilly (2011) argues that the decision by rebel groups on whether or not to develop governing institutions is predicated in part upon the objectives of rebel groups, with secessionist groups being more likely to establish institutions than groups dedicated to national revolution. Building on this idea, I claim that the objectives of the
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23 Several historical parallels can be found in medieval and early modern Europe. In France, for example, there were multiple courts, some rooted in the authority of the crown while others were not. In addition, certain issues were under the jurisdiction of the king while others were not. Unlike in a medieval charter town where the boundary over who controlled what was physical (the king’s power was limited within the town), in the early modern France these boundaries were sometimes issue-oriented.

24 It is worth noting that while Mampilly expects nationally ambitious armed groups to eschew institution building as their resources are focused on fighting the central government. This does not fit with some of the armed groups from the Syrian conflict. For example, the armed group formerly known as Jabhat a-Nusra shifted in 2014 to focusing on institution building and taking over local institutions in the areas under its control. It should also be noted that, as Mampilly (2011) illustrates, not all armed groups engage in institution building – not all will construct rebelocracies or foster the formation of hybrid institutional arrangements. I argue here that this institution building is essential for armed groups to influence the identities of local institution building. As such, those armed groups which do not build institutions are not expected to successfully alter the salience of those outside their own group.
armed groups at the heart of a *rebelocracy* will influence the kind of identity that the institutions of the *rebelocracy* promote.

If the armed group’s objectives are subnational or separatist then the primary identities promoted by the *rebelocracy* will be subnational in nature. This could mean appealing to a regional identity, or appealing to an ethnic identity or religious identity if these are held by a minority of the state’s population. Subnational identities are often already socially if not also politically salient and there are often organizations or institutions for members of the social group. Armed groups that are built upon pre-existing social organizations have an incentive to draw on the identities related to these social networks and use them to recruit members (Weinstein 2007: 52). In essence, the cultural and organizational context in which armed groups emerge may lead them to focus on subnational objectives.\(^{25}\) If they do so, we expect them to promote an identity already promoted by pre-conflict organizations.

If the objectives of the armed group are national, the promotion of a national identity is likely to be a component of a *rebelocracy*’s identity promotion efforts. This does not mean that a *rebelocracy* will not also appeal to another identity that is not local and appeals to the majority of individuals residing within the state’s boundaries (such as a religious identity, or perhaps a class identity). A third and unusual objective for *rebelocracies* is an international objective, in which the goal is the formation of a political entity that extends beyond the territory of a single state. This has certainly been the case of

\(^{25}\) For particularly local armed groups, those that emerge out of neighborhood organizations or city-level organizations, they may promote a local identity as their foundational and most important part of their identity repertoire. However, the small scale and limited access to resources of such local groups makes it highly unlikely that they will engage in governance, in building governing institutions. As such, extremely local identities are not expected to form the basis of identity repertoires for armed groups who govern in *rebelocracies* or hybrid areas. Without the capacity to build institutions and interact with the wider population, they lack a means for influencing the salience of identities in the areas in which they operate.
the self-proclaimed *ad-Dawla al-Islamiyya fi al-'Iraq wa a-Sham*,\(^26\) also known as the Islamic State. The group has international ambitions, aiming to establish a political entity that encompasses the entire *umma*, or Muslim community. For a period of time it successfully controlled territory in Iraq and Syria and developed numerous institutions in the areas under its control, including a postal service and taxation system. Here the promotion of a supra-national identity is inherently connected to the supranational goals of the armed group. The identities included in the repertoires of armed groups include identities associated with abstract spaces, with “imagined communities” of varying sizes.\(^27\)

There are several additional points which should be made about the identity repertoires of armed actors. Some scholars have assumed that armed groups can “adapt their message to local beliefs” (Kasfir 2005: 281). Other works assume a more moderate model in which both armed groups and civilians modify their ideational commitments in order to reach a level of agreement (Mampilly 2015: 88; Förster 2015: 207). Yet this assumes that armed groups are always free to make new commitments that are tailored to the local context. Armed groups which operate nationally may already have commitments in other parts of the country (or to external actors) that constrain their ability to alter their identity program. In a modern context, even one as tumultuous as the Syrian conflict, attempting to develop a segmented identity program is a risky prospect. If an armed group were to modify their identity program in one location word of those choices may spread and damage the group’s credibility elsewhere in the country or abroad. Thus, constructing different identity repertoires for different locations simultaneously may damage a group’s

\(^{26}\) *Sham* is a term that was historically used to refer to Damascus and the larger area around it. The selection of *Sham* rather than *Suriyya* connects IS to a term used before the drawing of modern borders.

\(^{27}\) While Benedict Anderson refers to nations as imagined communities, other social groups are also large enough that no single member can know all others. This is true for imagined communities based upon religion or ethnicity as well as nation.
legitimacy rather than enhance it. This does not mean that the identity repertoire of an armed actor in inflexible. Should an armed group’s ambitions change, if they expand or contract, it may attempt to shift the content of its identity repertoire. Finally, regardless of objectives, we should expect rebelocracies, like proto states, to have the capacity to be innovative in their identity promotion. Since they combine both armed institutions as well as other governing institutions, rebelocracies have the capacity to promote and use force to support their promotion of key identities.

Objectives are also an important key to understanding the identities embraced by civilian actors who provide governance. The available reach and aspirations of civilian groups, like armed groups, may be international, national, or local in scope. However, in the localized and atomized physical space of failed states, effective organization along international or national lines can be insurmountably difficult. For civilian groups which seek to establish governance, such a reach is often impossible. The limit of the institutional reach of civilian institutions, and the inability of these civilian institutions to alter their geographic reach through the strength of arms, leads me to expect that these groups are more likely to embrace local, geographically specific identities as their foundational identity. In addition, the lack of access to weapons means that civilians cannot coerce the local population into accepting the identity that civilian rulers have embraced, which limits

---

28 If an armed group’s capacity should change, it may no longer be able to hold onto its position as a rebelocracy. This is not expected to necessarily alter the identity embraced by the group, but it is expected to damage its ability to promote its identity. For example, an armed group which promoted a religious identity and has the capacity to build institutions is more likely to effectively promote that identity. If it should weaken, then the group will not abandon its religious identity, but may find that it lacks the capacity to build institutions and effectively promote this identity.

29 Civilian organizations that govern are not the only civilian actors involved in social life in the state’s absence. For example, many civil society organizations have emerged in Syria that are dedicated purely to aid provision. Since they are not involved in governance, it is not expected that they will be interested in acquiring legitimacy in the way that governing organizations do. As such, they are not expected to build identity repertoires and investing resources in identity promotion in the way that rebel and civilian governing actors do.
how innovative civilians may be with their identity repertoire. In addition, these groups emerge from the local context in which they operate, often upon the basis of preexisting civilian institutions, whether formal or informal. These pre-collapse origins, I argue, will also lead civilian groups to embrace identities that were already relatively salient to the local population, particularly in the years immediately after the state’s departure. They are more likely to promote identities that relate to specific places rather than abstract spaces. Many groups will incorporate a range of identities in their identity repertoires. However, as will be shown in the chapters to come, many actors have an identity that they appeal to more than others, which forms the backbone of their identity repertoire. Thus, while armed groups may promote identities which are new in their boundaries or their content, civilian actors are not able to be so innovative and are limited to promoting existing identities.

The hybrid institutional configuration, one in which armed and civilian actors play an active role, is less likely to produce a successful campaign to promote a kind of identity or select number of identities. The division of institutional control between armed groups and civilians makes the development of a single message conveyed by all a community’s key institutions less likely. Armed groups will find their identity promotion efforts shaped by the same factors that drive the selection of identities in rebelocracies, as objectives, competitive pressures, and the need for consistency across locations shape the identity repertoires of armed groups. Civilians may not only find themselves responding to locally salient identities but may find themselves pressured by the armed group or groups who operate in their neighborhood. Armed groups may push for the inclusion of individuals in local councils or courts who will promote the identity the armed group has embraced, for example. It is this accommodation imposed upon civilian rulers and the varied interests of armed group and civilians which will lead to less coherence in the identity promotion
taking place in hybrid institutional arrangements. In a competition for legitimacy these actors will be more likely to appeal to a wider set of identities rather than focus their attention on promoting one or two. This means that we should expect appeals made to a variety of kinds of identities and we are most likely to see mixed appeals to local, national, and supranational identities in these contexts.

**The Role of External Actors in Identity Promotion**

In a modern context, when discussing situations of state failure, we must consider the variety of roles played by external actors. To portray civil conflicts of any kind as self-contained ignores key elements in how these conflicts develop, are carried out, and end. In this project external actors, state actors or organizations based abroad, function primarily as an intervening variable which influences the ability of local actors to build institutions through which they promote identities. If natural resources are not locally available or if local tax collection is insufficient or impractical, then the support of external actors may play a critical role in the ability of domestic actors to build institutions. The support of external actors may also play a critical role in determining the number of institutions which locals may be able to establish, which would influence their ability to promote identities. This is true for both armed and unarmed actors during and following the collapse of the state.

In addition to improving the capacity of institution building on the ground, external actors may also be able to use their resources to influence the identity promotion of local actors. The literature on the impact external funding has on rebel groups covers a wide range of potential effects. Testerman (2014) finds that conflicts in which rebels receive external support extend for longer periods of time than conflicts in which actors do not receive external support. Research also indicates that the relationship of rebel
groups with the non-combatants living in the areas in which the rebel group operates is also shaped by the existence of external funding. Beardsley and McQuinn (2009) argue that the availability of external support (particularly remittances) led the Tamil Tigers of Sri Lanka to be less dependent on the local population for support. This frees armed groups to engage in activities that are in the best interest of the group rather than the local population. Salehyan et al. (2014) consider the funding of rebel groups by states and the impact which funding by different countries with different regime types may have on the behavior of rebel groups. They find that while rebel groups are more likely to attack civilians if they have the support of other countries, the likelihood of such attacks drops when the backer is democratic and has many organizations which put pressure on the state to protect human rights (Salehyan et al 2014).

While an armed group’s plans for the post-conflict outcome may play an important role, these are not the only features of a rebel group that matter to donor states. According to Salehyan et al., “Ethnic or religious ties to the rebel organization are likely to reduce concern with preference divergence since a common world-view and shared cultural understandings often indicate similar preferences (or are at least perceived to)” (2011: 715). While this may be true in some cases, it ignores the potential value that a rebel group’s ideology may have for the supporting state. As Keister points out, the supporting states have their own political and ideological perspectives and she argues that these views shape states’ preference for groups that share a degree of ideological congruence (2011: 70). Byman et al. (2001: 36) argue that ideological commitments, particularly commitment to a particular faith, can play an important role in explaining the decision by some states to support particular insurgencies. This may in part be driven by the fact that a government may be able to attain a degree of legitimacy or credibility by
supporting rebels with a particular ideology. For example, the Pakistani government’s support for insurgents in Kashmir as an example, describing this support as a means through which Pakistan acquires “prestige derived from championing Islam.” Similarly, Arab states supported the Palestinian Liberation Organization in an effort to boost “their Arab national credentials” (Byman et al. 2001: 36). In these cases, a shared identity between recipient and giver allowed the donor to strengthen its legitimacy in the eyes of a public which shared that group identity.

Private donors also have an important role to play but have a different set of goals and preferences from state principals. As I have already discussed, states may seek to support rebels for ideological reasons (such as Iran’s efforts to export its revolution by supporting religious groups throughout the region (Byman et al. 2001)). Private donors may also be motivated by ideological considerations. However, I would expect these ideological or normative commitments to play a more important role for private sponsors than state sponsors as the latter have other motivations, such as strategic interests, which may play an important role in tempering ideological considerations. Private donors may also be seeking to acquire legitimacy in the arena of domestic politics. Just as states may support groups in order to improve their own legitimacy (Byman et al. 2001), private donors may support rebel groups with the same goals in mind. Providing funding for Syrian rebel groups is a tactic that has been used to rally support for Kuwaiti members of parliament, for example (Westall and Harby 2013). The private donors which will be of interest in this study will be those that are able to make a sustained contribution to rebel groups as the result of the immense wealth of a single individual or through organizations that form to pool the donations from a number of donors.
The preference of external donors who favor local actors that emphasize particular identities has two effects. First, as discussed earlier, those local actors who promote the chosen identity will be more likely to receive the resources that make institution building and identity promotion possible. This will improve the chances of some groups as they compete against others. In some cases, the availability of funding may even lead to groups changing their identity repertoires. For example, the availability of funding for groups that promote a religious identity may lead some groups to alter their repertoires to place a greater influence on religious rather than other identities.

External actors may also influence the success of the promotion of identities by targeting the civilian actors or armed groups who promote specific identities. Works on state building and state capacity have drawn on the direct involvement of external actors who may use their military strength to limit the growth of potential emerging powers (Lustick 1997). While such decisions are generally presumed to be purely strategic in their motivations, they may have an impact on the success of particular identities. For example, in the Syrian case, external actors played a role in attacking those actors who espouse a particular identity considered distasteful by the external actor for strategic reasons. The United States targeted the Islamic State as well as the group known as Jabhat a-Nusra, both groups known for their adherence to a strict understanding of Muslim identity. Russia, on the other hand, targeted moderate members of the armed opposition who have generally promoted a national identity, although sometimes in conjunction with a religious identity. In these circumstances those actors who espouse particular identities may find their ability to build institutions limited by the interference of armed external actors.

Previous works have rested upon the assumption that should the agent behave in a way which the principal considers sufficiently detrimental to its own interests, that the
principal will cease supporting the agent. It is this threatened loss of support that limits the autonomy of the agent and keeps the agents’ behaviors in line. They argue that the sponsoring government may limit the rebels’ freedom to act, a cost which could outweigh the benefits of outsider sponsorship and lead the rebel group to reject sponsorship in favor of maintaining its autonomy (Salehyan et al. 2011). For this to be the case, external sponsors would need to have perfect or near perfect information about a sponsored rebel group’s behavior. Given the chaos and the difficulty of confirming reports, a rebel group may assume that they can get away with a certain amount of behavior that would displease the sponsor without the sponsor knowing about it. Just as information problems often arise between external funders and NGOs (Bush 2015), so too do these problems plague the relationship between rebel groups and their external funders. Thus, this project does not assume that principals possess perfect information and therefore may have a limited capacity for punishing agents for engaging in behavior that does not fit with the principal’s ideology.

While external sponsorship may influence armed groups and civilian institution builders, I argue that sponsorship is more likely to influence the identity repertoires of armed actors. The pressures that armed groups face, such as ongoing competition with other armed groups, while simultaneously striving to build institutions and provide a degree of local governance provide possibly greater incentives for the armed groups of rebelocracies and hybrid institutional arrangements to pursue external support. This strong motivation to obtain external support could lead rebel groups to alter their ideology in an effort to make them more appealing to potential donors (Bob 2005). It certainly makes it more likely that those groups which share the identity of external donors will be more likely to survive and have the capacity to build institutions.
I argue that the ability of an external actor to directly influence the identity program of an internal actor also depends on the number of external donors the internal actor possesses. While the quantity of money provided by an external actor may be a relevant factor to an internal actor’s institutional development, the number of donors involved will alter the level of influence any one may be able to exert on the internal actor. For example, a Syrian armed group that was entirely dependent upon support from Kuwaiti preachers was more likely to espouse a religious identity. A local actor who obtains support from numerous NGOs or state donors can promote an identity that comes into conflict with any single donor without doing significant damage to their financial health. In addition, actors may alter their identity promotion to court a particular significant external donor or group of donors that want to support groups that promote a particular identity. Thus, external actors can play a particularly influential role on identity promotion in those contexts in which they are the sole major contributor or one of the sole contributors for the internal actor.

**Conclusion**

In order to understand which identities become salient in the wake of the state, we must look to who promotes identities on the ground, which actors civilians engage with. Drawing upon literature on the promotion of identities by states and rebel groups, I argue that identity promotion takes place through local institutions as these provide a point of contact between civilians and local civilian and armed actors. I argue that civilians and armed groups have distinct interests and pressures which will lead them to promote different kinds of identities. When civilians rule they are more likely to promote a local, place-based identity as the central focus of their identity repertoire. The next chapter will discuss an area in which civilians ruled for several years, the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man in
Idlib governorate. There a civic, local identity was the primary identity promoted through local institutions.

Armed groups are more likely to promote identities that are connected to larger, imagined communities. In those areas where armed groups rule (rebelocracy) they will promote these more abstract identities. The second case study which describes identity promotion efforts by the Kurdish PYD and the Islamic State discusses how these actors used the array of institutions they built to promote their identities to the populations they governed. Not all areas neatly fall under civilian rule or rebelocracy. In some areas both civilians and armed groups build institutions and endeavor to provide governance. Under these circumstances, armed groups are expected to be subjected to the same pressures which shape their identity repertoires under rebelocracy. Civilians, however, may modify their identity repertoires, tempering their promotion of the local in order to avoid raising the ire of armed groups. This will lead to a mixed array of identities promoted across local institutions, which I expect to mitigate the efficacy of identity promotion efforts. The third case study, the city of Douma in the Eastern Ghouta, serves as an example of this hybrid institutional arrangement.

This chapter has also discussed the ways in which external actors influence the capacity of local institution builders. Resources are required to build institutions and influence the salience of identities. The support of outside actors can make institution building possible, while being attacked by external actors may damage this capacity. The need for resources may lead local actors to modify their identity repertoires to become more appealing to potential sponsors.
These arguments will be applied to three subnational cases within Syria between 2012 and 2016, which look at cases in which civilian actors, armed actors, or both strive to build local institutions and attain legitimacy.

Figure 4 Diagram of the Argument
Chapter 3:

Civilian Institutions & Identities in Northwestern Syria: Idlib Province and the City of Ma’arat a-Nu’man

Introduction

This chapter analyzes whether and how citizens’ identities change as the power of the Syrian state recedes. Do individuals continue to identify with the central government as the state weakens? What role do new institutions have in the process of identity shift following the state’s withdrawal? In this chapter I consider a political arena in which civilian institutions are largely responsible for providing governance and public goods. Parts of the Syrian province of Idlib began to break away from the control of the Ba’thist regime in 2012, including the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man. The city is an example of civilian rule, an institutional arrangement in which civilian actors play the central role in institution building following the state’s departure. Under civilian rule, armed actors are extremely limited in their influence and their engagement with civilians, the antithesis of rebelocracy. While not all parts of Idlib province fit this civilian-centric type, Ma’arat a-Nu’man and a few other cities have resisted efforts by armed groups to assert greater influence and become more involved in governance. This chapter focuses on the identities promoted by civilian institutions, the factors which may alter the effectiveness of these promotion efforts, and provides a measure for evaluating the salience of identities among the population of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man.

This chapter begins by providing some essential information about Idlib province and the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man specifically. The second section provides greater detail of the institution building undertaken by civilian and armed actors, asserting that the greater presence and success of civilian institution building makes the city of Ma’arat a-
Nu’man an example of civilian rule. Section three focuses on the research design, detailing the methods used to evaluate the identities civilian institutions use to legitimate their roles and to evaluate the salience of identities among the wider civilian population. The fourth section explores the identities referred to by governing institutions in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man. Consistent with my theoretical argument, I find that the local institutions in Ma’arat a-Nu’man referred primarily to a local identity and otherwise referred to identities which were already salient among the city’s population. They did not attempt to inculcate a new identity into the population. The subsequent section considers the influence of outside actors, and the ways in which the support or attacks by these actors help and hinder local institutions’ abilities to provide public goods and strengthen their legitimacy in the eyes of the population. The final section evaluates the efficacy of these identity references by looking at the identities used by protesters in public demonstrations to legitimate their own claims and by considering responses locals have had to statements by the city’s local council. The analysis of protest materials indicates that, as expected, a local identity did become increasingly salient in Ma’arat a-Nu’man over time. References to a religious or ethnic identity remained relatively consistent and appeals to a national identity saw several reversals between 2014 and 2016.

Background

Before delving into a discussion on institutions and identity in Idlib province in general and the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man in particular, it is imperative to provide some essential background information on the area and how the Syrian conflict has run its course in this particular region. A primarily agricultural area in the northwestern part of the country, Idlib governorate shares a limited northern border with Turkey. Estimates for
the population size of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man vary widely. Estimations of the city’s peace-time population immediately before the onset of conflict hover around 125,000 (“An Unflinching Account”). Several years into the conflict, estimates of the population were about 80,000, a number which included many displaced individuals from other parts of the country (Mahmoud 2016).

Prior to 2011, local formal and informal institutions were constrained. Idlib, as one of Syria’s fourteen governorates, was led by a governor selected by national authorities in Damascus. Each governorate was divided into districts and subdistricts, with each subdistrict led by a mudir. However, under the Ba’athist regime such local officials had little power and decisions were made in Damascus. While each governorate also had an elected council, as was the case in other elections in Syria, such elections were by no means free and fair (“Syria: Local Government” 2018). In Idlib province, civil society prior to the 2011 uprising was constrained, as was true in much of the country. Despite these limitations and the regime’s cooptation of preexisting civil society organizations, Idlib province does have some experience with opposing Ba’athist rule prior to the 2011 uprisings. The city of Jisr a-Shughur in Idlib province was the location of an uprising in 1980 that, like the later and larger uprising in the city of Hama, was met with violence by the Ba’athist regime.

Idlib governorate was the site of protests against the Ba’athist regime early on and records exist of protests in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man from Spring 2011. As was the case elsewhere, the protesters faced an armed response by the regime with troops being sent to the city in May 2011 (“Protests Erupt”, Shadid 2011). At a protest in the city attended by thousands, demonstrators set fire to a police station and the city courthouse. Regime forces responded strongly, with helicopters firing on protesters. After
demonstrators had dispersed the regime’s military fired on the city with tank shells (“Dozens Killed”). While this was not to be the area’s last protest, this marked the initiation of armed conflict in the region.

This was the beginning of a general trend of regime attacks on civilian targets, attacks which did not appear to be discriminatory in any way (“Syria army shells Homs”). The western part of the city fell to rebels early in the conflict, with the regime concentrating its efforts on maintaining its hold over that part of the city which lay directly on the main highway connecting the capital, Damascus to Syria’s second city, Aleppo (“An Unflinching Account”). Early gains by armed groups in the city are attributed in the international press to “the local military council” without reference to specific groups or factions (“An Unflinching Account”). In October 2012, the rest of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man was taken by a coalition of armed groups (Ibid). Subsequently, efforts were made by the Syrian regime to retake the city. Helicopters and fighter jets continued to attack the city. Cluster bombs made by Russia were employed by the regime in its attacks on the city immediately following its departure from regime control (Blomfield 2012). Over time local military actors would not be the only actors on the scene.

In time, an extremely varied array of armed actors would become involved in Idlib province and eventually in efforts to take the entirety of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man from regime forces (Masi 2014, Abouzeid 2013). These actors went through periods of cooperation and conflict. For example, in the winter of 2013 armed groups predicated upon various identities and ideologies worked together in an effort to coordinate province-wide attacks on regime forces. The objective was to hit some of the smaller regime holdings, such as Wadi Deif, before moving on to the province’s capital and then the city of Jisr a-Shughour (Ibid). The latter held particular strategic importance for its location on a key
highway leading to the home province of the al-Asad family, Lattakia. A religious court formed by the armed group formerly known as Jabhat a-Nusra was given a key organizational role in this larger offensive. Their role was to ensure that no participating armed group defected and that anything seized over the course of the fighting would be shared by all participating groups (Abouzeid 2013). This ambitious plan to seize the entire province did not succeed.

While this effort at provincial level coordination serves as an example of armed group cooperation, there were also been numerous examples of conflict between nonstate armed groups in Idlib province. Many of these conflicts arose between the more ardently religious armed groups and more moderate actors who placed a greater emphasis on a civil or local identity. One example of this is the conflict between Jabhat a-Nusra and the Syria Revolutionaries’ Front. After three days of fighting a-Nusra and its ally, Jund al-Aqsa, took control over villages that had been in the hands of the Syrian Revolutionaries’ Front (Perry and al-Khalidi 2014). Jabhat a-Nusra and its allies also engaged in fighting with Division 13, a local armed group that was based in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu`man. That conflict and the public outcry that resulted will be discussed in greater detail later in the chapter.

While armed groups removed parts of Idlib province from the control of the central government, the departure of a regime presence also led to the cessation of the provision of public goods. In response, local institutions were established to take on roles previously filled by the state, such as the provision of water, food, and medical care (Angelova 2014). In large part these took the form of local councils, which, while varied in their size and composition, undertook efforts to provide basic necessities such as the
removal of garbage and the provision of water (al-Shami and Yassin-Kassab 2016: 69).³⁰ These institutions acquired resources from a combination of foreign organizations, Syrians living abroad, and taxes on the local population (Ibid. 72).

In the next section I discuss the institutional makeup of Ma’arat a-Nu’man to illustrate why the city is an example of civilian rule. As I will show, civilian institutions played an important role coordinating regional activity and in providing essential goods, service, and governance to the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man. While armed groups made some efforts to build institutions, these were limited and not successful in the city. The governance by civilians rather than rebels in the city persisted through 2016.

Meeting the Criteria for Civilian Rule

Civilian Institutions

Parts of Idlib province, particularly the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man, were under civilian rule between 2012 and 2016. To prove this, I discuss the institutions which emerged in the area and their functions. As was the case in other areas in Syria, there were institutions which operated at the level of a province or smaller region as well as institutions that governed at a city or town level. The Idlib governorate council provided governance at the regional level, although there were other institutions that also appeared to function and coordinate service provision, such as the provincial police, education office, and relief office. Initially, the area council was intended to have representatives from each of six sub-regions within the province. Each of these six areas would receive a portion of seats on the governorate council based on the population of that area (Executive council city of Idlib Facebook 12/18/2012).³¹

³⁰ Local councils were often formed by individuals or groups who participated in the organization of protests during the early stages of the uprising (al-Shami and Yassin-Kassab 2016: 70).
³¹ This early plan for the formation of the area council also intended for the guaranteed allocation of 15-20% of seats for female representatives (Executive council city of Idlib Facebook 12/18/2012). It is unclear if this part of the plan ever came to fruition.
The Idlib Governorate Council’s responsibilities largely revolved around coordinating efforts by the governorate’s local councils. The council played a role in providing support to local area councils and providing services to the area’s residents. Part of this role involved evaluating the needs of citizens. A photo posted on August 19, 2016 shows members of the area council taking a questionnaire to Ma’arat a-Nu’man’s city council to assess local needs. Videos posted by the area council show members asking citizens in various parts of the governorate about their needs. The governorate council’s Facebook pages also emphasize the entity’s cooperative relationship with local councils throughout Idlib province. For example, a post on 4/16/16 describes a trip by the president of the area council to the countryside around Jisr a-Shughour and efforts to affirm cooperation between the area council and the local councils of the area. In some posts we see this coordination being dedicated to specific projects. For example, a post on the area council’s Facebook page from July 22, 2016 discusses cooperation between the regional council and the local council of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man to deal with the city’s issues regarding sewage and sanitation. The area council also played a role in the restructuring of several local councils in different cities and towns in Idlib province (Idlib Governorate Council Facebook page 10/4/15).

Cities and villages throughout rebel-held Idlib province also had their own local councils, each with their own trends in identity promotion. This study focuses on the example of Ma’arat a-Nu’man in which civilian institutions governed and provided public goods. The influence of the Ba’athist regime ended with the departure of troops in October 2012 (Mahmoud 2016), and it was after the regime’s departure that a democratically elected local council was established (Ma’arat a-Nu’man correspondence interview with the author, April 10, 2017). Elections took place annually, although there have been times
when crisis has led to the postponement of elections (Ma’arat a-Nu’man resident correspondence with the author, April 10, 2017). The local council functioned as the city’s chief executive and the primary source of governance in the city (Ibid, Ma’arat a-Nu’man local council Facebook 11/16/15). In a Facebook post from November 2015, the local council claimed that civil society organizations and revolutionary activists in the city recognized the local council’s position as the city’s “one civil executive” (Facebook 11/16/15). The local council also oversaw affiliated offices. These included the education office of the local council in Ma’arat a-Nu’man (مكتب التربية والتعليم في المجلس المحلي في معرة النعمان) and the service office of the local council in Ma’arat a-Nu’man (المكتب الخدمي في المجلس المحلي في معرة النعمان). In addition, the local council made claims regarding its authority to regulate the development of new organizations within the city. In August 2015, the local council announced that any new organizations that intended to operate in the city were required to register with the local council before opening (local council of Ma’arat a-Nu’man Facebook 8/16/15). A resident of the city confirmed in communications with the author that any organization or offices which were created in the city had to have some affiliation with the local council or with the legal court. This reaffirms the assessment that civilian institutions played the central role in the governance of the city.

The local council was not the only civilian institution of note, as there was also an independent civilian court that functioned at the city level. The court was established directly after the departure of regime forces from the city (Ma’arat a-Nu’man resident correspondence with the author, April 10, 2017). According to a Facebook post by the local council in July 2015, the court recognized the primacy of the local council as the main executive and as being the prime actor when it comes to civil matters within the city. The court also adjudicated between the council and citizens in the case of any citizen complaints.
against the council (local council Ma’arat a-Nu’man 7/14/15). There were also indications of a degree of cooperation between the court and the local council. On a couple of occasions, including on August 25, 2015, the local council thanked the court for a donation, in this case of 1,000,000 Syrian pounds (local council of Ma’arat a-Nu’man Facebook). This understanding of the court’s function was confirmed in my correspondence via WhatsApp with a resident of the city in Spring 2017. However, that individual did add that the court’s form depended upon the dominant faction in the area and that the number of courts multiplied with the increase in factions present in the area (Ma’arat a-Nu’man resident correspondence with the author, April 10, 2017).32

Thus, civilian institutions in Ma’arat a-Nu’man played a central role in providing governance and public goods. Armed groups, on the other hand, found it difficult to build institutions in the city in the period of time studied here, as will be discussed in the next section. Thus, Ma’arat a-Nu’man serves as an example of civilian rule in an area outside the government’s control.

*Institutions Established by Armed Groups*

As has been discussed, under civilian rule it is not assumed that armed groups make no attempt whatsoever to build institutions. In Idlib province armed groups made some efforts to establish institutions, although these were not always successful. Some of these institutions were formed by and comprised of members of the armed groups, while in other instances armed groups attempted to exert increasing levels of influence or control over existing organizations. Prior to 2014, Jabhat a-Nusra33 had prioritized the formation of alliances with other Syrian rebel groups and had avoided irking residents by

32 This shifting affiliation and the development of factions within the courts may explain the lack of consistency when it comes to the social media presence of the city’s courts. In addition to not posting on a consistent basis, there have been multiple pages for this institutions over time.

33 While the group is commonly referred to by this name it has officially changed its name.
imposing a conservative interpretation of Islamic law. After a-Nusra removed the Syrian Revolutionaries Front from the regional equation, the Islamist group began to get involved in governance in some of the areas under its control. At this point a-Nusra attempted to become a stronger presence in civilian life and governance, creating special police units that focused on enforcing strict moral guidelines, forming courts, and generally trying to limit the influence and authority of local council. At the same time, a-Nusra began to challenge other local armed groups that they deemed corrupt or too close to particular foreign governments (Heller 2016).  

As one may expect in a context in which civilian institutions are at the fore, these efforts by armed groups were not uniformly successful. Civilians challenged the legitimacy of armed groups’ institution building efforts in several ways. The social media accounts of local institutions also provide some hints as to the ambiguous and sometimes hostile stance civilians adopted vis-à-vis armed groups. For example, a post on the Facebook page of the executive council of the city of Idlib from June 30, 2015 states, “The executive of Jaish al-Fath prevents the local council for the city of Idlib from working and demands they turn over the executive of the country to people who are fighters but are blind to the destruction and devastation in the country and the hunger and poverty of the people – Mustafa Hadithi.” This post is an example of the struggle over control and legitimacy, and debates over whether the rebels should claim authority in the city or whether only locals could be entrusted with these responsibilities. An Idlib governorate council post echoes this

---

34 The shifts in the capacity of local armed groups compared to civilian institution looks different in two of the cases discussed here. In Ma’arat a-Nu’man armed groups did not initially play a strong role and it was only in the last couple of years covered in the case study here that the group known as Jabhat a-Nusra made efforts to do so. This was the opposite from the city of Douma, where armed groups played a prominent role in the first few years but decreases in capacity damaged their influence. The capacity of the armed groups to build institutions plays a significant role in shaping which kind of institutional arrangement exists and the shifts from one type of local institutional arrangement to another. While civilian institution building took place early in the state’s absence in many parts of Syria, not all of these areas became examples of civilian rule.
sentiment in a post that discusses a meeting held with local councils from the area of the city of Ariha. In addition to discussing practical matters such as electricity provision, the post mentions the councils’ objectives of working in the future without any interference in the work of the area council from any group or faction. The local council of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man also has a post which is critical of the efforts by armed groups to involve themselves in civilian affairs. On January 30, 2016 the city council’s Facebook account posts, “What they build militarily is being destroyed by some of their interventions in civilian matters.” In these examples we see civilians asserting their own authority and questioning the legitimacy of the armed groups to get involved in governance, as one would expect in an under civilian rule.

In Ma’arat a-Nu’man in particular, civilians also expressed a desire to limit the role of armed groups in a series of protests against Jabhat a-Nusra and its allies. In the Spring of 2016 conflicts emerged between Jaish al-Fateh, an umbrella group of which Jabhat a-Nusra is a prominent member, and Ma’arat a-Nu’man’s public. On March 11th Jaish al-Fateh responded with violence to protests going on in the city - despite the fact that these initial protests were targeted at the Syrian Ba’athist regime, not at the Islamist armed groups of Jaish al-Fath. One fact that is noted in press coverage is that these armed groups not only attacked protesters, but they burned the flag associated with the Syrian uprising, the flag of Syria’s pre-Baathist republic. Following this initial clash, Jaish al-Fateh also decreed the use of any flag except that used by a-Nusra to be illegal (Mahmoud 2016). While later protest footage indicates that this proved unenforceable, the announcement was apparently taken seriously as civilian protests followed this event. Locals from the town felt that part of this response was driven by the inability of Jaish al-Fateh to “accept pro-revolution slogans.” Demonstrators called for a-Nusra and other members of Jaish al-Fateh
to depart, with some explicitly rejecting the “intolerance” and “sectarianism” they associated with a-Nusra (Ibid). In this case, the larger population resisted attempts by armed actors to take on a larger role in local governance. It was not only those in established positions of authority that made efforts to uphold the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man’s civilian rule, but a larger community of citizens who also limited the involvement of armed groups in the running of the city.

This is not to say that perceptions of armed actors were entirely negative. While posts by local institutions may protest efforts by armed groups to be involved in governance, their successes on the battlefield against the regime were regularly lauded. The executive council of the city of Idlib posted a note of praise for a group known as the Martyrs’ Brigade which had successfully defeated regime forces in the area (12/24/2012). The governorate council for the city of Idlib also commended Jaish al-Fateh for its success in freeing the city of Ariha (Facebook area council Idlib 5/28/2015). This is from the same account which expressed concerns regarding the interference of armed groups in local councils in the vicinity of the same city. This affirms the assertion by the civilian authorities that the legitimate field of action for armed groups was only the battlefield.35 There also appear to be other, limited zones in which civilians and armed groups were willing and able to cooperate. The governorate council of Idlib post from May 24, 2015 discusses cooperation with a representative of the group Ahrar a-Sham over bread prices. Thus, while perceptions of armed groups by elites in Idlib province were not uniformly negative, positive comments about armed groups were limited to actions taken in what civilians

35 It is certainly in the interest of civilian leaders to undercut the legitimacy of challengers (in this case, armed groups that wish to exert greater control or authority). However, this does not mean that efforts to limit the legitimate behavior of armed groups to the battlefield is entirely self-interested. This is both the model in many established democracies and the antithesis of the arrangement under the Ba’ath regime in Syria.
deemed legitimate fields. While armed groups may be involved in the provision of particular kinds of aid (hence their cooperation regarding bread prices) and may have been commended for their involvement in armed opposition to the regime, efforts by armed groups to involve themselves in civilian governance were challenged by civilians in Idlib governorate and challenged successfully in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man.

Source Material

In order to evaluate the promotion of identities by actors within the Syrian context, this work engages with text and images from the Facebook accounts of several local institutions in Idlib province to evaluate references to and the salience of four types of identities: national, ethnic, religious, and local. Facebook was selected over other forms of social media, such as Twitter, due to its popularity in Syria (Wall and Zahed 2015: 724). In addition, due to the lower levels of technological skill required to create Facebook pages, many local institutions have Facebook pages rather than official websites. If organizations created both, the Facebook pages usually preceded the creation of an official website. Facebook pages for local institutions were generally found by searching for the name of the city or region on Facebook.

The text from these Facebook accounts were subjected to two stages of analysis. First, a list of identity related terms related to the four types of identity was compiled. Words that were coded as being associated with a religious identity included the Arabic words for “God” and “prayer,” ethnic identity included “Arab” and “Kurd,” local included the name of the city or region, and national included words such as “Syria” or “nation.” The full list of terms can be found in appendix 1. In this process the same post may be coded for multiple identities. A single post may be coded as making a reference to a local, national, ethnic, and religious identity simultaneously. This list was not intended to serve
as an exhaustive evaluation of the appearance of references to particular kinds of identities. Instead, this method is a systematic means of evaluating the corpus and comparing the materials produced by different institutions. More importantly, this step was taken to limit the corpus of material to a set of potentially identity-related posts. One of the three Facebook pages created for the Idlib area council had 615 posts while the two Facebook pages created by the Local Council of Ma’arat A-Nu’man had 500 posts in total, many of which focus on mundane procedural matters. Additional steps to limit the sample temporally were also taken, with all posts after 2016 removed. Any mention of one of the search terms was sufficient to allow for a post’s inclusion in the corpus. The second step of the textual analysis was to look at the content of the included posts and to evaluate qualitatively the ways in which these key identity terms were used. The number of times a word is included does not tell us about how it is used. There is a marked difference between the use of God in a quotidian phrase like “thanks be to God” and a reference to religious text. A qualitative approach was also adopted in the analysis of important symbols and logos which appear repeatedly on the social media accounts of these institutions.

The second part of the research design involves evaluating the salience of identities among the civilian population. Clearly, in the context of an ongoing conflict there are significant impediments to evaluating how salient various identities have become for an area’s residents. However, there are ways in which we can get some sense of which identities may be salient. Drawing on the social movement literature, the symbols

---

36 Establishing an endpoint was necessary for two reasons. First, the conflict is ongoing and attempting to continuously update the information on the cases and to code additional posts would have made the project untenable. The research for the three case studies was also conducted at different times, so establishing a common endpoint for all three cases allowed for greater degrees of consistency in terms of relevant national and international changes. Finally, this also places the endpoint prior to significant acquisitions of territory made by the regime which led to some of the areas in this case study changing hands.

37 This decision was based on work in the nationalism literature which claims that even the unnoticed appearance of identity-related symbols can influence attitudes and identities (Billig 1995, Penrose 2011, Phillips 2013, Butz 2009, Jones and Merriman 2009).
employed in a movement’s repertoire are generally defined by the cultural and social context in which the movement operates as actions only have power if they resonate with a target audience (Tilly and Wood 2013: 51). The goal of these displays is to communicate the “worthiness, unity, numbers, and commitment” possessed by the movement, and therefore, many social movements use symbols that are familiar to the society in which they operate, such as national flags (Ibid., 5, 47). This work therefore assumes that the symbols used during protests will be those that the demonstrators identify with and that they think will reinforce the worthiness of their cause in the eyes of their fellow citizens. The analysis of images of public demonstrations has been implemented as a means for evaluating the “salience” of political matters and identities (Bell 2001: 14). Analyzing images may also remove concerns regarding the willingness of individuals to openly discuss certain matters with outsiders (Oleinik 2015: 2215). Thus, while it may not be possible to conduct surveys or use other methods to evaluate the salience of identity, looking at the reported causes of protests and the identities used to support claims-making gives us some insight into which identities are salient among the population at large, rather than only elites.

To evaluate the apparent salience of available identities in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man, a collection of images and videos of demonstrations in the city was conducted. Four sources of images and videos were included in the corpus: one from a Syrian news source (The Syrian Revolution Network, started in 2011) that covers events throughout Syria, two from city news organizations, and one from an organization called The Creative Memory of the Syrian Revolution which collects photos of protest signs, videos, and artwork. For the news sources, the Facebook page of each source was scraped using a computer program. For the local news sources, those posts which mentioned the term
muthahara, protest, were included and any photos or videos that accompanied the post were saved. A similar search of the Syrian Revolution Network’s Facebook page was conducted, with posts selected that mentioned both muthahara and the name of the city of Ma’rat a-Nu’man. This search resulted in five posts from al-Ma’ara Today, three from al-Ma’ara Now, and 174 posts from the Syrian Revolution Network. In order to compare these to images from other sources and because of an interest in the representation of identities in protest events, demonstrations are the most appropriate unit of analysis.

The next step was to take the posts and to group them, noting posts which appear to provide photos and videos covering the same demonstration based on matching date of publication. The next step was to assign event numbers to posts from the same date, remove posts that may have contained key words but did not document protests in the city of Ma’rat a-Nu’man, and to remove posts which contained broken links. This reduced the number of protest events in Ma’arat a-Nu’man that appeared on the Syrian Revolution Network to 39. The final collection of photos and videos, the collection assembled by the Creative Memory of the Syrian Revolution, was found by searching their online collection for the name of the city, Ma’arat a-Nu’man, in Arabic. Any photo or video which appeared to show a demonstration or protest was then included in the corpus. This came to 44 posts published between March 2014 and the end of 2016. Based on the dates of publication, these posts seem to relate to 39 protest events for which photos and videos were provided. This yielded photos and/or videos from 2 protests that took place in 2013, 10 in 2014, 20 in 2015, and 47 in 2016, 79 protest events in total.

38 While the Syrian Revolution Network has an early start date, the Facebook account for al-Ma’ara Today was created on November 23, 2015 and the Facebook page for Ma’ara Now was created on October 16, 2016. Just as was the case for the identity promotion materials, only protests which took place by the end of 2016 were included in the sample.
This corpus was then subjected to a systematic analysis of the visual materials. A coding scheme like that applied to the social media accounts was applied to the texts of protest banners and the chants and songs recorded in video records. In addition, a note was made regarding the number of people included in each photo or video, the number and type of flags present (coded into the four identity categories; ethnic, national, local, religious), and visual aspects of the posters. The full details of the coding scheme as well as the expanded results can be found in the Appendix.

**Identity Promotion by Civilian Actors**

As was stated earlier, Idlib governorate and the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man specifically function here as an example of civilian rule, an institutional arrangement in which civilian actors play the central role in institution building and armed actors are extremely limited in their influence and their engagement with civilians. Under civilian rule, I expect that these governing institutions will be more likely to refer to identities that are already relatively salient to the local population. This is at least in part thanks to their basis in preexisting civilian institutions. In this case, given the limited space for independent civilian organization during the Ba’athist period, I expect these organizational roots to be informal social structures or organizations that formed when political space emerged during the 2011 uprisings, such as local coordinating committees (LCCs), which planned public demonstrations against the Ba’athist regime. In addition, the inability of civilian organizations to extend their reach and expand their sphere of control will also make them more likely to make reference local, geographically limited identities.
Available Identities

Before we go into a consideration of the identities being promoted by regional and city-level institutions, it is important to lay out the identity possibilities available to citizens living in Idlib province. First, it is the assumption of this work that there are multiple, geographically based identities available to any individual. For example, this work assumes that for any individual living in Syria a Syrian national identity is an available identity that could become salient.39 In addition, a more local identity, one based upon one’s home town or home region is also available to any individual. A second kind of identity is religious. In Idlib province as a whole, pre-conflict data indicates that numerous religious communities were represented in the area. In addition to Sunni Muslims, the significant majority in the province, there were Alawites, a variety of Christian denominations, Druze, Shiites, Alawis, and Alevis (Izady 2010). In addition, there were different ethnic identities available to different members of Idlib’s population. While Arabs were the most dominant ethnic group, the area

---

39 This does exclude foreign fighters who are largely excluded from this analysis.
was also home to Assyrians, Kurds, and other, smaller ethnic groups. Thus, we can consider an individual whose set of identities may include Syrian, from Jisr a-Shughour, Sunni Muslim, and ethnically Arab.\textsuperscript{40} It is their social environment which shapes the relative salience of these identities, or may, over time, even lead to the construction of entirely new identities. The city of Ma‘arat a-Nu‘man, based on the pre-conflict data, was relatively ethnically and religiously homogeneous as it lies in an area in which the population was predominantly Arab and Sunni Muslim.

We should not assume that the distribution of ethnic and religious populations remained consistent. Massive population shifts took place over the course of the conflict as millions were displaced internally and others left Syria. Thus, while the 2010 data gives us some indication of the array of religious and ethnic identities that were available to individuals living in Idlib during the conflict, we should not assume that these maps remained entirely accurate after several years of violent conflict. While in such a short period of time it seems unlikely that the set of identities available to a specific individual have changed, which individuals live in Idlib governorate has altered dramatically.

*Identity Promotion by The Idlib Area Council*

In total there have been three distinct Facebook pages that could be found for the Idlib area council. The first Facebook page posted rarely for only a few months in 2014 and therefore has few posts to analyze. The second Facebook page published posts between April 2015 and June 2015 and the third Facebook account began posting in August 2015. The two more recent pages primarily promote a local identity. As is true for many of the civilian institutions, the Facebook page for the Idlib area council focuses predominantly on

\textsuperscript{40} By and large, tribal affiliations decreased in importance in Syrian in the decades under Ba’thist rule. While in some parts of the country tribes have taken on a more prominent role in the state’s absence, Idlib province is not one of them. However, clan affiliations reportedly have played a part in Idlib’s local politics (Hussein 2018).
local service provision, with a heavy emphasis on providing electricity, conducting construction projects, and the operation of bread ovens. In addition, many posts on this third Facebook account are pleas for applicants to fill a variety of positions in the area’s administration and affiliated offices.

The Idlib governorate council’s Facebook page has a limited number of references to a national identity. For example, in the post which expressed condolences for those killed in Russian air raids, the post was ended with a wish for “victory for our revolution” (Idlib Governorate council Facebook January 12, 2016). This is a sentiment which connects the current trials and tribulations experienced at a local level to the larger, national-level struggle. The use of *thoura*, revolution, to refer to the current conflict invokes a connection to the 2011 uprising and its goals. In this example, the Syrian “we” is implied, while in others it is more explicit and references to Syria or the Syrian people are made. For example, a post on the area council’s official press page emphasizes the importance of political unity within a future Syria and again repeats the phrase “revolution until victory” (12/14/15). In this way, the governorate council reflects some of its organizational roots in the protest movement against the Ba’athist regime. However, these references to a Syrian national identity are still limited and do not approach the level of frequency and consistency with which we see the promotion of a local identity.

The logo of the governorate council also blends local and national elements.
The top arc is a representation of the flag adopted by the opposition to the al-Asad regime. This flag harkens back to Syria’s pre-Ba’athist republic. It continues to be associated with the political opposition and is used by armed groups that have not adopted more religious banners, particularly the black banners associated with Islamist groups. The two phrases at the bottom say, “We are liberated together” and “we build together.” While the “we” here could potentially be considered a national “we,” the fact that the top section of the logo is the name of the Idlib area council seems to indicate that the “we” refers to the people of Idlib. The olive branches that form the lower boundaries of the logo are done in a green which matches the national flag, although this could be claimed to be an effort to make the logo visually appealing rather than an effort to continue to tie in the national symbol of the flag. The olive branches do have a connection to Idlib province. Their incorporation serves as a tribute to the area’s agriculture as Idlib province is one of the provinces of Syria in which olives are primarily produced (Bacchi 2015).

Perhaps one of the most interesting elements of the Idlib governorate council’s logo is the incorporation of an ancient tablet. The tablet, which is today part of the collection at the British museum, is dated to around 2500 B.C.E. The tablet is covered in Sumerian text written in cuneiform and was reportedly found in southern Iraq in the late 1800s (British Museum). Idlib province is home to numerous archaeological sites, so while this specific artifact itself does not come from the province, the inclusion of an archaeological artifact from the bronze age can be considered an additional means through which the logo emphasizes a local identity. Interestingly, the inclusion of this artifact emphasizes a
connection to the area’s pre-Islamic past, opting to promote a local historical tradition over religious considerations.\textsuperscript{41}

There are intriguing differences between the two most recent Facebook accounts for the governorate council, particularly when it comes to the degree of religiosity, with the second Facebook account proving more religious than the third. This shift matches local political changes taking place in the city of Idlib. On March 3, 2015 it was the Islamist armed coalition, Jaish al-Fateh that succeeded in ousting the last regime troops from Idlib’s provincial capital. This began a period in which armed actors attempted to assert institutional control within the city itself, which included the establishment of a \textit{shura} council to rule. A coalition of local organizations was able to push back against some of the religious laws the armed actor’s institutions attempted to put into place. In August 2016 civilians were also able to establish a new local council (Taleb 2017). These events and contestation over control within the city of Idlib itself explains the timing of the second Facebook page’s start (April 2015, only weeks after the Islamists became the dominant military actors in the city) as well as its higher degree of religiosity. Here the strengthening of the armed group, the shift away from civilian rule, explains changes to the identities referenced by the Idlib Governorate Council. Here we see the ways in which political transformations on the ground were responded to in the discourse produced by local civilian institutions.\textsuperscript{42}

\textsuperscript{41} The tablet discusses trade issues, which is common among tablets from the period (personal correspondence, Penn Museum Near East Researcher). It is unclear whether this may or may not have been a consideration by the producers of the logo, particularly as images of the artifact are widely available on public sites including Wikipedia commons. This seems to reaffirm the idea that the tablet was selected as a representation of the kind of artifacts found in the area and that this had greater importance to the creators than the content and provenance of this artifact.

\textsuperscript{42} As was discussed in the second chapter, armed groups can influence the identity repertoires of civilian actors in several ways. They may exert pressure, putting up their own chosen candidates to be elected by local councils. They may also assert their influence in more subtle ways, encouraging longstanding members of local councils to shift their identity promotion to avoid raising the ire of the armed group. The
This variation in religiosity manifests in several ways. For example, a post by the area council page on April 22, 2015 calls on readers to pray for the mujahideen. The post’s call for a religious action by the reader as well as the use of the term mujahideen, a term for fighters which has a religious connotation, are both telling. Another post from May 12, 2015 incorporates a direct quotation from the Qur’an as part of a post expressing condolences for a particular individual. Another post from the same month begins with the common phrase, “In the name of God the compassionate and merciful” and ends with “God is the arbiter of success” (Facebook Governorate Council Idlib May 31, 2015). While these are not phrases that denote a particularly high level of religiosity, they do indicate a degree of religiosity that we do not find in the more recent Facebook page for the region’s council.

Compared to the second Facebook page for the council, the use of quotidian religious phrases, such as the beginning of a post with “In the name of God the compassionate, the merciful” or the use of “Thanks be to God” are still present but more infrequent for the third Facebook page of the area council.43 The only displays of more in-depth degrees of religiosity appear in expressions of condolences, such as an expression of sympathy with the victims of Russian airstrikes (January 12, 2016) and another note commemorating the death of Zahran Alloush, the leader of the rebel group Jaish al-Islam (12/26/2015). The latter is 9:111, “Lo! Allah hath bought from the believers their lives and their wealth because the Garden will be theirs: they shall fight in the way of Allah and shall slay and be slain. It is a promise which is binding on Him in the Torah and the Gospel and the Qur’an. Who fulfilleth His covenant better than Allah? Rejoice then in your bargain
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43 For example, this post from August 27, 2015 begins with the phrase “In the name of God the compassionate and the merciful” and also uses the phrase, “with the help of God.”
that ye have made, for that is the supreme triumph” (Abbas and Atwell). Again, the timing of the creation of the new Facebook page and the shift in the identities referred to seems to match political changes taking place on the ground, as armed actors took control of the governorate’s capital.

*The Local Council of the City of Ma’arat a-Nu’man*

Like the council for the Idlib area, the local council of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man produced two Facebook accounts since the apparent initiation of the council’s social media presence in June 2015. Unlike the governorate council, the city council’s two Facebook pages have been consistent in the identities that they promote and the first Facebook page announced the transition to the new Facebook page, which immediately picked up where the old Facebook page had left off. The results of the initial content analysis to limit the corpus can be found in figure 7.

![Local Council, Ma’arat a-Nu’man: Proportion of Identity References](image)

*Figure 7: Identity References by the Local Council of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man*
*These results are from the Local Council’s new Facebook page, but there seems to be little or no difference between the new Facebook page and the last few months of the old.*

The terms which are related to a local identity are consistently the most common to appear, particularly through June 2016. National and religious identity references are generally a distant second. Again, this fits with the expectations we would have for a civilian institution whose reach is inherently limited.

By far the most consistent identity promoted by the local council of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man’s Facebook page is a local identity. These references to the city and its immediate surroundings take several forms. Many are simply referencing the city, which is common as the court frequently refers to itself before describing an action taken, decision made, or announcement pronounced. The vast majority of the photos on the social media account for the local council depict municipal service provision; garbage collection, handling waste, water provision, cleaning up and repairing roads and municipal buildings after bombings, working on school buildings or providing school materials, etc. In addition to these basic day-to-day methods for emphasizing their local nature, connections to the community are emphasized through both the images and texts regarding local service provision as well as occasionally more light-hearted activities. For example, a post from November 11, 2015 describes a football match played between the local council’s team and the team of the local high school.

The local council’s social media accounts also address the people of the city directly. While in some contexts the phrase “Our people” could be considered ambiguous, there are numerous occasions in which the context indicates that the post is intended for locals only. A post on May 17, 2016 is titled “An important announcement to our people in Ma’arat a-Nu’man” and is accompanied by a photograph of the announcement, which
has to do with water provision. Water is also the subject of another post which refers to “our kind people” on November 15, 2016. In these examples and elsewhere, the local council of Ma’arat a-Nu’man makes its focus on its local constituency alone apparent and establishes itself as part of “our people in Ma’arat a-Nu’man.”

Another way in which the local council promotes a local identity is through its participation in protests within the city. On numerous occasions, a photo of the official sign carried by representatives of the local council will be taken and posted. On October 16, 2015, the local council apparently participated in a protest with a very local objective – to convince armed actors to unite in their efforts or to depart the city. The sign itself states, “The successes are small, and because the challenges are great, we all must cooperate to solve the problem.” Essentially, the poster claims that all must work together in order to achieve successes against the larger challenges, in this case faced by armed groups opposing the regime. In this instance, the local council shares a photograph of a group holding the sign, placing their involvement in their local context in which calls are being made for armed groups in the city to change their behaviors.

Another way in which the local council emphasized its local character is through references to the council’s cooperation with other local actors, such as Division 13, Ma’arat a-Nu’man’s local armed group. For example, there are several posts that refer to efforts to clean up the city. One such post about the clean-up campaign, posted on June 30, 2015, thanks numerous local groups for their involvement, including the association of young intellectuals, the revolutionary police, the civil defense (also known as the white helmets), Division 13, and relief societies. In another instance, Division 13 aided the local council in its efforts to pave roads (Facebook 9/1/15), and in another case to assist in clearing roads (Facebook 12/3/15). Cooperation does not only take the form of working together on civil
projects but also donations of supplies and money from local actors. On August 8, 2015 the local council in Ma’arat a-Nu’man thanked Division 13 for the donation of boxes of medical supplies. Several days later the local council again thanked Division 13, in this instance for a gift of 600,000 Syrian pounds to support the local council. By making regular references to other local civil and armed groups, the local council of Ma’arat a-Nu’man reaffirms its position in the local context. These references also imply an acknowledgement by these various local actors that the local council is the legitimate governing body in the city.

It is important to note that under normal conditions, when the state continues to function, we might expect local institutions to make more references to local places and events and thereby promote a local identity. However, we would also expect references to national or regional identities, particularly in a state like Syria where a consistent emphasis was made on the construction of a cult of personality around the president (Wedeen 1999). At an empirical level, an emphasis on the local does not consistently match the results. Indeed, after June 2016 the proportion of posts that referred to a local identity dropped while religious appeals increased. This matches political shifts on the ground and the efforts by armed groups like Jabhat a-Nusra to exert more influence on local life.

In addition to the text of the local council’s posts, we can also look to the local council’s logo for some indications of the identities it promoted. First, it is worth noting the numerous ways in which the logo of the local council has appeared. In addition to serving as the profile picture and cover photo for the social media accounts there are numerous photos that attest to the use of the local council’s logo outside of the internet.

---

44 This lack of focus only on the local is also true when we look at the civilian institutions built in other areas. For example, the Local Council of the City of Douma had many posts in early 2013 that discussed national events.
Photos of official announcements by the local council show the logo being used as part of the council’s official letterhead. In certain announcements, the logo even appears twice, once as a sort of watermark in the background and again in bolder color in the heading. In addition, there are photos that indicated that municipal services vehicles also sport the logo, such as this photo from June 7, 2016:

![Photo posted by the Local Council of Ma’arat a-Nu’man on June 7, 2016 of men doing repairs](image)

The logo for the local council of Ma’arat a-Nu’man, like the logo for Idlib governorate’s council, incorporates elements of the initial uprising’s iconography but with a distinctly local twist. The city council’s logo incorporates the pre-Ba’athist Syrian flag that has become associated with the opposition to the al-Asad regime. This fits with the organizational origins of the local council and other city institutions in the organizations which emerged across the country to oppose the Ba’athist regime. The incorporation of the national flag connects the area council to its initial revolutionary roots. The flag in a banner shape extends out from the top of the tower at the logo’s center and wraps behind and
below. Over the tower are three arced stripes which echo the green and black stripes of the flag and its red stars. At the center of the logo is a distinct local landmark, the minaret of the city’s grand mosque (Gagnon 2010). Unlike the incorporation of an ancient tablet as was the case with the area council for Idlib, the use of a medieval minaret makes a religious interpretation of Ma’arat a-Nu’man’s council’s logo a possibility. The use of an architectural feature that is also unique to the city emphasizes a local identity at a visual level. Thus, the logo for the local council visually connects to the initial uprising against the Ba’athist regime as well as a local historical monument that could be understood as local or religious.

The local council does not use religious appeals to legitimate its position for most of the months in the sample, as religious references are not frequent and are generally brief. For example, there is the very occasional use of the phrase *bismillah al-rahman al-rahim*, in the name of God the compassionate and the merciful. One of these instances is on June 17, 45

---

45 The initial version of the logo which appeared on the initial Facebook account for a little under a month had the name of the local council only in Arabic, rather than in English and Arabic as the next version of the logo did. This shift indicates that there was an interest in making the logo intelligible to non-Arabic speakers, perhaps international donors. In addition, the font of the initial logo mimics that found in medieval calligraphy, a choice that was abandoned in favor of a simpler typeface employed in the new logo. This could be considered an attempt to look more like a government institution as the font is similar to that used in official seals and logos for state institutions across the Arab world. However, we should not assume that this change in logo indicates that the Facebook page is primarily oriented toward an outside audience. Unlike other Facebook pages, such as those by local aid groups, the local council for the city almost exclusively posts in Arabic, which suggests that the focus of the page remains Arabic speakers. The page also focuses on alerting citizens to actions that the local council has taken or events which directly impact the lives of the city’s citizens, such as repairs being done on a particular road after a bombing making a route impassable. The use of the Facebook page as a means of alerting citizens about local events and matters suggests that this page’s audience is primarily, although not exclusively, local.
2015 when the local council announces the formation of a new council. Other phrases that are common and casual in their usage but do incorporate the use of religious elements, such as *insha’allah*, God willing, also occasionally appear. This is the case on a post from October 23, 2016 when the local council announces that the next morning at about 8:00 o’clock there would be bread from the first oven, God willing. This phrase is extremely commonly used for very mundane future events. This is also true for the some of the other phrases which were marked as “Religious” under the preliminary coding scheme. The use of *al-hamdu li’allah*, thanks be to God, is also an extremely common phrase that is by Arabic speakers of various religions and degrees of religiosity.

Posts using religious language also are largely limited to two topics, one of which is the provision of water. Quotidian religious phrases seem to be used most frequently in posts pertaining to water provision. It is not clear on why water posts in particular are often discussed in such terms. This pattern could be explained if multiple users from different offices have access to the local council’s Facebook account, and may reflect the speaking voice of someone involved in this particular project. The consistent use of this language in regard to one aspect of service provision indicates enthusiasm for the issue rather than shifts in the religiosity of the local council as a whole.

The other context in which religious phrases are used, just as in the case of the Idlib area council, is when condolences are being expressed and in notes marking religious holidays. While religious references are found in expressions of condolences (such as October 23, 2015), condolences are not always expressed using particularly religious terms. A post on November 15, 2015 expressed loss for those killed during a Russian air raid on a school did so without the use of religious language. Other posts that incorporate religious language are those which refer to significant holidays. For example, a post on
June 6, 2016 wishes “a blessed Ramadan” to the “general Islamic umma and the steadfast, revolutionary people of Syria.” Here the post marking the holiest month in the Islamic calendar serves not only as an opportunity to connect the citizens of Ma’arat a-Nu’man with the larger Islamic umma, the community of global believers, as well as the Syrian people. The limited contexts in which religiosity is displayed seems to affirm that while the local council recognizes religion as an important part of the lives of the citizenry, this is not the identity which they promote to enhance perceptions of their legitimacy. This understanding of the council’s perception and expression of religious sentiment is echoed in an example of the council’s involvement in education policy. In an effort to help students recover for lost learning time, Fridays are the only day off from school that students are allowed (Local council in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man Facebook 10/28/15).

Thus, while religion is not entirely absent from the discourse produced by the local council of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man, it is limited in its frequency and the ways in which it is used. This indicates that the local council was not actively or passively promoting a transnational religious identity. The limited use of religious language supports the hypothesis that civilian institutions will focus on local, existing identities in their efforts to garner legitimacy. Many of those posts which were initially tagged as religious were for posts that involved very casual and quotidian phrases. The use of religious language outside these common phrases are generally limited to two fields, the expression of grief and acknowledgement of significant religious holidays. Even these expressions are not uniformly religious. Nor do they emphasize a strictly religious identity as they include references to other identities available to the citizens of Ma’arat a-Nu’man.

The Local Council of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man also did not use ethnicity to strengthen its legitimacy. Most of those posts which initially were included in the corpus
for being potentially ethnic were selected for the use of the word Kurdi, which proved to all be repeated references to a Kurdish school in the city. This is the only context in which an ethnic group is referred to, indicating that ethnic identities are not a consistent part of the city’s discourse. The lack of ethnic language extends to any reference to Idlib’s dominant ethnic group, Arabs. Any use of the term ‘arab or ‘arabi on the local council’s Facebook page is in the context of a donation by citizens from the United Arab Emirates or a reference to language requirements for job postings. There are even multiple contexts in which we would otherwise expect an Arab identity to be emphasized, such as discussions of fellow Arab states, but the local council did not do so. In the aforementioned post on June 6, 2016 that wishes people a blessed Ramadan, special mention of blessings for Yemen are made. This post by the local council includes no description of Yemen as a fellow Arab state. Here the explicit connection is their shared Muslim faith and the implied point of commonality is the suffering sustained by the populations of Syria and Yemen. Thus, ethnicity seems to have almost no role in the identity promotion practices of the local council of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man.

References to a national identity are also limited, indicating that this identity also does not play a role in the local council’s efforts to legitimate their position. In the initial coding scheme used to limit the corpus, references of one kind or another to the nation are generally about as frequent as religious references. As is the case for religious appeals, the appearance of “Syria” is often in mundane contexts. Several of the posts which the limited coding scheme labelled as national were marked as such thanks to a mentioning of a Syrian regional program. There are also opportunities advertised that were available to Syrian citizens, such as a scholarship program available to citizens residing in the country (Facebook 6/22/16). These mundane or banal references to the nation make up the majority,
but not all references to the nation. In the earlier post from June 6, 2016 the “steadfast, revolutionary people of Syria” are wished a blessed Ramadan as well as the larger Islamic umma. The incorporation of a reference to the larger national identity, and a definition of the national community defined by the national conflict and opposition to the regime, indicates that the council’s focus and emphasis on the local has not led it to entirely disregard the national.

Some of the posters which the local council of Ma’arat a-Nu’man displayed at protests in the city can also be considered indicative of a combination of local and civic national identities. The first from December 18, 2015 says, “We may differ in the way, but our goal is one. Service to our country (biladna) and our people (ahlna)”⁴⁶ (Facebook Page Local council in Ma’arat a-Nu’man). This first poster seeks to emphasize a shared identity with individuals of varied political perspectives as all members of “our country” and “our people” who are dedicated to a single purpose, albeit a vague objective. This assertion of unity, potentially across ethnic and sectarian lines, indicates an effort to promote a civic brand of nationalism. This emphasis on service also fits with the potential over-arching mission of the Facebook page, which is to emphasize the work that the local council is doing for residents. The “our people” could be interpreted as the local people, as it is set apart from “our country.” The construction can also be interpreted as an attempt to reaffirm national unity through two references to the national population. The second post of interest is from December 25, 2015 and calls “Ma’arat a-Nu’man the nucleus of the future state” (Ibid). Here there is a clear level of local pride which proposes Ma’arat a-Nu’man as the

---

⁴⁶ While this may be an assertion of national unity and a connection between local efforts and national endeavors, it may also be an effort to not get involved in the conflict between Jabhat a-Nusra and locals protesting against them. A focus on the council’s local nature and works can be seen as both an effort to attain greater levels of legitimacy within the population while simultaneously avoiding conflict with the varied armed groups operating in the governorate.
model for a post-Ba’athist future in Syria. It connects local efforts to a larger, albeit vague, vision for the national level. While other banners generally seem to emphasize the local identity that most obviously binds the civilian institutions of Ma’arat a-Nu’man to its constituency, these two appear to be something of an anomaly, yet one that reinforces an emphasis on the largely secular identity promoted by the local council.

The Role of External Involvement in Identity Promotion

As was discussed in an earlier chapter, external actors often interfere during periods of internal strife. There are two means through which external influence can have an impact on the identity promotion efforts of domestic actors. The first is by providing material support to those actors who promote a particular identity, improving the likelihood that groups which espouse particular identities will survive and be capable of providing public goods to civilians. The second path to influence is through direct intervention, attacking those groups who promote particular identities. In the context of the Syrian conflict, many believe that Russia has targeted members of the moderate opposition, rather than the entity known as Da’esh or the Islamic State. There are indications that Idlib province as a whole and Ma’arat a-Nu’man in particular have experienced both types of external interference, which influenced the capacity of civilian groups to provide public goods and influence the salience of identities.

Ma’arat a-Nu’man’s local council thanked a number of external donors for support. There seems to have been a possible preference for gifts from Syrian entities, but the council also thanked several foreign donors. The local council’s Facebook page discusses efforts to set up a health center to be run by the Qatari Red Crescent with the cooperation of Turkey. In July 2015 there are several posts about the formation of the center and then about hiring opportunities. December 2, 2015 there is a post which mentions donors from
the United Arab Emirates. This post refers to unnamed private donors as no organization is mentioned and only a country of origin for the supporters is given. A Polish humanitarian organization was thanked on four occasions between July 2016 and January 2016, the Syrian regional program (which appears to be a part of USAID) is also thanked on four occasions between September 2015 and September 2016, and finally a British organization called Syria relief was thanked twice in December 2016. It is impossible to make confident assertions about the relative influence any of these donors may have had on the local council without having some sense of the amount of support any of these groups have granted. However, the fact that the local council obtained resources from a range of sources indicates that the influence of any one source of support was limited by the availability of resources from others.47

Where the influence of external actors on the operations of civilian institutions could be most immediately and keenly felt was the destruction wrought upon Idlib province by the Russian air force. In opposition-held Syria, the influence of armed external actors has only varied temporally; every province and many provincial cities experienced bombing by Russia after became more directly involved in the conflict in September 2015. These airstrikes often targeted centers that successfully provided public goods, like hospitals. There have been several efforts to map airstrikes in Syria, including those by the Institute for the Study of War (ISW) and a Live U Map which draws primarily on social media sources to track events in Syria (https://syria.liveuamap.com). The maps, which are available on the ISW’s website, make it clear that Idlib province as a whole was a regular target of Russian airstrikes, but these maps are not sufficiently fine-grained to provide

47 It is likely that civilian actors have a wider set of potential sponsors than armed groups. A larger number of organizations are likely to support civilian institutions rather than armed actors due to the kinds of activities that they engage in and the relative ease of providing support to local civilian groups.
information on which cities and towns were hit or which institutions within these areas sustained damage. The Live U Map includes posts that mention airstrikes in Ma’arat a-Nu’man only days after direct Russian involvement in Syria began, with airstrikes reported on October 3, 4, 5, and 7, 2015. Since Russian involvement began at the end of September 2015, targets in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man have included three schools (3 children were killed during one of these attacks), a market, the city’s water supply, the headquarters of Division 13, and the local council’s main office. The last of these, which reportedly took place on September 5, 2016 and was documented on the local council’s own Facebook page on September 9th, did temporarily disrupt the local council’s operations. The strikes against the local council in particular would lead us to expect the ability of the local council to dispense public goods and influence the salience of identities within the local population to diminish as a result of these airstrikes, particularly the strike on the council’s main office late in 2016.

Protest Analysis

An evaluation of the identities employed during demonstrations in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man largely confirms the array of identities that were laid out as available to the majority of the city’s citizens, although certain potentially available identities have generally not been referred to in photos and videos of protests in the city. References to religious, national, and local identities all appeared consistently in the protests, although only a few protest events included any reference to ethnic groups. This implies that while an array of identities are referred to during protests, only a few are salient.
Based on content analysis of photos and videos of protests, several trends are noticeable, particularly when we compare the protests of 2015 and 2016. The table below is an attempt to summarize all of the coding of protest speeches, chants, songs, and posters (both textual and visual elements). While the protest materials from 2015 incorporate references to identities at similar levels (particularly references to religious, national, and local identities) this parity was lost in 2016 when national and local identities come to the fore. It is also as part of the 2016 protests that a third type of flag appears. The section of flags marked as national/local are those national flags that have Division 13\textsuperscript{48} written on them and the flags with the logo of Division 13, which incorporates the national flag
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\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Identity References in Protests by Year: Ma’arat a-Nu’man} & & & & \\
\hline
 & Religion Score & Ethnicity Score & Nation Score & Local Score \\
\hline
2013 & 0.00\% & 0.00\% & 40.00\% & 60.00\% \\
\hline
2014 & 23.97\% & 1.65\% & 51.24\% & 23.14\% \\
\hline
2015 & 33.93\% & 0.60\% & 31.55\% & 33.93\% \\
\hline
2016 & 21.95\% & 1.36\% & 46.15\% & 30.54\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Identity References in Protests by Year}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{48}Division 13 is a local armed group from Ma’arat a-Nu’man which will be discussed in detail later in the chapter. This armed group is not involved in governance provision and operates independently from local civilian rulers.
embraced by the 2011 uprising. Thus, these flags incorporate national and very local meanings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>National</th>
<th>Religious</th>
<th>Local/ National</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>83.78%</td>
<td>16.22%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>42.50%</td>
<td>57.50%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>79.84%</td>
<td>4.94%</td>
<td>15.23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Symbols that were associated with a Syrian national identity were common components of the protests held in Ma’arat a-Nu’man. For example, the flag associated with the national uprising was a consistent feature of demonstrations. Footage from a protest on April 1, 2016 includes the display of an exceptionally long flag banner, as does footage from a protest two weeks later (alMarra Today 2016). In some protest footage children wear versions of the flag as tunics, or, as in the case of a photo from a protest on March 26, 2016, the child at the center has flag face paint and wears a shawl with a representation of the flag (Syrian Revolution Network 3/26/2016). 2016 in particular features a number of large demonstrations in which national flags are seemingly everywhere, a shift from 2015 where the national flag was not nearly so prominent.

Another element which regularly emerges in records of demonstrations are expressions of continuing support for the larger revolution as well as the free Syrian army. On January 1, 2016 a protest in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man includes the chant “God is with you, Free Army.” (alMarra Today January 15, 2016). A protest commemorating the anniversary of the Syrian uprising and to demonstrate the continuation of the revolution

---

49 The term “revolution” is being used in this context to reflect the language used by participants in the civilian movement and armed opposition to the Syrian Ba’athist regime.
had a large turn out on March 4, 2016 (Syrian Revolution Network: March 4, 2016). A video of a protest held on April 15, 2016 also repeatedly refers to the “Syrian revolution” in chants repeated by the crowd (AlMarra Today April 15, 2016).

In addition to appeals to a Syrian national identity, many of the protest recordings include the incorporation of religious language. This is particularly true of the chants, songs, and speeches at protests. A common chant that is heard at numerous protests is the chant of “No one is with us but you, oh God” as well as “Muhammad is above us.” One older gentleman who appears in a number of videos often calls on the audience to takbir, to proclaim that God is greatest, which is then followed by loud chants of “God is greatest.” While such chants continued as part of the protests in 2016, other kinds of religious reference, such as flags featuring the shuhada\textsuperscript{50} and banners that include Qur’anic references, diminished in their frequency.

References to identities often do not occur in isolation, and thus many references to religion were combined with other identity references. For example, several recordings of demonstrations show the majority of flag-holders waving the national flag but with some participants waving religious banners or the banners of specific Islamist armed groups or coalitions. In footage from a demonstration on March 11, 2016 one individual in the crowd waves a black flag while surrounded by individuals bearing the black, white, and green

\textsuperscript{50} There is no God but God and Muhammad is the Prophet of God
flag of the national uprising (Baladi News Network). In footage from August 3, 2015 a single demonstrator bears the flag of the Islamist armed coalition, Jaish al-Fath (Syrian Revolution Network, August 3, 2015). Footage from a protest on May 2, 2015 also shows a Jaish al-Fath flag and another Islamist flag in addition to a larger number of national flags, as is also the case for a demonstration on May 1, 2015 (Syrian Revolution Network May 2, 2015, Syrian Revolution Network May 1, 2015). These visual representations indicate that many participants favor a national identity in their efforts to visually legitimize their protests, although some participants favor bearing religious symbols. It also indicates that participants may bring what they wish to express themselves, that the organizers of the protests do not or cannot impose a uniformity of symbol usage.

A third, consistent component of the demonstrations was an emphasis on their local context. Many protests include a banner that bears the city’s name. A large banner with the name of the city is shown behind the crowd in recordings from numerous protests, including those held on April 22, 2016, March 4, 2016, a photo from a protest held on January 15, 2016, at the end of a video on February 26, 2016, and in footage from a protests March 11, 2016 (AlMarra Today April 22, 2016, Syrian Revolution March 4, 2016, Syria Revolution Network January 2016, AlMarra Today February 2016, Baladi News-Network March 2016). These large banners ensure that any records of the demonstration will be associated with the city and display a level of local pride as a city in which the spirit of protest is carried on. In addition to the large banners which bear the city’s name, it is common for the smaller posters held by individuals or small groups of demonstrators to also have the city’s name. For example, a poster from December 24, 2016 has the name of the city on the bottom of the poster. This is a move that is seen on posters produced in other parts of the country, although the consistent appearance of an enormous banner with the
city’s name, especially in later protests, is distinct from other protest footage analyzed in this project and may indicate an emphasis on place that is not present in all parts of Syria.

The text of the protests also refer to the local community. For example, one poster refers to a “we” which could be interpreted as national or local as the poster refers to the “united revolution” on the bottom of the poster as well as the city’s name (Syrian Revolution Network December 24, 2016). While such vague uses of “we” were not coded due to the possibility of varying interpretation, there are a number of instances in which we was used in way that was potentially local. In addition, 2016 saw several explicit references to the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man in protest chants and songs. On June 3, 2016 a protest included a chant directed at the leader of Jabhat a-Nusra, “al-Golani… put away your weapons, the life of Ma’ara cannot be extinguished, your house of war will not take away this city of hope” (Syrian Revolution Network).

Another way in which demonstrators employed a local identity to legitimate their efforts was through visual appeals to local groups, such as the local armed group, Division 13. A couple of recordings from protests in April (2016) show individuals waving modified versions of the national flag. These flags have an additional white bar at the bottom on which is written “ferqa 13,” Division 13. Other flags in the footage show a white field with a logo at the center which
incorporates the national flag embraced by the opposition. The circular logo also says Division 13 in Arabic. The demonstration on April 15, while not a particularly large one based on the wider shots, does incorporate a number of the flags of the local armed group.

Figure 15 Still shot from video of protest in Ma’arat a-Nu’man April 15, 2016

Embracing the Local in the Opposition to Jabhat a-Nusra

The popular response in the city to actions taken by the Islamist armed group, formerly known as Jabhat a-Nusra, indicate that the local identity promoted by the local council is an identity that is also salient among members of the city’s public. A significant objection locals had to the actions taken by Jaish al-Fatah’s members had to do with Jaish al-Fatah’s treatment of Division 13. Division 13 was a local armed group, supported by the Syrian National Council (Mahmoud 2016). By March 13, only two days after the protests previously discussed, it was reported that Division 13 had been driven from Ma’arat a-Nu’man (Wilkinson 2016). It was Jabhat a-Nusra and Jund al-Aqsa which worked together to capture members of Division 13 and seize control of bases held before the conflict between the groups began (Heller 2016). One civilian claimed that, “[Nusra] tried to come
up with some lie that the 13th Division attacked their bases and homes… It’s like claiming that Somalia invaded the United States” (Heller 2016).

Coverage of the protests indicate that it is in part the shared local identity possessed by Division 13 and city residents that made the dismissal of the local armed group an important point to protesters. A local participant in the demonstrations explained to a reporter the close sense of connection felt by citizens toward Division 13, “It’s important to understand that the 13th Division is not like any rebel group in Idlib. It originated from Maarat al-Numan and its fighters are natives of the town. That’s why any assault on them is an assault on the locals” (Mahmoud 2016). Demonstrators’ calls included the disarmament of the Islamist groups and a transfer of all weapons to a local armed group, Division 13 (Mahmoud 2016). Others claim that in addition to Division 13’s local character it was seen as a legitimate armed group, as an organization that was above-board and did not engage in the corruption that many combatants in the region have been accused of (Cambanis 2016). This coverage lends additional credence to the analysis of protest coverage, which suggests that local identity is salient among the population, although it is not the only identity which matters.

Responses to the Local Council of Ma’arat a-Nu’man’s Facebook Posts

Another way of evaluating whether or not the efforts by the local council to promote a local identity have been successful is to look at the ways in which individuals have responded to the council’s efforts via social media. This provides a tentative measure of whether or not the local council is deemed legitimate by those commenting and we can see if those who oppose the council do so by asserting an alternative identity. In particular, looking at an example of a post that asks the people of the city to contribute monetarily to service provision allows for an observance of the degree to which the local council is
considered legitimate, which is the objective of promoting an identity. The post is clear about the costs of providing garbage removal and the factors, including monthly wages, behind this calculation, and asks citizens to pay 200 Syrian pounds per house to assist in covering the cost (It also asks that citizens assist with city hygiene by throwing their trash into the designated bins). Responses to this post indicate varying attitudes toward the local council. While some responses indicate that the council and its actions are considered legitimate and as directives which should be followed, others indicate a more utilitarian attitude by the city’s citizens. The first response which says “Let us see the garbage man first” indicates a utilitarian level of compliance. Some point to earlier difficulties with water access and are skeptical that paying the fee will yield the services promised. In these posts it is clear that the local council is not seen by all as an entity that should automatically be obeyed but should only be obeyed when services promised are provided. Here the challenges to the local council are not couched in identity terms but focus strictly on the delivery of services. The commenter does not question the council’s identity promotion, questioning instead the council’s ability to deliver the promised goods.

In order to evaluate popular perceptions of other local groups, the comments in response to a post by the local council about the local armed group, Division 13, is also considered. This post was selected because it involved two local organizations, the local armed group as well as the thankful local council. The post by the local council, which is an image of text, thanks Division 13 for providing generators during Ramadan (June 7, 2016). A quick perusal seems to indicate that most of those who commented on the post are locals, although some are from other areas in Syria. About half of the posts are brief expressions of agreement with the local council’s statement, posting comments such as “God bless them [Division 13].” While many of the comments from local individuals are
positive, this is not uniform. For example, one comment says “Haaj liar,” although it is not entirely clear if this is directed toward the poster or the subject.51 Another individual who posted was critical of the lack of transparency through which generators were distributed and the emergence of conflicts between the owners of the generators and users. In this case, the local identity associated with Division 13 does not put the group entirely above reproach. As was the case with criticisms directed toward the local council, the focus is primarily procedural. Division 13 is not having its identity questioned. Instead, it is the way in which it tried to contribute to the provision of public goods that is criticized, with no national or supra-national identity incorporated in the critique.52

Conclusion

This case has focused on an area in which civilian institutions played an essential role in service provision and governance for a city, and at specific times, for a larger area. The Idlib governorate council as well as the local council in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man both primarily promoted a local, apparently civil identity. While there were sometimes appeals to a religious or national identity, for the most part the civilian institutions placed references to a local identity first. It is difficult to make confident assertions about the impact of this focus on a local identity on the population, but in looking at footage and photos of protests we do see increasing numbers of references to the city, the province, and locations within the province. Thus, it appears that the salience of a local identity increased during the period in question among the population of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man.

51 Haaj is a title which is traditionally given to those who have undertaken the pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca.
52 Interestingly, the same comment finishes with a remark that the individual only trusts the local council. This suggests that the support for civilian rule, in this case with a democratically elected council, is relatively consistent. Whether or not it is an Islamist or local armed group that is trying to increase its role in governance or goods provision, there appears to be a preference for local civil institutions.
The next chapter will explore a case in which armed groups have control, a *rebelocracy*. The greater influence of armed actors through a variety of institutions leads to a consistent promotion of identities across institutions. In addition, the identities promoted by armed groups are more revolutionary and present a stronger departure from the identities which were already generally salient in terms of their type or content. This will lend further strength to the claim that the strength of armed groups and their capacity to govern plays an important role in their ability to promote particular identities via institutions.
Chapter 4:

*Rebelocracies: Identities and Institutions*

Under the Democratic Union Party and Islamic State

Introduction

This chapter continues to explore why various kinds of identities become salient following the failure or retreat of the state. Unlike the previous chapter, which looked at a case in which civilian actors built local institutions, this chapter looks at what takes place when armed groups govern. In the Syrian context, two organizations with armed wings emerged that successfully controlled territory and built an array of institutions: the group known as the Democratic Union Party (PYD) and the Islamic State (IS). These two groups fought each other on the battlefield and adopted apparently opposing positions in terms of ideology and identity and possessed significantly different objectives. While IS became known for its exclusionary embrace of a Salafist identity, the PYD stressed a pan-ethnic identity in which various ethnic were described as different components of a democratic and decentralized society. The groups overlapped geographically for a time, exchanging control over territory in northern and eastern Syria.\(^5^3\) Both also engaged in an elaborate degree of institution building, resembling early states.

This chapter will begin with a brief discussion of the origin of these two groups before discussing the characteristics which make the institutional arrangements established by both groups *rebelocracies*. The third section will discuss the sources used for the content analysis conducted on materials produced by the PYD and several

\(^{53}\) The geographical similarity affirms that armed groups cannot simply alter the identities they promote to appeal to different local populations. If armed groups simply adapted to the identities already salient among locals, then we would expect IS and the PYD to promote the same identities in the same area. However, this was very much not the case.
affiliated institutions. The fourth section discusses the identities promoted by IS and the PYD. Consistent with my theoretical argument, I find that in both rebelocracies, armed groups were able to promote an innovative identity, a departure from the norm in the areas in which they operated. In addition, they were able to promote their chosen identities consistently via numerous institutions. The fifth section discusses how the involvement of external actors helped and hindered both groups in their efforts to govern and promote the identities they espoused. The final section probes the possible efficacy of these identity appeals. Such evidence must be treated with particular caution in areas under rebel rule, to the ability of armed groups to limit public discourse through coercion.

Background

Although this chapter will focus on the Democratic Union Party (PYD), an organization established by Syria’s Kurdish population, the group’s origins lie across the border in Turkey. The Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) was formed in 1984 and began a lengthy guerilla conflict against the Turkish state in pursuit of an independent Kurdish state (Spyer 2013). The PYD was established in Syria in 2003 after a diplomatic row led to Syria’s expulsion of the PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan and the creation of a Syrian law which forbade the PKK from operating on Syrian soil. Like the PKK, the PYD is “secular, leftist, and quasi-Marxist” (Spyer 2013). Thus, the PYD (and, as will be discussed later, its armed wing) had roots that significantly predated the 2011 Syrian uprising.

During the Syrian uprising, control of the predominantly Kurdish areas of Syria was ceded with relatively little violence. Syrian security forces withdrew from northeastern Syria in July 2012 as regime forces were redeployed to fight rebel advances on the capital, Damascus, as well as Aleppo (Glioti 2013, Allsopp 2014: 213). However,
while the Syrian state gave up the majority of its control in the region it still maintained a limited institutional presence, unlike in other parts of the country from which the state was forced to retreat. The *mukhaberat*, or internal security agency, continued to operate in some cities that were largely controlled by Kurdish authorities (Allsopp 2014: 415). About 20% of the region’s largest city, Qamishli, was controlled by the Syrian regime. While residents of the city largely avoided regime-controlled offices and institutions they did go to these offices to obtain services which Kurdish institutions could not initially provide, such as passport provision (Dettmer 2013). This relatively congenial relationship between the Syrian regime and Kurdish authorities as well as the relatively peaceful departure of regime forces led to a significantly lower level of damage to the existing infrastructure, which allowed people to build off of the existing infrastructure rather than starting completely from scratch (Leigh 2014). It was in the wake of the state’s significant retreat that the PYD emerged as the dominant player in predominantly Kurdish parts of northern Syria (Allsopp 2014: 213).

Like the Democratic Union Party, the Islamic State’s formation also predated the onset of Syria’s conflict in 2011. Following the invasion of Iraq by the United States in 2003, insurgency and civil strife became pervasive. The structure and function of the temporary central authority established by the U.S. politicized religious identities by making religiously-based patronage networks the means through which benefits were distributed (Kfir 2015: 239). It was in this context that al-Qaeda in Iraq was established by Abu Musab al-Zarqawi and began to fight against both American forces as well as Iraq’s Shiite community (Hanna 2016). In 2006 the group, known as the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI), absorbed a smaller armed group, Jamaat Jaysh Ahd a-Sunnah wa-l-Jammah, run by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. He would become ISI’s leader in 2010 (Kfir 2015: 240-
Thus, like the PYD, the Islamic State’s institutional origins preceded the retraction of the Syrian state. The group rejected nationalism, like the PYD, but unlike the PYD it embraced an exclusionary religious identity and used violence to dispatch those who did not abide by the group’s interpretation of Sunni Islam (Kfir 2015: 240-241). This rejection of national borders and its ambitions to establish a Sunni Islamic political entity helped to place IS in a position to take advantage of the conflict which emerged across the border in Syria.

**Meeting the Criteria for Rebelocracies**

In order to be considered a *rebelocracy*, an armed group must govern, building the institutions which establish and enforce order. While civilians may still be active, their roles are limited (Arjona 2014). In many respects this institutional arrangement bears a similarity to early European states, in which competition with various societal actors constrained the power of emerging central governments (Wheeler 2011). In order to establish that the systems established by the PYD belong in this category I will discuss the development of the organization’s armed wing as well as the other institutions established to provide governance. I will also outline the state building efforts by the armed group known as the Islamic State, which also bears similarities to early state building.

*The Rebels of Rebelocracy*

As was noted in the background section, the Democratic Union Party can trace its roots to the Kurdistan Workers’ Party’s armed opposition to the Turkish government. The Syrian political organization also possessed two armed components: The People’s Protection Units (YPG) and Women’s Protection Units (YPJ). According to the YPG’s own website, the origins of the organization’s armed wing go back to 2004. After protests
by Kurds in northern Syria were violently put down, armed groups were formed with the objective of protecting civilians against such attacks in the future (People’s Defense Units). This would make the unofficial formation of the YPG almost contemporaneous with the establishment of the PYD (formed in 2004 and 2003 respectively). Officially, the YPG was created in 2011 and it seems to be at this point that it began to coalesce into a significant and unified force (Lund 2013, People’s Defense Units). It was soon followed by the formation of the YPJ. These groups functioned essentially as the armed wing of the PYD (Drott 2014).

In its effort to include all “components” of society, the PYD also established or partnered with non-Kurdish armed groups. For example, in 2016 it was announced that the YPJ would be expanding its trainee pool to include Arab and Yazidi women. By the end of 2016 two units comprised entirely of Arab women were in the field (McKernan 2017). In addition to establishing units of Arab women, the PYD cooperated with the Syriacs, a Christian ethnic minority. Pro-PYD Syriac Christians established the Syriac Military Council, a group that was allied with the PYD (Drott 2014). The formation of Arab units in the YPJ and collaboration with Syriac units fits with the PYD’s efforts to emphasize a pan-ethnic identity, one in which all ethnic and religious communities were officially considered equally important aspects of society. In 2015 this effort to collaborate with non-Kurdish armed actors was expanded. In October of that year the Syrian Democratic Forces, an umbrella group, was established with encouragement from the United States. This entity was intended to bring the YPG and YPJ together with other, smaller Christian and Arab armed groups operating in northern Syria (Gutman 2017).

---

54 In June 2014 YPF service became compulsory for the first time (Gutman 2017) and required service was later enshrined in the constitution for the Democratic Federation of Northern Syria (Darwish 2016). There have been accusations that this compulsory conscription has been coercive, and that it damaged the popularity and legitimacy of the PYD and YPG in some areas (Gutman 2017).
Khodr 2015). Thus, the existence of the YPG and YPJ and the formation and partnership with non-Kurdish armed groups indicates that the areas controlled by the PYD met the armed group criteria of *rebelocracy*.

While the PYD may have started as a political organization before adding an armed component, the Islamic State was initially an armed insurgent group. After the Iraqi national army was disbanded by the United States in 2003, many unemployed soldiers and officers went on to join insurgent groups, including IS (Hanna 2016). In many ways, IS borrowed from the experience these soldiers acquired under the dictatorship of Saddam Hussein, organizing a network in which there were multiple military commanders who would engage in an array of violent acts (Reuter 2015). In addition to using violence and intelligence collection to assert control over parts of Syria, IS brought in recruits from abroad. The “Security” branch of IS was in charge of establishing training camps for foreign fighters in out-of-the-way locations in Syria (Speckhard and Yayla 2017). Since these fighters lacked local ties, it was believed that they would be more reliable, and could be depended upon to act on orders without question (Ibid). Some were even recruited from Jabhat a-Nusra (Lister 2015: 134). This preference for foreign fighters was apparently abandoned as IS instituted conscription starting in early 2015 (Cockburn 2015). The existence of an organized group of fighters and one which had organizations dedicated to recruitment and training, clearly puts the Islamic State into the *rebelocracy* category.

Both the PYD and IS clearly had armed wings and therefore clearly fit the rebel part of the *rebelocracy*. As was previously mentioned, not all armed groups are capable

---

55 The decision by IS and the PYD to institute compulsory military service indicates the degree of coercive capacity each attained in their respective areas.
of establishing rebel governance. To do this, armed groups must develop and control a set of essential institutions. The next section will discuss the institutions which the PYD and IS established to make rules, enforce rules, and settle disputes.

**The Provision of Governance**

The second aspect of a *rebelocracy* is the creation of governing institutions as well as an armed wing by the same actor. The PYD’s governing institutions were modeled upon the writings of the PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan. Ocalan was a proponent of a Kurdish nation state until his capture by the Turkish government in 1999. While in prison, his political ideas shifted significantly and he began to focus on the pursuit of Kurdish autonomy within existing state structures (Drott 2014). His works called for a rejection of a centralizing nation state and the pursuit of a decentralized, democratic system in which all peoples would have a right to make decisions for their own communities (Ibid).

Ocalan’s vision was what the PYD attempted to create through the establishment of local councils and committees (Wilkofsky 2018). A key component of this has been the formation of a Mala Gel (which means “People’s House” in Kurdish) in each community. Each Mala Gel had members who were democratically elected and was comprised of a number of committees, including a reconciliation committee for arbitrating disputes and committees dedicated to the provision of various public goods (Damascus Bureau 2013). While all members of the community were welcome to be involved in the Mala Gel, they remained connected to the PYD. For example, in 2012 when the town of Derik’s Mala Gel opened, 20 of the 30 members of the organization were also PYD members (Morris 2012). Critics of the system argued that these institutions became a means through which the PYD promoted its ideological program,
by providing propaganda alongside public goods (Wilkofsky 2018). At least some Mala
Gel did not hide their connection to the PYD. In several Mala Gel branches in Qamishli a
flag that included Ocalan’s face was flown (Damascus Bureau 2013). In addition, the
Mala Gels received financial support for their endeavors from the larger Movement for a
Democratic Society (Tev-Dem), an umbrella organization of political parties in which the
PYD was the major player. Some claim that Tev-Dem possessed the real decision-
making power at the community level (Wilkofsky 2018).

In addition to these local institutions, the PYD also engaged in institution building
at the regional (canton) level and for the entirety of northern Syria. In January 2014 it
was announced that the PYD and its allies had formed a temporary form of self-
administration in the three Kurdish cantons of northern Syria (Jazira, ‘Afrin, and
Kobani/Ain al-‘Arab) in which each canton initially ran its own affairs (Drott 2014
“Apoism”). In December 2015 the Syrian Democratic Council (SDC) was created, with
the PYD playing a significant role (Khodr 2015). In March 2016 it was announced that a
federal system, the Democratic Federal System for Rojava-Northern Syria was going to
be formed. The plan was to use the following six months to form an elected federal body
and to write up a “social contract,” in other words, a constitution (Arafat 2016).56 The
constitution’s preamble was a clear attempt to emphasize the pan-ethnic identity which
the PYD embraced, “We, the people of Rojava: Northern Syria, Kurds, Arabs, Assyrians,
Turkmen, Armenians, Chechens, Circassians, Muslims, Christians, Yazidis and various
others, are aware that the nation-state has brought our people problems, acute crises and

56 The federal system outlined in the constitution was modeled upon Switzerland’s canton system (Darwish
2016).
tragedies” (Darwish 2016). The constitutional document of the Federal System and other institutions developed by the PYD reflected the party’s emphasis on ethnic identity.

Like the PYD, the Islamic State also engaged in the formation of governing institutions. While the PYD emphasized a bottom-up governance structure, the Islamic State attempted to create a clear hierarchy. Religion played an important role in its effort to legitimate this hierarchy. At the top was Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi who claimed to of Quraysh lineage. The Quraysh was the tribe to which the Prophet Muhammad belonged and membership is largely seen as a pedigree necessary to claiming the title of Caliph (Zelin 2014). Underneath al-Baghdadi was a *shura* council (Thompson and Shubert 2015). *Shura* means consultation in Arabic and was initially used to describe the group which elected Umar, the second caliph. The term is used in the Qur’an’s 42nd sura when the believers are told to use consultation to settle matters. Subsequently *shura* was used to describe groups which advised rulers or, in the last hundred years or so, as the name for parliamentary bodies. In addition to the *shura* council, there was also one deputy which was in charge of the group’s territory within Iraq and another deputy for Syria. These individuals were placed above further geographic subdivisions, whose leadership oversaw local councils (Thompson and Shubert 2015). Thus, the Islamic State developed an array of governing institutions designed to operate at the local, regional, and supranational levels.

The Islamic State, like the PYD also drafted a document that was essentially a constitution. In January 2016 the organization published a *watha’iq al-madina*, “documents of the city,” which outlined the subjects’ obligations to the state as well as

---

57 This political vision was adopted by some of the minority communities living in northern Syria. The Syriac Union Party worked with the PYD as it strove to build governing institutions and built a number of organizations modeled upon the PYD’s, including its armed wing, the Syriac Military Council (Drott 2014).
the obligations of the Islamic State to those living under its rule. Again, the name of the document may be a reference to the early Muslim community, as the Prophet Muhammad created a document by the same name in 622 in the city of Medina (Reykin 2016: 14). The first article of the document reaffirms the Islamic State’s chosen identity. It states, “We, the soldiers of the Islamic State, took our responsibility to restore the glories of the Islamic caliphate and to push injustice and fear from our people and Muslim brothers.”

Here the provision of security and safety to those who identify as Muslims are among the group’s primary responsibilities – but the contract applied only to “true” (Sunni) Muslims. Those who IS considers people of the book had to abide by different rules and were only accorded some guarantees if they sign a jizyah contract (Ibid: 16). Under IS’s system, Christians were not allowed to possess weapons, eat pork in public, drink wine in public, repair or build churches, and could not conduct religious ceremonies outdoors (Reykin 2016: 16). Thus, like the PYD, the Islamic State also wrote a constitution and one which emphasized the identity IS strove to promote.

The Formation of Legal Order

In addition to establishing institutions for writing rules and making decisions, the PYD formed institutions designed to enforce those rules and to settle disputes. The institutions established by the PYD included several mechanisms for resolving conflicts. One of these was the peace councils, which were intended to handle relatively minor problems. These courts dealt with disputes over land ownership and divorce (Drott 2014). As mentioned previously, the Mala Gels also had committees dedicated to conflict arbitration (Damascus Bureau 2013). The Tev-Dem website described local “committees of reconciliation” that sought to resolve conflicts at the village or neighborhood level.

---

58 Translated by the author.
(Tev-Dem). While these bodies dealt with local and generally less severe matters, more serious offenses and crimes were handled by the People’s Court, which was established on March 18, 2012 (Drott 2014, Tev-Dem). The members of the People’s Court regularly met with members of local arbitration groups to ensure that everyone was kept up to date on decisions (Drott 2014). In addition, the local arbitration groups could refer cases to the People’s Court if it was unable to reach a solution (Tev-Dem). Thus the PYD’s institution building included entities dedicated to dispute settlement, a key component of rebelsocracies according to Arjona (2014).

Respect for tradition and the application of ethnically-differentiated customs and traditions is one way in which institutions dedicated to justice and arbitration both reflected the PYD’s promotion of ethnic identities and reified these identities in the legal sphere. The leader of the reconciliation committee for one of Qamishli’s six Mala Gel branches, Shukri Abu Idris, stated, “We solve conflicts between people according to the moral laws of society, our conscience, customs, traditions, and the principles of human justice,” (Damascus Bureau 2013). The Movement for a Democratic Society (Dem-Tev)’s webpage, which describes the people’s court, says it was established “in order to create and enforce legislative and legal institutions that rule together and is applied to all components of the people.” In this phrase the use of mukawwinat, components, is the most telling. It clearly emphasizes the existence of different ethnic or religious communities within the area under the court’s control. The phrase not only legitimates the court as the adjudicator for “the people” but also attempts to legitimize the division of

---

59 The term used here is jiha, which can be literally translated as side but is also used as an ambiguous term for an institution, authority, representative, etc.
“the people” into constitutive parts. Here the emphasis on ethnicity held by the PYD is clearly expressed in the institutions established to settle disputes.

This emphasis on ethnic identities also extended to the police forces. The Asayish (Kurdish Security forces) were a police force controlled by the PYD (Glioti 2013). Another police force was formed to police the Syriac Christian community of the PYD-controlled areas and was named Sutoro, a word which means “security” in Syriac just as Asayish means “security” in Kurmanji (Drott “Syriac-Kurdish Cooperation in northeast Syria” 2014). The Kurdish and Syriac units worked cooperatively as a single police force, wearing uniforms that only differed by a badge (Ibid.). Thus, the PYD built security forces and courts which emphasized an ethnic identity.

Like the PYD, the Islamic State built a legal system which promoted the armed group’s identity. Establishing courts was one of the first acts which IS did after taking new territory, and their efforts to settle disputes improved the group’s legitimacy in the eyes of locals (Reykin 2016: 8, 30). When the group seized the Syrian city or Raqqa, it was announced that the residents had been freed “from the rotten shackles of positive law,” those laws which were made by humans and human institutions rather than the divine (Ibid: 12). Behaviors like smoking were made illegal as they could “distract people from prayer” (Cockburn 2015). It was not within the caliph’s purview to make new laws, only to enforce the divine laws already set forth. To create rules on matters not dealt with in scripture (such as traffic regulations) IS invoked siyaasa shar’iyya, “religiously legitimate governance.” According to this principal, those who possess legitimate

---

60 This respect for tradition even led one Syriac man to attempt to have a ruling overturned which had declared him guilty of inciting his son to kill his daughter for marrying a Sunni Kurd. The court convinced the Kurdish groom to drop charges against his bride’s father (Damascus Bureau 2013).

61 Officially, the Asayish was controlled by the Supreme Committee, an entity comprised of the PYD and its main Kurdish rival, the Kurdish National Council (Glioti 2013).
authority may make new rules on matters not dealt with in the Qur’an, as long as those rules are in the interest of the entire Muslim *umma* and are consistent with Islamic law (Reykin 2016: 13).

Like the PYD, the Islamic State also established institutions to enforce the laws it had written. Two police forces were created by IS. The *a-shurta al-islamiyya* dealt with the public order matters generally associated with police work. The second, *hisba*, was focused on moral infractions (Reykin 2016: 25). The members of the *hisba* would stop civilians and IS fighters to check their cellphones for forbidden content (Speckhard and Yayla 2017). Enforcement of the laws varied. In cities in which IS was able to exert high levels of control, such as Mosul, citations were handed out to anyone caught violating the law (Callimachi and Rossback 2018). In addition to having police, the Islamic State also created prisons. In 2013 Amnesty International claimed that there were at least seven prisons in the Aleppo and Raqqa governorates (Reykin 2016: 27). Religious education was used as a sort of rehabilitation plan for prisoners (Ibid). Thus, the Islamic State established a variety of institutions to write rules and enforce these rules, providing limited governance in the areas it controlled. Thus, IS created institutions for writing laws and institutions for enforcing these laws.

While in many respects these groups could not seem more different, the PYD and IS shared a number of important characteristics. Both groups had significant armed wings which allowed them to expand their geographic reach and to establish significant levels of control over some parts of their territory. Both groups engaged in significant institution building, creating governing structures and legal systems. Like early European states, these institutions did not emerge fully formed, but were added onto and changed over time. Therefore, both groups established *rebelocracies* during the Syrian conflict. These
institutions were designed in a way that is intended to promote the identity each of these armed groups has chosen to espouse. The PYD institutionalized its emphasis on ethnic identities by creating parallel institutions or organizations for the various ethnic communities that lived in the territories under its control. The Islamic state promoted a religious identity through the formation of institutions it claimed to have modeled after the early Muslim community and through its adherence to a strict version of Islamic law. The next section will discuss the ways in which these identities are reflected in the discourse produced by these actors.

In both of these cases, the same entity established armed wings as well as governing institutions. This arrangement is more coherent than a mixed case. In a mixed case, distinct armed groups and civilian actors both strove to build governing institutions, often competing against each other for control. Under the PYD and the Islamic State a single entity established both armed wings as well as governing institutions in an arrangement similar to proto states. They also bear a similarity to proto states with their formation and efforts to enforce legal codes.

**Source Material**

As was the case in the previous chapter, this case study also uses the analysis of social media to evaluate the promotion of various identities. In this case study I have focused my discourse analysis on institutions created by or affiliated with the Kurdish PYD. This decision was made primarily in response to the availability of information produced by local institutions. While many institutions established by the PYD created social media accounts (as was true elsewhere in Syria) such accounts are not reliably available for institutions established by the Islamic State, in large part due to the efforts by various state governments to shut down social media accounts created by the group.
However, there have been materials other than Facebook pages which provide us with a picture of what identity promotion looked like online and on the ground under the Islamic State and which have been discussed at length by a number of journalists and social scientists.

Several sources were used to systematically analyze identity promotion by the Democratic Union Party. First, four institutions were selected and the content of their Facebook accounts were subjected to content analysis, as was conducted in the previous chapter. I selected four institutions, two of which operated in the larger Rojava/Northern Syria territory and two which functioned at the level of one of the three cantons: the Jazira Canton. At the Rojava-wide level I looked at the PYD Rojava Arabic Facebook page, which was created in May 2014 and had 1788 posts by the end of 2016. The decision to look at the Arabic language version of the page was motivated chiefly by my own language skills as well as an interest in how the PYD promoted itself to an audience comprised not only of Kurdish speakers.\footnote{As a Kurdish organization I would expect that greater efforts would need to be expended to convince non-Kurds of the PYD’s legitimacy. The PYD and a number of other institutions (although not all) produced distinct Arabic and Kurdish language Facebook pages. Some local institutions posted in both languages, in which case the Arabic posts were the focus.} The second institution selected was the Syrian Democratic Council, the political wing of the Syrian Democratic Forces. The Facebook page for this entity was created in November 2016 so only 76 posts were created by the end of that year. At the canton level, I analyzed the Movement for a Democratic Society (Tev-Dem)’s Public Relations Office in the Jazira Canton which started its Facebook Page in June 2016 and had 97 posts by the end of the year. The Internal Body for the Jazira Canton was the second canton-level institution. This group created their Facebook page in August 2014 and had produced 1343 posts by the end of 2016.
There are a few features of these pages that are noteworthy. Some of these pages did have posts in multiple languages. For the purpose of the content analysis, I focused on Arabic language posts. Since the Jazira canton includes a significant Arab population, this did not dramatically restrict the number of posts that could be analyzed. As was true in the other cases, the materials were subjected to several types of content analysis, including a coding scheme, automated word count analysis, and qualitative analysis which considered how terms were used as well as the logos of the institutions. The websites of some of these institutions were also consulted for supplemental information.

Identity Promotion by PYD Institutions

Before launching into a discussion on which identities the PYD promoted in its discourse, it is imperative to be clear about the repertoire of identities available to individuals living in northern Syria. Some of the identities available to individuals were related to place (the city or village in which they reside, for example) while

Figure 16 Map of the Ethnic Composition of Syria in 2010 (Izady 2010)

63 The coding scheme was also somewhat adjusted to better fit the discourse used by the PYD and the identities available on the ground. For example, the word “component” was added as a term which denotes ethnicity as this word is often used to describe different ethnic groups.
others are tied to more abstract and larger understandings of space (such as Syria). While the other geographic locations studied in this project are more ethnically and religiously uniform, northern Syria is far more diverse. Ethnic groups residing in areas that the PYD controlled included not only Kurds and Arabs but also Turkmen, Circassians, and Syriacs. In terms of religious groups, residents of the area are Christian, Muslim, Alawite, Alevi, and more. The Jazira Canton was in Syria’s northeast corner and included the cities of Hasakeh and Qamishli. While groups moved during the Syrian conflict, Assyrian, Arab, and Kurdish communities continued to live in this area under PYD control. Thus, a larger range of identities were available to local actors as they assembled their identity repertoires.64

Due to the preponderance of Kurds in the area and the PYD’s own origins in the Kurdish independence movement, we have to consider the possibility that different types of Kurdish identity could exist. One may think of one’s Kurdish identity as an ethnic identity similar to the ethnic identities of other groups living within a larger society. Alternatively, some possess a Kurdish national identity and think of their people as a thwarted national community. These perspectives are not necessarily exclusive, and one’s own understanding of Kurdishness may change. Thus, in the analysis, I attempt to parse out explicit references to Kurdish nationalism or aspirations for an independent Kurdistan from those references to Kurdishness that refer to the Kurds as an ethnic group that is part of a larger, multi-ethnic society.65

64 There are limits of course. A group of predominantly Syriac Christians would not incorporate a Muslim identity in its repertoire, for example. In addition, the costs of starting organizationally from scratch would make it more likely that actors would include identities in their repertoires that had been aspects of pre-conflict institutions if such entities existed (Weinstein 2007).
65 This was not necessary in the other cases as references to Arab ethnic identity were relatively scant and appeals to an Arab national identity were non-existent. Considering the longstanding connection between Arab nationalism and Ba’thism, that this identity choice would be eschewed by those opposing the Ba’thist regime is unsurprising.
Rojava-Level Institutions: The PYD and the Syrian Democratic Council

Ethnic identities proved to be among the most prominent identities referenced on the PYD’s Arabic page. On the page two terms are used to refer to ethnic and religious groups, although they do so without using “ethnicity” or “sect.” One of the words which is consistently used on the PYD Facebook page is *mukawwan* or the plural *mukawwanat*. Component(s) appears on the Facebook page 144 times and often in contexts such as “all components of the society” or “the tens of components of the people,” or “our Kurdish people and all the components of Rojava.” The use of components implies that the myriad of ethnic and religious groups of northern Syria should each be accorded a similar level of respect that all function as parts of a social whole. The emphasis on “Our Kurdish people” as the first component and presumably the ethnicity shared with the reader emphasizes a Kurdish identity, but one that emphasizes Kurds as one ethnic group within the community, rather than as distinct groups which should have its own nation state.

Another term that appears over 70 times is *shu‘ub*, peoples. While it was not incorporated as a term which relates to ethnicity in the coding scheme, it is generally used to refer to the various ethnic and religious communities living in northern Syria. A post from October 5, 2014 describes how it was, “the Kurdish people with the rest of the religious and national minorities must take quick steps to avoid the spread of sectarian war…since the building of the protection units of Kurdish, Arab, and Christian women and men they took on the task of protecting the area and all the peoples (*shu‘ub*) and minorities that live in the Kurdish areas…” (PYD Rojava). While the degree to which
this communal egalitarianism is put into practice is debatable, it is clear that at a
discursive level this is the vision of ethnic identity which the PYD labored to promote.\textsuperscript{66}

The page also makes numerous references to specific ethnic groups. It is not
surprising that Kurds are brought up the most frequently, with permutations of Kurd
(Kurd, Kurdish, etc.) appearing 954 times\textsuperscript{67} on the PYD’s Facebook page. Among the
groups brought up repeatedly in the posts is the Yezidis, a Kurmanji speaking minority
group. A post on June 17, 2014 describes a protest held in Afrin and organized by the
Tev-Dem. The protest was intended to express outrage regarding the massacre of Kurdish
Yezidis in “southern Kurdistan” (PYD Rojava). The decision to claim the Yezidis as part
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of the Kurdish ethnic group is a noteworthy discursive choice since whether or not the
Yezidis are Kurds is an issue of much debate within the Yezidi community as well as the
wider Kurdish community (\textit{UNHCR} 2007: 76). Not all references to the Yezidis by the

\footnote{While the PYD uses terms like \textit{shu’ub} (peoples) and \textit{mukawwinat} (components) to refer to minority
groups like the Syriacs which are frequently referred to as ethnic and religious groups. However, the
language used by the PYD is staunchly secular. Although there are references to respecting traditions
observed by different groups they are described as group norms or customs, not as religious observance.
While references to ethnicity and religion sometimes follow similar trends they only do so when identity
appeals in general increase. In addition, references to ethnicity are far more common than references to
religion.}

\footnote{This count does not include “Kurdistan” which appears 653 times.}
PYD page refer to them explicitly as Kurds, however. A post from June 24, 2016 discusses IS’s actions against a variety of Kurdish villages. Later in the post it claims that IS wished to repeat the massacres and abductions it had previously inflicted upon the Yezidi community (PYD Rojava). In this later post they are therefore possibly being treated in this instance as a distinct ethnic group.

Other minority groups are also explicitly mentioned in the PYD’s posts. On June 16, 2016 the party posted a story titled, “Alawites participate in liberation campaign for Manbij.” The story goes on to discuss the involvement of young Alawite men fighting to free the city of Manbij in Aleppo governorate from IS control. They even quote an Alawite fighter who reportedly says, “Now we are going to liberate the components of the city of Manbij from the Da’esh mercenaries. I am very happy because I am fighting against the mercenaries beside my Kurdish, Arab, Turkmen, and Armenian brothers” (PYD Rojava). It is impossible to verify the veracity of this quote. However, it is possible that the similarity of this soldier’s language to the PYD’s discourse is a result of the YPG’s ideological training and may be what a soldier actually said. In this example we see the PYD’s language of ethnicity which is found elsewhere in the discourse produced by the group attributed to a member of another ethnic minority. The emphasis on the speaker’s position as an Alawite is clearly intended to show the acceptance of the PYD’s identity promotion by a non-Kurd, increasing the message’s legitimacy in the eyes of other non-Kurds.
The other identity which appeared most consistently in the coding scheme was a Syrian national identity. Forms of Syria (Syria, Syrian, Syrians, etc.) was the most popular word to appear on the PYD Rojava page, appearing 1666 times. As can be seen in figure 17, the references to Syria are not consistent. There are several potential and interesting explanations for the shift which takes place in 2016, in which references to a Syrian national identity attain greater parity with references to ethnic identities. One source of this change may be institutional. As was previously mentioned, it was in December 2015 that the political wing of the Syrian Democratic Forces, the Syrian Democratic Council, was formed. While the YPG and PYD were heavily involved in both entities, the Syrian Democratic umbrella was intended to draw in a variety of groups, including those comprised of Arabs and Christians. This also appears to mark an important expansion in the PYD’s interests beyond those areas in which Kurds were a majority of the population. Another significant institutional change was the March 2016 establishment of the Democratic Federal System for Rojava-Northern Syria. The phrase “northern Syria” as well as references to the Syrian democratic forces do account for a portion but not all of the uptick in references to Syria. Figure 18 shows the raw frequencies of references to northern Syria, the Syrian democratic forces, and Syria.
This shift may also be indicative of a change in the group’s capacity and objectives changing its identity repertoire. The clearest illustration of this shift in goals and ensuing shifts in identity repertoire can be seen in changes to the name of the Democratic Federal System for Rojava-Northern Syria. In December 2016 rojava was dropped from the name of the fledgling federal system. Rojava (“West” in Kurmanji) is used to refer to Western Kurdistan, or the western part of a potential independent Kurdish state. The use of Rojava to refer to northern Syria emphasized the area’s Kurdish character and majority Kurdish population. The decision was officially motivated by an interest in expanding the entity’s reach into the predominantly Arab governorates of Deir az-Zor and Raqqa (Arafat 2016). In this instance, the increase in the PYD’s capacity (in part thanks to external support) led to a shift in the organization’s goals, its territorial aspirations. This shift in goals apparently influenced the group’s identity repertoire, leading it to make efforts to emphasize the pan-ethnic and Syrian character of the PYD and check its emphasis on the group’s Kurdishness. This shift in territorial aspirations that led to a rebranding of the Federal System may also explain a shift in the identity repertoire displayed by other PYD-affiliated institutions.

This combination of ethnic and Syrian national identities is also reflected by the Syrian Democratic Council (SDC)’s Facebook page. With only a few months of posts to draw upon it is difficult to draw strong conclusions. We do see some parallels to the language used in the PYD page when it comes to ethnicity. For example, a post on September 17, 2016 refers to a list of principles for the Syrian Democratic Council, first of which is “It is a national, democratic, Syrian, political project to include

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identity References by the Syrian Democratic Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 19: Identity References by the Syrian Democratic Council*
all of the societal components and political entities…” (SDC Facebook). In this case, the SDC page reflects use of “societal components” found in posts produced by the PYD. In addition to the use of the word “component” specific mention is made of various ethnic groups. An update on a meeting between the President of the Syrian Democratic Council and the leaders of several political parties summarizes a statement made by the council’s president. In this paraphrased statement she asserts that it is the Council’s belief that a solution to the Syrian crisis would be, “…based upon the brotherhood of all peoples and coexistence of Kurds, Arabs, Armenians, and Turkmen…” (SDC 9/17/2016). Thus, there are significant parallels in the discourse surrounding ethnicity produced by the SDC and PYD.

There are, however, significant differences worth noting. While some form of “Kurd” was among the most frequently used terms on the PYD page, it was not among the top 15 most frequently cited words on the SDC page (the details regarding word count can be found in the appendix). In addition, as indicated by the coding scheme, references to a national identity are more common than references to ethnic identity. Forms of the word “Syria” are the most frequently used on the SDC’s Facebook page. Some posts described events at which the SDC apparently attempts to speak for “the Syrian people” sometimes to an international audience at meetings abroad. Many posts refer to meetings held between the SDC’s leadership and leaders from other countries or meetings held abroad to discuss Syria’s future and potential political resolutions to the conflict. Other statements appear to be more blatant appeals to Syrian nationalism. A post from March 3, 2016 states, “The Syrian Democratic Forces continue to liberate this Syrian land from the clutches of terrorists and extremists and their supporters” (SDC Facebook).
While the identity is more national, the political objectives remain similar to that of the PYD, as the SDC called for a decentralized democracy (SDC 3/3/2016). The SDC pushed for a “decentralized, pluralistic” democratic system as a solution for Syria at a conference in Geneva in 2016 (1/26/2016 SDC). This blend indicates that the PYD and its emphasis on an ethnic identity and desire for democratic self-rule are present in the SDC discourse. However, the SDC was the political wing of an umbrella entity dedicated to bringing together a variety of Syrian armed groups. While the PYD’s pan-ethnic identity may have appealed to some of those groups, others (such as the Army of Revolution) desired a Syrian national revolution. As the rebelocracy expanded its physical reach it shifted to embrace an identity that would appeal to those residing in territory that had been more recently acquired and could yet be attained. In this case, changes in the PYD’s capacity expanded its goals, which shifted its identity repertoire. The newer SDC, with less historical baggage than the PYD, was able to shift to a more national identity, although it did not depart from the PYD’s preferred identity entirely.

This combination of identities is also evinced in the logo chosen for the Syrian Democratic Council. There are two particular features that emphasized the group’s connection to the PYD and its ethnic identity. The first is the colors which appear in the logo, the same colors that appear in the logo of the PYD and the Kurdish flag, which includes a tricolor of yellow, red, and green. The second significant feature is the three scripts and three languages which appear on the council’s logo: Arabic, Kurdish, and Syriac. By doing so the logo is referring to three ethnic communities and visually portraying them as equals. The most clearly national element is the map of the Syrian state at the logo’s
center. Interestingly, this nation symbol is dramatically bifurcated. Northeastern Syria, which contains two of the three Kurdish cantons as well as much of the Deir az-Zor governorate, is visually set apart. This is done using a natural feature (the Euphrates river), but tellingly no other body of water or geographic feature is incorporated as part of the design. Thus the nation as a whole is visually present but also divided with northeastern Syria set apart, demarcating the extent of the PYD’s subnational goals.

_Institutions of the Jazira Canton_

The Jazira Canton refers to the predominantly Kurdish northeast corner of Syria. While finding social media accounts for town or even city level institutions proved challenging, several of the institutions operating at the canton level had social media accounts. One of the more prolific of these was the Internal Body of the Jazira Canton. This civilian entity referred to local and ethnic identities primarily, as can be seen in figure 21. There were far more posts that referred to a local and/or ethnic identity than a Syrian national, religious, or Kurdish national identity.

![Identity References by the Jazira Area Internal Body](image)

*Figure 21 Identity References on the Jazira Internal Body’s Facebook Page*
This analysis is backed up by a consideration of the terms which most frequently appear on the Internal Body’s social media account. The word which appears most frequently in Arabic is *al-Asayish*, the police force of Rojava whose name means “security” in Kurmanji. The third most common term was Rojava, the Kurmanji name for northern Syria, followed by the city of Qamishli (written as Qamishlo, the Kurmanji version of the city’s name). There are frequent references to local places, such as the biggest cities of the canton, Qamishli and al-Hasakeh, and the Jazira Canton itself. There are references to decisions made by the body, such as a decision not to enforce a conscription law passed by the canton’s legislative council because this had led many young people to leave (Internal Body 10/13/2014). There are also regular calls for individuals to apply for positions within the canton’s administration. These local elements bear similarities to the civilian local council of the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man discussed in the last chapter.

However, the Internal Body of the Jazira Canton uses language around ethnicity that matches the language of the PYD sources. On the group’s Facebook page ethnic groups are again regularly referred to as components. This is true in the abstract (such as references to “all societal components”) or when describing the ethnicity of specific individuals, like the description of a teacher as being “of the Chechen component” (11/19/2014, Internal Body). There are references to various ethnic groups, such as a reference to the

---

68 The second most common term was “forces” which was often used in conjunction with *al-asayish*. 

---

Figure 22 Relative frequency of the appearance of forms of “Syria” and “Rojava” on the Jazira Internal Body’s Facebook Page
Kurdish, Arab, and Syriac populations of the city of al-Hassakeh (1/19/2015). References to Kurd or Kurdish are not as frequent as they were on the PYD page, although Kurmanji names are used for local places. The Kurmanji Rovaja is used instead of northern Syria, although the terms were used almost interchangeably or in tandem by the SDC. The relative frequency of the appearance of Rojava and Syria can be seen in Figure 22. The city of Qamishli is almost exclusively referred to as Qamishlo, the Kurmanji name for the city as well. Finally, the ethnic characteristic of various organizations are emphasized. In addition to being a Kurdish force with a Kurdish name, the al-Asayish are described as explicitly Kurdish. For example, in the aforementioned post from January 19, 2015, the presence of Kurds, Arabs, and Syriacs living in the city of al-Hassakeh provides a pretext for the Kurds to defend the city, “…many components exist in the city; Kurdish, Arab, and Syriacs have been living there for hundreds of years, and therefore our Kurdish forces69 have the right to defend the city and protect it” (Internal Body). In this instance it is the Kurdish nature of the Asayish and the presence of Kurds and other ethnic groups that legitimate the presence of the Asayish in the city. In addition to appealing to a local identity, the Internal Body also appealed to a more abstract, pan-ethnic identity like that promoted by the PYD.

References to national identity are few and references to Rojava far exceed references to Syria on the Internal body’s Facebook page. It is worth noting that among the limited references to Syria are the announcements regarding hiring. One of the stated requirements for employment by the internal body is al-jinsiyya as-suriyya, Syrian citizenship. The other requirements include citizenship in one of the three Syrian Kurdish cantons. The inclusion of Syrian nationality as a requirement may be an effort to reassure

69 This post also seems to assume that the reader is Kurdish, although the Facebook page was in Arabic.
non-Kurds that the local institutions will not be run by Kurds from Turkey or Iraq, that locals will not be governed by individuals they view as foreign.

The logo of the Internal Body has only subtle references to ethnic identities. It includes the name of the institution in three languages; Kurmanji, Arabic, and Syriac.

Here, like the SDC logo, is evidence of references to the various ethnic groups prominent in the Jazira Canton.

However, the logo lacks any visual elements that speak to a specific, local place (as seen in the logos of civilian institutions in the last chapter). The central graphic is a globe, not a representation of the Jazira canton or Rojava. The other elements, a book, feather pen, and olive branch, are also not specific to the area. The colors used are also not colors associated with the PYD or other significant political parties in the area, an effort to visually separate the canton-level organization from the PYD. This effort to create a visual separation fits with the PYD’s efforts to depict the development of local institutions as “organic responses to the needs of the local communities in Rojava,” rather than a top-down effort orchestrated by the PYD and Tev-Dem (Sary 2016: 12). However, this visual separation from the PYD is not reflected by the language used in the body’s Facebook page, so the efficacy of such visual distancing is questionable. Thus the only elements which connect to any identity are in the logo’s text, in the inclusion of the Jazira canton’s name and the use of three languages.

The second canton-level institution analyzed here is the Public Relations Office in Jazira Canton for Tev-Dem. The Movement for a Democratic Society (Tev-Dem) is the civilian organization dedicated to promoting democracy at a local level and which
oversees the Mala Gels, the people’s courts, and other local institutions. Since the group’s Facebook page was formed in June 2016 only 93 posts were included in the corpus. However, based on this limited sample, the Jazira canton’s Tev-Dem office refers to a similar mix of identities as the Jazira canton’s Internal Body. According to the results of the coding process, a similar number of posts refer to local and ethnic identities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identity References</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>National</th>
<th>Religious</th>
<th>Ethnic</th>
<th>Kurdish National</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 24 Identity References by the Internal Body of the Jazira Canton Facebook Account

Again, the language around ethnicity bears a great deal of similarity to that found on the other Facebook pages. A post from June 21, 2016 praised actions taken by the Syrian Democratic Forces, “We, as the Public Relations Office for the Movement of a Democratic Society, bless the victories achieved by these forces and that include under its banner all of the components, Kurd, Arab, Syriac, Assyrian, Turkmen, and Chechen” (Tev-Dem Facebook). Much of the page is dedicated to local events, such as a meeting that took place on December 11, 2016 between the Kurdish alliance, Hassakeh’s Tribal Council, the Kurdish Writers’ Union in Syria, and the public relations division of the Kurdish Azadi Party (12/12/2016 Tev-Dem). Thus it promotes a local identity, as we would expect a civilian institution to do, as well as the ethnic identity promoted across the rebelocracy’s institutions.

The Institutions affiliated with and created by the PYD share an emphasis on ethnic identity. Rather than tailoring its appeals to a specific ethnic group, these institutions have emphasized ethnic identities of all kinds, treating different ethnic groups

---

70 The Jazira office for Tev-Dem did not have its own logo, instead using the logo for the PR office of Tev-Dem. The logo incorporates the colors from the Kurdish national flag (Green, red, and yellow) as well as the sunburst at the center of the same flag.
as parts of the societal whole. This identity, a dramatic departure from the Arab national identity promoted by the Ba‘thist regime, fits the revolutionary potential of rebelocracies. The identity promotion efforts of the PYD also illustrate the connection between an armed group’s objectives the identity it promotes. As the PYD’s capacity expanded and its goals changed, so too did its identity repertoire and a Syrian national identity came to take on a greater role in the group’s identity repertoire as its goals expanded to include territories not populated by ethnic minorities.

Identity Promotion by the Islamic State

Like the Democratic Union Party, the Islamic State promoted a single identity across its various institutions and which was an abrupt departure from the identities prominent in Syria. The Syrian Ba‘thist regime had promoted a secular brand of Arab nationalism for much of its existence. While the regime’s leadership had made attempts to make appeals to a Muslim constituency, the Alawite sect of members of the regime’s upper echelon proved a significant barrier. While the Islamic State appealed to a Sunni Muslim identity (an identity shared by the majority of Syria’s citizens) its understanding of the content of that identity was a dramatic departure from what had been the norm in Syria prior to 2011.

Identity promotion under IS took a variety of forms. Earlier sections discussed the ways in which IS used its institutional design as a means of promoting their interpretation of Sunni Islam. The laws set forth by IS made it clear what behavior was expected and deemed acceptable. IS also produced a plethora of propaganda material. In fact, their messages varied for Muslims abroad and to those who lived in the area under their
control (Shane and Hubbard 2014). It used a variety of media outlets, such as Twitter, Soundcloud, and Whatsapp to transmit text, audio, images, and videos (Ibid). There was a significant decline in the group’s propaganda production after the group sustained significant territorial losses. For example, while in August 2015 700 items were published online through official IS channels, in August 2016 the number had dropped to fewer than 200 (Dale 2016). While there may have been an eventual decline, for several years IS was able to effectively deliver its message and promote its chosen identity using multiple institutions and various media.

IS engaged in a number of behaviors intended to indoctrinate and inculcate civilians in the territories they controlled with the group’s espoused identity. One of the first actions IS took after acquiring new territory was to replace the preachers at the local mosques. The replacements were generally outsiders from Afghanistan or other Arab states (Cockburn 2015). This allowed IS to control the message being disseminated through religious institutions. IS also used education and entertainment as means through which it conveyed its identity. IS created outdoor movie theaters which showed videos and played music intended to indoctrinate the audience (Qaddour 2018). In the area’s under IS control children were schooled in propaganda (Sommerville and Dalati 2017). In the Syrian city of Raqqa, the group started by editing the educational materials left behind by the Syrian state. It was after IS took the Iraqi city of Mosul that the group possessed the resources required to develop its own textbooks and other materials. It accordingly rolled out its new curriculum for the 2015-2016 academic year (Ibid).

While there are limits to promoting dramatically distinct identities in a single context (such as a single state) when audiences are segmented it is possible for a single group to promote distinct identities to these different audiences.

In addition to territorial losses, the man widely considered the chief architect of IS’s propaganda was killed in an airstrike in August 2016 (De Luce et al 2016).
of the materials included a directive to teachers that said, “Our enemies aim to bury our identity and pillage our assets. We’ve tried, as much as we could, to infuse the students with a doctrine leading to the right kind of action that would preserve our identity and render us victorious in the ongoing fight” (Ibid). In this quote identity is specifically mentioned as one of the objectives of IS's education program.

To illustrate the promotion of identity through educational texts I have included one visual example. It is the cover of a history book intended for the first semester of the fourth year of primary school. The central visual element is a medieval sword boasting a style of hilt and pommel associated with the Islamic Empire. The sword is bloodied and behind it is a map of the holy city of Mecca with arrows representing the different Muslim forces which entered and took control of the city in 629 AD. Above one arrow it says “Messenger of God” while another arrow has “Khaled bin al-Wa-“ above it. The cut off name is presumably Khaled bin al-Walid, who not only led an army into Mecca but also played an important role in the Islamic conquest of Syria and the capture of the city of Damascus (Encyclopedia Britannica “Khalid ibn al-Walid”). That this map should include a reference to the conqueror of Damascus seems to be a pointed reference to the Islamic State’s large territorial ambitions. A second map, which is mostly obscured, notes the city of Mecca and says “Badr” in the corner. Presumably, this is intended to be a map of the Prophet’s victory at Badr over the Meccans. The third map also appears to include locations in Saudi Arabia. The combination of maps and swords appears to be an attempt
to establish a connection between IS’s modern conflict and the battles fought by the Prophet in the early days of Islam. Through conquest, IS would build a new holy land, just as the Prophet had in the 7th century. This example illustrates how the Islamic State used institutions to promote its religious identity, just as the PYD’s institutions promoted its ethnic identity.

The Role of External Involvement in Identity Promotion

Events which take place in a weakened or failed state do not take place in a vacuum. External actors often play a role in local affairs in these contexts, which can have positive or negative effects for actors on the ground. Support from outside actors can assist armed groups as they compete against other armed actors. Funding from international non-governmental organizations as well as states can also assist armed actors as they seek to build local institutions. However, armed actors can also degrade the capacity of local armed groups if they target these groups or seek to limit their access to resources. These factors may influence the capacity of local armed actors to establish rebelocracies and promote their identities.

The Democratic Union Party acquired support from some external actors while facing significant threats from others, which had positive and negative effects on their institution building and identity promotion efforts. The United States, for example, provided significant aid and support to the PYD and YPG in 2014 as part of its effort to oppose the Islamic State (van Wilgenburg 2016). During IS’s attack on the town of Kobani, the US supplied Kurdish forces by airdropping supplies, which was crucial in the Kurds’ defense of the town (Letusch 2014). The United States also employed drones and aircraft to provide intelligence on northern Syria and to support the YPG and YPJ. American Special Forces also provided intelligence to the Kurdish forces and coordinated
with them to target airstrikes (Arango and Schmitt 2015). Photos of US special forces cooperating with YPG fighters showed that US soldiers were close to the front lines in the PYD’s opposition to IS (“US military” 2016). The external support from the United States and others allowed the YPG to fight efforts by IS to encroach on PYD-controlled territory (van Wilgenburg 2016). In this instance, external opposition against one armed group led to external support for another armed group - actions against one rebelocracy led to external support and the resources for expansion being given to another.

This support had several important effects. First, material support helped the PYD set up and maintain institutions in areas under their control in 2015 and 2016 (van Wilgenburg 2016). While this did not change the promotion of a pan-ethnic identity, which was in place before the PYD began to receive external support, it did have other effects on the group’s identity repertoire. US involvement made it possible for the PYD to expand its goals beyond northern Syria, which, as discussed earlier, led to a greater emphasis on a Syrian national identity in the identity repertoire of the Syrian Democratic Council. The support of the United States did not play a role in the pan-ethnic nature of the PYD’s identity repertoire but did play a role in the shift to incorporate a Syrian national identity to a greater degree.

However, the PYD did not have a uniformly positive relationship with external actors, particularly with Turkey. In 2012 Turkey’s Prime Minister said in an interview that, “It is our most natural right to intervene (in northern Syria) since those terrorist
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73 Not all of the PYD’s territorial gains were the result of US support. Russian airstrikes on other armed groups which directly opposed the Ba’thist regime weakened these opposition groups. This created opportunities for the PYD to take control of additional territory (van Wilgenburg 2016). Again, external involvement altered the playing field by eliminating rivals who could challenge the group establishing a rebelocracy.
formations would disturb our national peace,’ (Davies 2012). Turkish officials consistently claimed that the PYD and PKK are one and the same, which made the PYD a terrorist entity in the eyes of the Turkish state (“Turkey Will Not Cooperate”). With the Islamic State in retreat the PYD resumed its place in Turkey’s view as the most significant strategic threat to the state. After the PYD took control of the town of Tel Abyad a Turkish, pro-government newspaper featured the headline, “the PYD is more dangerous than ISIS” (Arango and Schmitt 2015). This opposition in some instances involved direct military action against territory held by the PYD, although this had yet to make a significant impact on the PYD’s institution building projects by the end of 2016.

The involvement of Turkey, while capable of degrading the ability of the PYD to promote identities, did not have a direct effect on the group’s identity repertoire. The shift away from Kurdish nationalism and in favor of a pan-ethnic identity pre-dated the conflict and appears to be based upon shifts in the ideas of the organization’s political elite, particularly the writings of Abdullah Ocalan. This pan-ethnic rather than national identity promotion has not spared the Kurds from Turkish distrust and hostility. Indeed, if placating Turkey was a consistent political concern the decision to establish an autonomous federation in northern Syria was completely counter-productive. In addition, shifts in the degree and type of Turkey’s involvement does not seem to be reflected in the PYD’s identity repertoire. Thus, while Turkey’s involvement could intervene in the PYD’s ability to build institutions and promote its identity, the country’s involvement has not influenced the group’s identity selection in the period analyzed here.

The Islamic State, whose supranational goals and identity raised the ire of numerous states, was primarily the target of external actors. The United States, Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Russia, France, the United Kingdom, and Turkey all engaged in
direct military action against IS (Shaheen et al 2015). This direct involvement had significant effects on IS, which at its greatest extent controlled significant territories in Syria and neighboring Iraq. Airstrikes perpetrated by the U.S. and other states were, according to actors on the ground, instrumental and crucial in reversing the group’s territorial gains (Arango and Schmitt 2015). The loss of territory and degradation of institutions limited IS’s ability to promote its chosen identity. It lost control over populations and consequently lost its capacity to use governing institutions to shift the salience of locals’ identities. As was noted earlier, with the loss of territory, the production and dissemination of IS propaganda also declined (Dale 2016). As the space of territorial control shrank the educational texts that IS produced were used in fewer schools. Thus, the role of external actors proved detrimental to the survival of the IS rebelocracy and damaged its capacity to promote its identity on the ground in Syria.

Protest Analysis

The promotion of identities through numerous institutions will shift the salience of identities held by locals living under the rebelocracy. However, there are difficulties that emerge when attempting to evaluate the salience of identities in rebelocracies. Under civilian-ruled and mixed hybrid arrangements armed groups lack the coercive capacity to limit public expression. In rebelocracies, however, armed groups may have a monopoly on violence sufficient to limit the identities expressed. There were also allegations that the PYD limited possible outlets for dissent. Kurdish journalists told members of Human Rights Watch that certain topics were considered taboo by the PYD and, as a result, journalists did not report on them (Leigh 2014). There have been other reports of the PYD limiting media freedom, such as taking licenses away from media outlets associated with other parts of the Syrian opposition. In August 2015 Orient TV (an entity associated
with the Syrian opposition) and Rudaw (an outlet associated with the KRG, a Kurdish rival to the PYD) had their licenses taken away by the PYD and both outlets were banned in 2016 (Gutman 2017).

In rebelocracies it is also possible for armed groups to use force against protests or to threaten those who may wish to participate in protest. According to an article by Smart News, tens of civilians protested in the city of Derik in the Jazira Canton due to a decision by Hasakeh’s Education body to teach each component of society in their mother tongue (Kurdish, Arabic, or Syriac) in 2015. Members of the Asayish security forces confiscated the phones and cameras of protesters which meant no pictures or videos of the event were circulated online (Smart News). In the predominantly Kurdish town of Amuda the YPG fired on demonstrators protesting the imprisonment of several Kurdish activists by the PYD (Atassi 2013). The Islamic State was notorious for limiting free expression in the territories under its control. In a collection of protest videos from the Creative Revolution database and the Syrian Revolution Network the only protests from the city of Raqqa dated from before IS consolidated its control over the city. Thus, protests which are deemed critical of or in opposition to the armed group may not transpire or receive media coverage in a rebelocracy.

While these concerns should be taken into consideration, there is some interest in seeing if the efforts to promote identities across institutions in rebelocracies are more likely to succeed than the identity promotion conducted under civilian rule. To do so a collection of videos and photos of protests from the city of Qamishli was assembled using the Syrian Revolutionary News Network, the Creative Memory of the Syrian Revolution, and the Sham News Network. Videos were also acquired from the YouTube channels of two local activist organizations, the Kurdish Youth Union and the Kurdish Youth
Movement. This yielded a collection of 96 photos and videos most of which were videos from 2012 and 2013. Due to the vast disparity between the quantity of sources from 2012 and 2013 and the few materials collected from 2014 and 2016 a random sample of one source from each month was included and yielded a sample of twenty videos. Since part of Qamishli remained under regime control while other parts were governed by the PYD, another sample was compiled of demonstrations from the city of Derik which is also in the Jazira Canton and came under the control of the PYD in 2012. There were not photos or videos of protests from this location in the collections from the Syrian Revolutionary Network or the Creative Memory of the Syrian Revolution. Materials were collected from the Shaam News Network YouTube page, Ugarit News, and YouTube channel for the Coordination Association of the Youth of Freedom, a locally active organization. These sources yielded 54 videos from 2012 through 2014. A random sample of one video per month was assembled which was comprised of 15 videos.74

The visual components of these videos in both locations were subjected to analysis. While in the other case studies the chants, songs, and texts of banners were included in the analysis, this will have to be done at a later date with the aid of someone fluent in Kurmanji as these sources incorporate both Arabic and the Kurdish language. However, an analysis which considers which flags and the proportion of flags employed at protests indicates a degree of identity shift may have taken place in the areas under the control of the PYD. In the sample of protests from Derik the proportion of Kurdish
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74 The disproportionate nature of the samples has several potential explanations. There may in fact be far fewer protests after the first half of 2013. Attempts to build samples for multiple locations in the Jazira Canton all seemed to follow the same trend, which indicates that there may be a region-wide shift in the frequency of protests. It could be that the emergence of local democratic governance provided alternative means for locals to air their opinions and grievances. The decreasing salience of a Syrian national identity may also have meant that national-level events like the fall of Aleppo did not spark protests in northeastern Syria as it did in other cases. Alternatively, this may reflect a shift in the efforts to record and distribute recordings of protests. However, the fact that this was true in multiple towns and cities makes it unlikely that local variations in the production and dissemination of local news.
national flags and Syrian national flags (the national flags used by the Syrian opposition) shifted over time. Throughout the sample the Kurdish national flag with a yellow sunburst and three horizontal stripes in red, white, and green appears most frequently. While the Syrian flag embraced by the opposition often accompanied the Kurdish flag earlier in the sample, the ratio between these two types of flags shifted over time. For example, in a protest from January 6, 2012 10 Kurdish national flags appeared and 6 Syrian national flags. A march a year later included over 60 Kurdish national flags and only two Syrian flags. The Qamishli sample reflects a similar trend. In sampled protests from January and February 2012 there were more Syrian national flags than Kurdish national or other flags. For example, a protest from January 2012 included 7 Kurdish national flags, 10 Syrian national flags, and 2 Assyrian flags. The February sample included 13 Syrian national flags and 7 Kurdish national flags. By early 2013 the ratio of flags employed had shifted significantly. The January 2013 protest included 26 Kurdish national flags and 6 Syrian national flags. The February 2013 protest included 23 Kurdish national flags and 2 Syrian national flags. The Qamishli sample only included a few samples from 2014 and 2016 but most of these are also primarily covered in Kurdish flags. A protest from March 28, 2014 also includes the flags of the People’s Defense Forces, the armed wings of the PYD.

The shift is not a continuous trend and there are specific examples in which the visuals do not fit this pattern. In both city’s samples there was at least one demonstration in which no flags were used (one in Qamishli in June 2014 and on in Derik in May 2013). The Qamishli sample also included a photo from September 2014 which only included over 20 Syrian national flags. However, these events appear to be the exception rather
than the rule and may relate to the themes of specific protests or protests commemorating particular events.

The shift away from incorporating the Syrian national flag and toward a greater emphasis on Kurdish flags indicates the decreased salience of a Syrian national identity in the wake of the Syrian state. As self-governing institutions were created under the direction of the PYD Kurdish national flags, Rojava flags, and flags associated with Kurdish parties like the Kurdish Democratic Party came to dominate the protests. It is noteworthy that there were not any flags that could be clearly identified as PYD flags in the sample, so identification with the party does not seem to be the result of their identity promotion efforts. However, some protests included YPG flags, indicating that the PYD’s armed group has acquired a degree of legitimacy. While Rojava flags, flags of Syrian or western Kurdistan are sometimes seen they are not particularly prevalent indicating that an affiliation with the space that is Rojava has not become the basis of a salient identity. However, the flags associated with Kurdishness, with an ethnic identity, came to dominant the visual aspects of the protests. Neither national flags nor religious banners (such as those featuring the shahada) were prominent, particularly in later protests. While this initial analysis is limited by its focus on the visual aspects of the protests, particularly the use of flags, it does suggest that the primarily ethnic identity program implemented by the PYD may have shifted the salience of identities of those living in the Jazira region. Further work on the textual and auditory components of protest will hopefully flesh out this analysis.

Conclusion

In this chapter I have continued to explore the identity promotion efforts of local actors after the state has retreated. In rebelocaracies, when armed groups rule, they
promote identities associated with abstract spaces, tied to imagined communities. The objectives of the armed groups shape the identities they promote, as seen by the Democratic Union Party’s subnational goals and subnational (ethnic) identity and the Islamic State’s supranational goals and supranational (religious) identity. Both of these actors had armed wings and also engaged in significant institution building, institutions through which they could promote the identities they embraced. These identities were not exclusively promoted – different PYD-established institutions promoted ethnic and national or ethnic and local identities. However, the ethnic identity was consistently a prominent part of the identity repertoire for the various institutions.

It appears that the efforts to promote specific identities had some influence on the local populations. Based on a preliminary evaluation of local protests it appears that the PYD’s efforts to promote a particular identity influenced the salience of identities among the local population. There is also anecdotal evidence from the areas ruled by the Islamic State indicating that some civilians apparently embraced the group’s identity and willingly participated in its efforts to promote that identity. The rule of these actors was not uncontested, and under the areas administered by the PYD there were reports of protests against actions taken by the PYD, such as numerous protests in August 2016 against the incarceration of leaders of a rival Kurdish political party. However, flags that are connected to Kurdishness became more prominent over the course of the sample, particularly in comparison to the Syrian national flags which played a more even role in protests from early 2012 indicating that the identity promotion conducted by the PYD may have influenced the salience of identities in the Jazira Canton.

75 Several sources also reported on protests that took place in multiple cities and towns following the PYD’s arrest of a number of leaders from a rival Kurdish party, the Kurdish National Council (بدع اعتقالين,””Demonstrations against repressive practices”).
In the previous two cases we have seen the consistent promotion of identities across local governing institutions. In the case of civilian rule, a local identity was promoted by governing institutions as the main part of their identity repertoire. A local identity did subsequently emerge during local protests against the efforts by an armed group to play a more prominent role in local affairs. In the cases of rebel rule, armed actors promoted ethnic and religious identities and used their coercive ability to constrain dissent and the promotion of alternative identities. These identity promotion efforts seem to have met with some success, although the coercive capacities of the armed groups makes it difficult to be certain about whether those for whom different identities are more salient have simply remained home or been rendered silent through other means. The third case explores a situation in which armed groups and rebels divide governing responsibilities and both kinds of actors engage in institution building. In this case we expect to see a mix of identities being promoted across institutions and expect that this will mitigate the efficacy of these repertoires.
Chapter 5:
Civil and Uncivil Institutions & Identities in Syria:
The Case of East Ghouta and the City of Douma

Introduction to the Case
This third case study continues to explore why different types of identities emerge as salient following the state’s retreat or collapse. However, this chapter will explore a context in which both civilian and armed actors develop institutions in efforts to provide governance and essential public goods. The Eastern Ghouta is a part of the Rif Dimashq (Damascus countryside) Governorate and was the province’s largest rebel stronghold. It sits extremely close to the capital and the city of Douma (the area’s largest city) lies only six miles northeast of Damascus. Douma and other parts of East Ghouta broke away from regime control in the Fall of 2012. It was during this earlier phase of conflict that the state in all its aspects began to withdraw from the area. Initially civilian actors, and later armed actors, strove to provide essential public goods for different parts of East Ghouta. It is this mix of armed and civilian control which makes the area of East Ghouta and the city of Douma in particular an example of a hybrid institutional type. Neither civilian nor armed authorities succeeded in entirely exerting control, instead creating a situation in which aspects of governance or the provision of public goods was shared. Thus, this chapter focuses on the efforts of civilians and armed groups to promote identities through the institutions that they established independently of one another.

The chapter begins with some essential information on Eastern Ghouta and the city of Douma specifically. In section two, I provide more details about the institution building which was done by civilians and armed groups, with a particular focus on attempts to engage in the governance of the area. This section also illustrates that East
Ghouta failed to fit neatly into either the categories of civilian-rulled or rebel-rulled between 2012 and 2015, as both civilians and armed groups created parallel and competing institutions. The third section discusses the sources used to investigate identity promotion by civilian institutions as well as those established by armed groups. Section four explores the appeals to identities made by civilian institutions as well as the institutions formed by armed groups. Consistent with my theoretical argument, I find that the armed groups had a significantly clearer identity program than the civilians in this context. The civilian institutions had a less coherent, single identity appeal than we see under conditions of civilian rule. The hybrid type yields interactions between civilians and armed groups that results in accommodation, particularly by civilian actors, when it comes to identity promotion. The final section considers the impact of external actors on the ability of civilians and armed groups to engage in the provision of governance and public goods. This chapter then concludes with a discussion on identity promotion and how identity promotion in East Ghouta varied from the other two cases from the Idlib Governorate and the area controlled by the Kurdish PYD in northeastern Syria.

**Background**

In order to delve into the identities and institutions which emerged and became significant in East Ghouta between 2011 and 2016, it is imperative to provide some essential information on the area and its experiences during the Syrian conflict. Like Idlib province, east Ghouta is a predominantly agricultural area, albeit one which is extremely close to the Syrian capital. The area referred to as East Ghouta comprises about 22 cities, towns, and villages (Al Hilali and al Rifai 2017). The area as a whole and the city of Douma in particular played significant roles in the early phases of the uprising. The organization of early events has been attributed to the existence of political networks
grounded in Islam or Socialist Nasserist traditions (alSaafin 2015). During one of Douma’s initial protests in 2011, Syrian security forces opened fire, reportedly killing ten people. This first episode had a significant effect on the area surrounding Douma, which emerged as a center for protest and attracted demonstrators from other towns and Damascus (Ibid).  

In 2012 after the uprising had transformed into an armed conflict, the city and much of the surrounding area come under the control of rebel fighters. Eastern Ghouta became the largest area of rebel-controlled territory in the governorate of Damascus (AFP May 17, 2016). Immediately after the withdrawal of the state, a significant degree of lawlessness pervaded the area, a condition that led to the emergence of several local institutions (“Eastern Ghouta: Foundation of Independent Judiciary”). These conditions inspired the formation of new institutions, including local councils and in the case of East Ghouta, the formation of a judiciary in mid 2012 (Ibid). The siege of the area by the Syrian government began in 2012, although the area was not entirely encircled until April 2013 (Alsaafin 2015, Lund 2017). Several years of extreme hardship for residents followed.

From the establishment of the siege in 2013 through the period which this work covers (the end of 2016), the area of East Ghouta was subjected to deprivation of all kinds. While in 2013 and 2014 individuals were able to grow some of their own food, this became increasingly difficult as the siege continued. For residents of Douma, accessing fields required crossing a river and passing through a checkpoint which came under the control of Ba’thist troops (Bellingeri 2017). Many basic necessities, such as medical

---

76 A resident claims that the organization of early protests during the uprising can be at least partially attributed to pre-existing levels of organization in city, the pre-uprising existence of opposition actors, both religious as well as Socialist Nasserites (AlSaafin 2015).
supplies, could only make it through the government blockade in limited quantities (Lund 2017). For a time, the only means of obtaining certain goods was through tunnels dug under the lines of the siege. Medical supplies, gas, and human beings could only be transported through tunnels as they could not cross through the regime checkpoint at the Wafideen crossing (Lund 2017). A variety of actors made money from smuggling supplies through tunnels. The result was an astronomic increase in the prices of essential goods for the people of East Ghouta (Ibid). In order to pay for increasingly expensive necessities, residents of the area came to rely on friends and relations abroad for monetary support (Bellingeri 2017). In addition to the shortages and related hardships that resulted from the area’s encirclement, East Ghouta was subjected to almost continual artillery and aerial bombardments (Lund 2017). The map below includes a general outline of the area, with the purple area indicating who possessed which parts of the area as of late 2016.

In the area and in Douma in particular, one armed group emerged to take a prominent role: Jaish al-Islam (Alsaafin 2015). Jaish al-Islam (JAI) was initially called Liwa al-Islam when it was established in late
2011 (al-Dimashqi 2016). Its leader, Zahran Alloush, had been recently freed by the Syrian regime from Sednaya Prison where he had been imprisoned due to his Salafist activities (Ibid). Alloush’s father was a Salafi preacher trained in Saudi Arabia, and perhaps unsurprisingly, his son’s organizations was supported by Saudi Arabia (AFP May 17, 2016). As was the case for many armed groups, the ability to provide resources was essential, as a leader who could not provide the necessary materials to his fighters could not keep those fighters in his organization (al-Shami and Yassin-Kassab 2016: 86).

In September 2013 Liwa al-Islam and 50 other armed groups which embraced a similar religious ideology decided to merge into a single group which was named Jaish al-Islam (al-Dimashqi 2016). Thus, Jaish al-Islam (and other armed groups) combined appeals based upon identity and utilitarian concerns.

While JAI rose to become Eastern Ghouta’s most prominent armed group, this was not a position it was able to maintain. Several factors brought about the relative decline of Jaish al-Islam. Just as obtaining support from external actors played an important role in Jaish al-Islam’s rise, a decline in support weakened the group. In 2015 external support apparently diminished, possibly because the United States government...
put pressure on the governments of the Gulf states to limit the actions of private donors (Lund 2017). In addition, the encirclement of Eastern Ghouta by regime forces made it increasingly difficult for Jaish al-Islam to attain the material it needed to support its dominant position in the area. It seems that the group’s financial situation was sufficiently desperate that its leader left Eastern Ghouta via smuggling tunnels to court donors abroad, but to no avail (Lund 2017). The weakening of Jaish al-Islam placed its efforts to develop area-wide institutions in jeopardy and left the group open to challenge (Rollins 2016, Lund 2017). This weakening apparently opened the group to challenge. In the summer of 2015 civilians took to the streets to protest how armed groups were controlling and handling supplies. The second and third largest armed groups who were members of the Unified Military Council then announced that they would no longer participate in the council as it was simply a vehicle for JAI to further its own interests (Lund 2017). In November 2015 protests against the distribution of food by JAI apparently further emboldened other armed groups in the area, which led to fighting between these generally smaller rebel groups and JAI (alSaafin 2015). The death of JAI’s founder, Zahran Aloush, on December 25, 2015 sealed the demise of the armed group’s supremacy in the area (Lund 2017). For the purpose of this study, the weakening of the group several months prior to his death marks an important change, when the Eastern Ghouta could no longer be considered a hybrid institutional arrangement.

Yet even during this period Jaish al-Islam was not the area’s only significant player. The competition between armed groups in East Ghouta is one of several factors that prevented Jaish al-Islam from attaining the coercive capacity and institution building of rebelocracies. At the same time, the armed groups operating in East Ghouta played a moderate role in the affairs of the area, preventing the emergence of clear civilian rule.
The next section will provide greater detail on the institutional landscape of the Eastern Ghouta to illustrate why the area did not neatly fall into the categories of rebelocracy or civilian rule before mid 2015, instead exemplifying a third, hybrid type.

Meeting the Criteria for Hybrid Institutional Arrangement

Civilian Institutions

A variety of civilian institutions emerged in East Ghouta, including the Eastern Ghouta unified services office, the unified relief office, and the Douma local council (al-Shami and Yassin-Kassab 2016: 72). This work discusses the Eastern Ghouta Unified Services Office, the Council for the Area of the Damascus Countryside – Eastern Ghouta, and the Local Council for the Area of the Damascus Countryside. The first of these entities focused on the provision of public goods in Eastern Ghouta, while the other two entities are focused on governance and coordination. Elections for the Damascus Countryside council were eventually held outside of Syria due to the levels of violence experienced in East Ghouta. A post on April 20, 2014 discusses a conference held in Gaziantep, Turkey which individuals attended via skype from East Ghouta both to participate in discussions and to vote. The position of governor was in fact won by an individual who participated in the conference via Skype (Local Council for the Area of the Damascus Countryside Facebook Page). This indicates that the entity’s relevance in the area was probably curtailed as the security situation was deemed too precarious for regional elections and other activities to be carried out.

As was the case in Idlib province, the cities and towns of East Ghouta had their own local councils. In some cases, collections of villages shared a local council, such as the Local Council of the Marj Area. This case study focuses on the city of Douma, the largest city in East Ghouta. The origins of Douma’s local council lie in activists’ efforts
to organize demonstrations during the initial stages of the uprising. Following the retreat of the Syrian state, political organizers shifted their attention toward providing public goods to the citizens of the city. After several meetings of activists and prominent community members, it was agreed in September 2012 that a local council would be formed. Elections took place after regime fighters were forced to leave the city in October. At the time, the council had twenty-five members, with numbers of seats allocated to particular professions or designated to operate in certain fields, which included seven engineers. In addition, the council included six individuals who were given the task of coordinating with neighborhood-level committees (“Civilian Self-Rule in Douma”). In 2016 the Local Council’s Elections Committee put out a video, first in Arabic and subsequently in English, which used simple text and graphics to convey the structure of Douma’s council. The requirements for candidacy included the acceptance of “revolutionary principles,” a lack of ties to armed groups, and more customary limits regarding age and residency (Local Council for the City of Douma). According to the video, this democratically elected council of twenty-five then elected the members of the executive office, which included the local council’s secretary general, vice president, and president (Ibid). The Local Council has nineteen offices (a number which far exceeded the apparent number of offices under the Local Council of the City of Ma’arat a-Nu’man). Of these nineteen offices, eleven focused on the provision of public goods while eight were engaged in administration (“Civilian Self-Rule in Douma”).

77 The regional and local entities have not always agreed with each other’s actions. The following was posted by the Local Council of the City of Douma on January 31, 2014, “In the name of God the compassionate and the merciful, it seems that the local council of the governorate of Damascus countryside, that is headed by as-sayyid Jawad Abu Hatab, does not tire of its attempts/efforts to propagate the division and use money that is in his possession as political money and especially to serve our people inside (Syria?) through the local council. The Council of the Governorate of Rif Dimashq was blessed in the unity of the efforts of the civilian entities into a single body as an institutional act that takes into account the public interest. Accordingly, he strives to alter the amount Douma is allocated for the local council to the affiliated local administration for the affiliated Shura council, in its role for military
However, unlike under civilian rule discussed in the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man, civilian institutions in East Ghouta were subjected to influence and direct competition from armed actors. Sabr Darwish’s research into the dynamics of Zamalka, another city within East Ghouta, provides some insight into the alternative means of influence available to armed groups. Rather than establish a new legal body, the Islamist armed group active in Zamalka (the Sword of Islam, which was supported by JAI) put pressure on the local legal council to change the composition of its membership. Following this transition in membership, religious law came to be the primary, and subsequently the only, legal resource used in adjudicating cases (Darwish 2015: 75). In this instance, armed actors interfered with civilian institutions by pressing these institutions to alter their composition, and presumably adopt positions more in line with the interests and preferences of the armed group. Other armed actors made effort to establish institutions of their own, including organizations intended to function as alternatives or rivals to those institutions established by civilians. This mixed institutional arrangement makes parts of East Ghouta, including the city of Douma, an area in which neither armed groups or civilians reigned supreme.

Institution Building by Armed Actors

In Douma and the surrounding area there was often been tension between the armed groups and local institutions. Islamist armed groups (including JAI) made efforts to establish alternative institutions to those created by civilians. These efforts included the formation of sharia commissions that functioned alongside the local councils of

formation/organization. Note that the local councils are independent administrative units with a prestigious character and do not follow any Shari’a or military council with the knowledge that the Shari’a service council is approved by the revolutionary forces and bodies.” In this case, the leader of Local Council for the Governorate of the Damascus Countryside is seen as a divisive figure who is threatening the civilian character and independence of Douma’s Local Council.
various towns and villages (al-Shami and Yassin-Kassab 2016: 72). Similarly, the Shura Council was established in late 2012 to supplant East Ghouta’s council (Eastern Ghouta: Foundation of Independent Judiciary and Khibyeh 2014). Different rebel groups fighting in East Ghouta also supported the formation of a Judicial Council in 2013 to help settle disputes (“Rebel Factions Establish”). The Judicial Council had five members and dealt with corruption issues, handled criminal cases, handed down sentences, and kept the area’s prisons (Hamou et al 2015). While the entity was theoretically supposed to be independent from the armed groups it was also required to discuss matters with the Shura Council and not act in any way which ran contrary to the Shura Council’s own decisions (Hamou et al 2015). Jaish al-Islam also ran a prison called at-Tawba, in which practices were reportedly similar to those of the Ba’thist regime (al-Dimashqi 2016). Thus, in the East Ghouta area, armed groups attempted to establish some alternative institutions to the preexisting civilian institutions.

However, it is not apparent whether or not the limited institutional involvement of JAI in civilian lives had a significant impact and led to the successful promotion of their identity program. There are some indications that armed groups could exert some control and did establish a limited degree of governance using their institutions. In 2013 a resident of Eastern Ghouta voiced concerns, “…that without assistance to the council, people would be ‘forced to be dependent on the battalions that volunteer to provide such services in return… [for] loyalty and power’” (al-Shami and Yassin-Kassab 2016: 72).

---

78 A year later, in June 2014, seventeen armed groups supported the formation of a Unified Judicial Council. The Council was comprised of experts in Islamic law and oversaw a number of local courts, such as one in Douma, another in the area of al-Marj, etc. While there were occasions when the Unified Judicial Council ruled against Jaish al-Islam, JAI had significant sway over the court and strove to ensure that other armed actors would abide by the court’s decisions (Lund 2016).

79 There is evidence to suggest that at least some cooperation existed between civilian institutions and Douma’s Local Council and the Judicial Council. A post from September 9, 2014 by the Local Council discusses collaboration to ensure that decisions regarding land disputes are officially recorded.
The armed groups also had greater resources at their disposal than civilian entities (Khibyeh 2014). This was due in part to armed groups’ ability to tax aid entering the Eastern Ghouta (Bellingeri 2017, Darwish interview with author). In addition, there are indications that the city was essentially divided into “two constituencies, one that followed the elected local council and the other the local executive and the Shura Council” (Local Council of the City of Douma April 3, 2014). This indicates that both civilian institutions as well as those established by armed groups exerted authority over parts of the city of Douma, between 2013 and the summer of 2015.

However, there are indications that the institutions established by JAI and other armed groups may have lacked legitimacy. The Judicial Council was not deemed an impartial adjudicating body by many of those living in East Ghouta. Many residents believed the council was “directly subjected to the dominance of Zahran Aloush, the commander of Islam Army” (“After Quarrel”). The connection between the court and JAI may have continued to damage perceptions of the institution’s fairness and impartiality after Aloush’s death, limiting its ability to effectively promote the identity of the armed groups that established it. Some individuals interviewed for a news report even claimed that the court was a tool for armed groups to persecute noncombatants (“How do Syrians Value Courts’ Performance”). In addition, it seems there may have been limited interaction between civilians and the few institutions that armed groups established. When civilians needed water or electricity, it was the civilian institutions that they went to for aid (Darwish interview with the author). In this situation in which many essential

80 The post by the Local Council seems to be drawing upon an interview. The interviewer begins the section of interest by saying “it is known,” indicating that the existence of multiple authorities within the same city is a fact generally acknowledged by the area’s inhabitants.
institutions are developed by civilians with only a few institutions apparently run by armed groups, we have a hybrid institutional arrangement.

**Source Material**

To evaluate the impacts of the state’s retreat on, this chapter considers both appeals to identities by institutions in East Ghouta as well as an evaluation of the salience of identities based upon footage and photos of public protest. As was the case in the previous chapters, this case study uses the Facebook pages of local institutions, which sometimes provide a lengthy record of the institution’s pronouncements and perspectives. Unlike in the civilian-ruled case, this case study will explore the identity appeals made by institutions established by civilians and institutions established by armed groups.81

On the civilian side, the focus was primarily on governance. The Facebook pages of the opposition’s Council for the Governorate of Rif Dimashq – Eastern Ghouta, the Local Council for Rif Dimashq, and the Local Council of the City of Douma were all included in the analysis. The Council for the Governorate of Rif Dimashq – Eastern Ghouta Facebook page and the Facebook page of the Local Council for Rif Dimashq were included as area-wide governance institutions. This Facebook page was deleted between the acquisition of the page’s posts and the writing of this chapter, which limits the opportunities to access comments or images from the page.82 However, it covers an interesting period of time in the Eastern Ghouta, particularly a couple of reversals in fortune for one of the area’s largest armed groups. The Local Council of the City of Douma Facebook page was as the governing institution for the area’s largest city.

---

81 In the civilian ruled case there were not consistent institutions established by armed groups to incorporate into the analysis. Thus, there were not social media accounts for institutions established by armed groups to include in the analysis.

82 Before the Facebook page was deleted all of the posts from the page were scraped using a computer program so all of this material was included in the analysis. However, no comments or images from the page were collected before the account’s deletion so these components could not be included.
In order to evaluate the efforts by armed groups to promote identities through institutions, institutions created by or connected to prominent armed groups were also evaluated. One of these is the aforementioned Judicial Council for Eastern Ghouta, which was established by a coalition of armed groups but came to be seen as primarily a tool for Jaish al-Islam. The Shura Council, which was earlier described as an attempt by armed groups to provide an alternative to the local council, is also included in the analysis, although the Facebook page seems to only have been active between March 2013 and June 2014. The final entity associated with armed actors is the Shari’a Body for Damascus and its Countryside – East Ghouta. While the group’s Facebook page only started in February 2016 it had 555 posts by the year’s end. The group was recognized by a number of armed groups active in East Ghouta (Local Council of Douma April 1, 2014).

As was the case for the institutions of Ma’arat a-Nu’man, the Facebook pages for these organizations were subjected to two levels of analysis. The first level involved using the same key terms associated with ethnic, religious, national, and local identities which can be found in the appendix. In this case, East Ghouta and Damascus Countryside were used to denote the local area. The second step involved a closer read of particular texts that appeared particularly relevant after the first level of analysis. This was particularly helpful in illuminating variation between institutions associated with armed actors and civilian-run institutions.

The second stage of the analysis again involved the evaluation of protest materials. In this case, to find local recordings of protests, I incorporated materials posted

---

83 In case there is any doubt about reports regarding the close relationship between JAI and the Judicial Council, a photo from September 3, 2014 shows JAI’s founder, Zahran Alloush, meeting with a sheikh of the Judicial Council.
by the Douma Revolution 2011 Facebook page as well as Douma Coordination Facebook page to serve as local media sources. Posts by the Syrian Revolution Network and the Creative Memory database were also incorporated, although the Syrian Revolution Network did not apparently have any posts which met the criteria for inclusion (a recording or photos of a protest taking place in Douma). I also incorporated videos of protests from the DoumaVideos YouTube channel to supplement the lack of coverage on the Syrian Revolution Network Facebook page. This process yielded records of 248 protests between 2012 and 2016. This was a much higher number of protest recordings than in the Ma’arat a-Nu’man protest sample, and a much higher proportion of these were videos rather than photos. In order to analyze this large quantity of material, video or photo record of every fifth protest were analyzed. When multiple videos of a single protest existed a random number generator was used to select which video to analyze.

**Identity Promotion by Civilian Actors**

As was previously stated, East Ghouta, particularly the city of Douma, serves as an example of a hybrid institutional type as both armed actors and civilians played significant roles in institution building and governance. While armed groups may have specific identity programs, civilian institutions will be subjected to influence by armed groups as well as their own organizational roots and connections to the local milieu. Thus, I expect the identities promoted by civilian institutions in the hybrid arrangement to look more mixed than under solely civilian rule, which focuses predominantly on a local identity.

**Available Identities**

Before beginning a discussion of the identity appeals made by the various actors in East Ghouta, it is important to discuss which identities are generally available to the
area’s population. Again, this work assumes that a repertoire of identities are available to each individual and that several of these identities will relate to connections to space or place. For example, for those living in Syria some kind of national identity is potentially viable, as is an identity based upon one’s governorate or town. Ethnic and religious identities are additional options available to the country’s inhabitants. Based on visual representations of the ethnic and religious divisions in Syria prior to the onset of conflict, the population of East Ghouta appears to be predominantly Sunni Muslim and Arab. The city of Douma in particular is known as an important hub of religious education (Lund 2016). Thus, for most of East Ghouta’s population a Sunni Muslim religious identity and Arab identity are potentially salient identities. We can therefore think of an individual whose identities include Arab, Sunni Muslim, Syrian, who is a proud native of rifj Dimashq and of the city of Saraqeb in particular. The social context in which the individual lives and their day-to-day experiences will influence the relative salience of these identities.

As was true for the Idlib Governorate case, we must not assume that populations have remained the same since the onset of the conflict. East Ghouta in particular was subjected to high levels of violence as well as hardships imposed by years of government siege. This violence may have changed the ethnic and religious composition of the area.
somewhat. However, the encirclement of the region by government forces means that the demographic features and range of identities available to the population of East Ghouta probably did not change significantly over the course of the conflict and that Sunni Muslim and Arab identities were available to the majority of East Ghouta’s population.

Identity Promotion by Regional Civilian Actors

I was able to locate two Facebook pages for councils operating at a regional level. The first of these was the Facebook page for the Local Council for the Rif Dimashq Governorate. The Facebook page started in September 2013 and continued through 2016 with 554 posts published in that time. The second, area-wide governing institution included here is the Council for the Rif Dimashq Governorate – Eastern Ghouta Facebook page which was started only in 2015 and created 285 posts between its creation and the end of 2016. The former page spends many posts describing current events taking place in East Ghouta with an emphasis on the occurrence of violence. There are indications that the Rif Dimashq Council initially played a role in coordinating the efforts of the local councils in the governorate and provide monetary support. For example, the governorate Council requested copies of receipts and documentation of projects carried out by the Local Councils in exchange for continued monetary support (Rif Dimashq Council 10/12/2013). Another post from later in the month claimed that the Governorate Council had eight million US dollars to distribute to local councils per month for the subsequent three months (Ibid. 10/26/2013). The Local Council for the Rif Dimashq Governorate also had a General Coordination Office dedicated to coordinating the efforts of the local councils (General Coordination Office). The Council for the Governorate of Rif Dimashq – East Ghouta was apparently a subsidiary of the Local Council for the Rif Dimashq Governorate. The East Ghouta office also engaged in the coordination of Local
Councils within its geographic area, although it apparently did so in a more hands-on manner. A post from December 15, 2016 shows a meeting for local councils to coordinate relief efforts and projects in East Ghouta. These meetings took place on a regular basis (Local Council for the Rif Dimashq Governorate - East Ghouta). The Council also seems to have played a role in service provision, as posts discuss the Food Security Project and the provision of fresh water to towns in East Ghouta (Ibid.).

The Local Council for the Rif Dimashq and the Council for the Governorate of Rif Dimashq – East Ghouta made a very limited number of references to an ethnic or religious identity. A common use of religious language in these two pages is to express condolences. Sometimes these sentiments are expressed to particular individuals, such as a member of the financial staff who lost his father and his sister during bombing by the regime (Governorate East Ghouta 11/7/2016). Religious occasions are also sometimes marked, such as Ramadan or the birthday of the Prophet Muhammad (Governorate East
Ghouta 6/7/2016, Council Rif Dimashq 1/14/2014). Other references are the use of somewhat quotidian phrases, such as opening an occasional post with the phrase, “In the name of God the compassionate and the merciful,” which is often used when one is about to begin a difficult task (Governorate East Ghouta 11/9/2015). When referring to the citizens or particular groups within the area, the term “God bless” is used, such as “God bless the efforts of the medical office,” (Council Rif Dimashq 2/27/2014). Very few references were made to other Arab states and the only description of something as Arab was a reference to a Syrian Arab office, presumably an aspect of the Ba’thist regime.

The identities most frequently appealed to by both entities were local and national identities. The Local Council for Rif Dimashq Governorate’s Facebook page has a similar number of posts with local and national references, perhaps due to its greater degree of interaction with the National Coalition and other organizations that functioned at a national level. The East Ghouta Council page also includes some mundane references to Syria, such as references to funding received from the Syrian regional program or other Syrian organizations (5/27/2015). Not all references to the nation are so strictly utilitarian, however. For example, on November 5, 2013 The Rif Dimashq Council posted about plans to support the work of the local councils “on Syria’s beloved soil.” The phrase “victory for our revolution” appears several times on The Rif Dimashq Council page (5/18/2016, 2/14/2015, 9/18/2014, 1/30/2014, and 12/5/2013).

This phrase and the general use of the term “revolution” indicate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>مدينة*</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>2414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>سوريا*</td>
<td>Syria(n)</td>
<td>2080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دوما</td>
<td>Douma</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>النظام</td>
<td>Regime</td>
<td>1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>المجلس</td>
<td>Council</td>
<td>1344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>المحلي</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>1157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الغوطة</td>
<td>Ghouta</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دمشق</td>
<td>Damascus</td>
<td>976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الله</td>
<td>God</td>
<td>839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الشهيد</td>
<td>Martyr</td>
<td>775</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 30 Word counts from Facebook account of Local Council for the City of Douma

84 All of these expressions would have led a post to be marked as religious in the coding scheme.
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national aspirations, that the efforts of the Governorate Council are part of a larger effort to bring about fundamental change to Syria as a whole. The East Ghouta Council also uses the term revolution, although only in a couple of posts. In one post, the kidnapping of an individual is described as, “…a heinous crime against the revolution in general and freedom of opinion and expression in particular…” (7/25/2015). Here, the violation of one individual’s rights is connected to the national efforts to transform the Syrian regime - in essence, the abuse of one man’s rights is tantamount to an abuse of the rights of all.

On the Facebook pages for both of these institutions, local references certainly are the most frequent. Since locations are part of these groups’ names, the reference to place is unsurprisingly consistent. However, references to the area are not limited to repetitions of each council’s name. Many posts discuss the provision of goods in particular locations or the actions of other groups, such as the United Services Office of East Ghouta. A post by the East Ghouta Council from February 2, 2016 discusses elections for the local council of Zamalka, a town in East Ghouta. The post boasts of “great popular participation” “Despite the circumstances of war and siege.” Both entities will sometimes post photos taken in East Ghouta which will include a caption about its specific location. A photo posted by the East Ghouta Council on July 28, 2015 shows a black plume of smoke and is accompanied by the caption, “Douma is resistance.” An earlier post on the Rif Dimashq Council stated, “From the steadfastness/resistance of our children we learn persistence and confrontation. From their smiles we make the future. From their patience we take lessons and we hoped the generation of freedom is great. Here is the Damascus countryside, symbol of glory and parents.”

85 The original Arabic text: “من صمود أطفالنا نتعلم الإصرار والتحدي .. من ابتسامتهم نصنع المستقبل .. من صمود نأخذ安宁
الروس فلننا بجبل الحرية كبير .. هنا ريف دمشق رمز للعزة والإباء”
countryside, at the end of this poem is a clear declaration of what it means to be from this particular part of Syria and denotes a degree of pride on the part of the author.

The original logo for the Council for the Governorate of Rif Dimashq (figure 31) reflects this blend of primarily national and local identities. The logo incorporates the colors of the opposition flag, which is black, white and green. The red star at the center of the council’s logo echoes the red stars at the center of the flag of the pre-Ba’thist Syrian Republic, while the sets of three stars on each side of the circle echo the number of stars on the flag. The leaves in the logo are representative of Rif Dimashq’s agriculture. The second logo used by the Council for Rif Dimashq Governorate – East Ghouta simply added a line of text underneath the logo which said “East Ghouta Office” and was posted on July 1, 2015. Through that text the new representation reaffirmed the more local nature of the office. Thus, the initial logo blended national and local elements, like the Council for Idlib Governorate’s logo.

The logo was replaced as the profile picture for the Council in January 2016 with a logo that was adopted by a variety of other institutions in the area. It looks very much like a national seal in almost every aspect. First, the newer logo is reminiscent of the seal of the Syrian Arab Republic. The original logo featured the Hawk of Quraysh holding a shield. Presumably, this is the same bird featured on this new logo. The colors are primarily black, green and white with two sets of three red stars again mimic the flag adopted by the opposition. This logo was adopted not only by the Governorate Council, but by several other institutions in the area, such as the Services Directorate of Rif Dimashq. A version of it became the profile
picture of Douma’s local council in October 2016 and it appears on the Facebook pages of other Local Councils in East Ghouta, indicating an effort to provide a greater sense of unity across institutions. While it is clearly national in its iconography and a version of it is used by the temporary Syrian government, the alternative government in exile, I have not come across other local or Governorate level institutions that have used it. In this way, its use seems to reaffirm a degree of cooperation and efforts to at least appear to be part of a single civilian entity that operated throughout the Eastern Ghouta.

Identity Promotion by The Local Council of the City of Douma

The Local Council of the City of Douma Facebook page is by far the most prolific include in this study. Consistent posting began in April 2013 and by the end of 2016 the Local Council page had 5,741 posts. These posts were not evenly distributed across time, with 2013 being the most prolific year (June 2013 alone had 810 posts). Therefore, the chart below uses the percentage of posts each month that included at least one appeal to each type of identity. This is the percentage of appeals posts out of total posts, rather than the percentage of identity types out of those posts with incorporate some kind of identity appeal. As was noted in the last chapter, the same Facebook post may be coded for multiple identities. The rudimentary coding scheme points to a few possible trends. The first of these is the general decline in references to a national identity as the conflict continued. Appeals to a religious identity seemed to increase from January through October 2014. This trend parallels the rise of Jaish al-Islam in 2013 and 2014 (alSaafin 2015) and seems to reflect when the group was perhaps at its most powerful in East Ghouta. As was discussed previously, infighting between armed groups in East Ghouta as
well as protests against Jaish al-Islam took place in 2015 (Ibid). These challenges to Jaish al-Islam’s

Figure 33 Identity References on the Facebook account for the Local Council of the City of Douma

position seem to generally correspond with the decline in religious appeals by the local council in 2015. This suggests that the strength of the armed group influenced the identity appeals made by local civilians, yielding a more mixed set of identity references.

While a hybrid type was in place, the identity references made by the Local Council were as mixed as the theory would lead us to expect. Once the major armed group became too weak to sustain a hybrid institutional arrangement, the identity references by the Local Council shifted.

Figure 34 Relative frequency of appearance of the word “God” by Month, Local Council of City of Douma
A consideration of the posts’ content also confirms the existence of distinct variations over time. In 2013 the Facebook page for the Local Council appeared to function in part as a media outlet, providing information on significant events happening not only in the city or area, but elsewhere in Syria. This includes links to news coverage by a variety of regional and national sources. Several posts also quote Syrian thinkers and their statements on the state of events in Syria, the state’s relationship with external actors, and the apparent inefficacy and distance of the Syrian National Coalition. The mix of local and national news may be a driver of the national and local identities referenced during this period. For example, a post on October 10, 2013 discusses the “Red Line” that was ignored after the use of chemical weapons in Syria. The post goes on to say, “the Arabs and the West will not support us and we say that God will not forget us.” This line is then followed by a verse from Sura 65 of the Qur’an which emphasizes that those who have followed the path of God will be spared the horrors of death (10/10/2013). This one post refers to the suffering of the “Syrian people,” casting a potentially local tragedy, the use of chemical weapons in Eastern Ghouta, as part of the suffering of the entire nation. It also indicates a continued sense that fellow Arabs are culpable, presumably as they ignore the plight of their fellow Arabs. Finally, the post invokes Islam. In this one post, references to a national, ethnic, and religious identity are all evident, displaying the lack of coherence expected from civilian institutions operating in a hybrid type.

The growing influence of Islamist armed groups is reflected not only in the increased number of religious phrases in late 2013 and in 2014, but also in their quality and purpose. The use of the phrase “In the name of Allah, the merciful and compassionate” becomes much more consistent during this period and was more frequently used than it ever was by the regional councils. Quotations also make an
appearance in this period. On August 5, 2014 the Local Council’s post began with, “In the name of Allah the Compassionate the Merciful, ‘And say, ‘Do [as you will], for Allah will see your deeds, and [so will] His Messenger and the believers.’” This second part is from the Qur’an 9:105. This quotation appears in full or in part three times on the Facebook page, 11/29/2014, 8/5/2014, and 11/23/2013. This is not the only reference to holy text or religious belief. Several mundane initiatives by the Local Council were legitimated at least in with religion. Efforts to register real estate were undertaken, “under the slogan ‘Property is a sacred right’” (8/16/2014). A project to combat littering and deal with trash was “based on the principles of our religion ((cleanliness of faith))” (4/1/2014). A post on December 28, 2014 refers to the Muslim belief in the right to life when discussing the conditions faced by children living under siege. These clear religious appeals to legitimate the actions taken by the Local Council seem to be concentrated in 2014, with most direct quotations from the Quran used outside of the context of mourning, are in late 2013 or 2014. Thus, it seems that not only do the quantity of references to a religious identity change over time, but that when Jaish al-Islam was at its most powerful in the area, religious appeals were consistently made by the Local Council of the City of Douma.86

As we saw in the chart, the Local Council adopted more local appeals in 2015 and 2016 as the influence of Jaish al-Islam waned. One of the changes which accounts for the increase in references to local identity is an increase in the number of photos or videos posted by the Local Council which show the city of Douma and express love or devotion

86 There are several ways in which the armed group’s capacity may have influenced the identity promotion by the local council. Council members may have made this choice in order to accommodate the armed group and promote cooperation with it. The armed group may have also exerted influence during the election process to promote the candidacy of religious individuals who looked favorably upon Jaish al-Islam, a more indirect means of attaining influence and shifting the council’s identity promotion.
for their home. For example, a photograph from January 20, 2015 looks down upon some of Douma’s palm trees dusted with snow. The accompanying caption reads, “We love your land and soils… we love your snow and waters.” Attacks on the city are also recorded on the Facebook page, sometimes followed by lists of the deceased. Other photos display the various offices of the Local Council at work, showing that services are being provided to the citizens and occasionally repeating the slogan “We are here to serve you.”. Some of these videos are informational, providing details on the structure of the local council or explaining the responsibilities of the subsidiary offices. The use of religious language decreases significantly not only in quantity but in quality during this period. Phrases such as, “Oh God, peace,” in posts about ongoing air raids or “God bless” in expressions of condolence are not uncommon, but such short references replace the lengthier quotations. Justifications of council action based upon religious beliefs or practices also disappear. Thus, a qualitative analysis backs up the results of the initial content analysis, that identity references shift away from religion in 2015 and 2016 to focus more squarely upon local identities.

Having access to the Local Council of Douma’s Facebook page from 2013 through 2016 provides some helpful insights. First, it displays the lack of coherence that we expect to see when the city is experiencing a hybrid type – that is, when civilian institutions and armed groups are both involved in governance. In addition, we can see the ways in which civilian identity appeals are related to the strength of the area’s armed group. Douma functioned as the headquarters for Jaish al-Islam, a group which grew in strength and influence after the Eastern Ghouta’s encirclement in 2013. Through 2014 this group was a dominant actor in the area, which aligns with a shift in identity references made by the Local Council of Douma. The Local Council not only used more
religious language, but actually used religious beliefs to justify some of its actions during this period. Challenges to the authority of JAI align with the next shift in the Local Councils identity appeals, which shifted in favor of a more civil, local focus. This included not only accounts of local service provision but also images and captions that glorified the city and emphasized local heritage.

There are other ways in which we can see this variation across time, including in the Local Council’s logo. In August 2015 the Local Council’s Facebook page posted as its logo a circular image that said “the Local Council for the City of Douma” in Arabic and “Local Council of Douma” in English. In the middle in red calligraphy is the name of the city, Douma, which is surrounded by a grape vine and a bunch of grapes. Like the Rif Dimashq Council’s logo, the Local Council is emphasizing the area’s agriculture. Several Douma groups have incorporated a bunch of grapes into their logos or other visuals, such as Facebook cover photos. This initial version of the logo also connects to the larger opposition through the incorporation of green, black, white, and red, the colors found on the Syrian Ba’thist and pre-Ba’thist Syrian flags. In October 2014 the color scheme of the Local Council’s logo changed. The black was replaced with navy blue and the red became pink. This change aligns with the peak in the Facebook page’s religious references and follows the first period of increased references to local places and spaces. Thus, this change is open to several potential interpretations. On the one hand, this may have been

---

87 These colors are also those found on the flag of the Arab revolt as well as the national flags of a number of Arab states, including Jordan, Kuwait, and the United Arab Emirates.
an effort to assert the civilian character of the Local Council by distancing itself from a flag associated with the armed (and peaceful) opposition. It may also have been an effort to assert the local character of the council, creating a visual distance between the Local Council and national revolutionary efforts. A third possible motivation for the change was a desire to abandon all connections to Arab nationalism. Any of these objectives would have aligned with a desire not to be seen as too much of a threat to the authority of a powerful armed group which embraced a strict interpretation of Islam and carried black flags rather than the green, white, and black flags associated with affiliates of the Free Syrian Army.88

While civilians promote a local identity when they have the freedom to do so, when armed groups were relatively strong this influenced the identity repertoire of civilian actors. The next section discusses some of the institutions established by armed groups and their reflection of armed actors’ identity repertoires. Here too, we can see changes over time as the power of armed groups, especially Jaish al-Islam, waxed and waned.

Identity Promotion by Armed Groups’ Institutions

This chapter focuses primarily on the institution building and identity promotion efforts by Jaish al-Islam, one of East Ghouta’s most prominent armed groups. From the beginning, this armed group was characterized by its embrace of Islam (Darwish 2015: 72). As such, we would expect to see a religious identity consistently promoted by institutions formed by the armed group. I will begin with a discussion on the identities

88 Like the Council for the Governorate of Rif Dimashq, the Local Council of the City of Douma adopted a new logo with the opposition’s national seal in 2016. At least, it adopted this logo as the profile picture on its Facebook page. In photos and videos, such as videos showing elections for the Local Council which took place in 2016, the pink, navy and green grape logo is the only seal visible.
referred to by the Judicial Council of East Ghouta. I find that the identity references do align with expectations in terms of their quantity and their quality. However, as was true for the strictly civilian institutions of East Ghouta, it seems that religious rhetoric was toned down somewhat as the power of Jaish al-Islam waned.

The Judicial Council of East Ghouta has two Facebook pages. The first of these pages was active between June 24, 2014 and October 2, 2015. The newer page was created in June, 2016 and was active throughout the rest of that year.

Unsurprisingly, the older page had more posts which were included in the sample (120) than the newer page (31 by the end of 2016). There are some important variations between the two incarnations of the Council’s Facebook page. Figure 37 uses proportions of identity reference posts out of the total number of posts and shows a fairly even mix of identity references by the newer page. The older Facebook page was more consistently local and religious, which fits with our expectations for an institution established by an armed group that embraced a religious identity. The higher degree of religiosity in the older Facebook page is matched by a qualitative analysis of the Judicial Council’s posts. There are numerous posts that incorporate Qur’anic quotations. Sura 4, a-Nisa’, appears
in at least six posts. It is one of the Medinan *surat*, which means that it was recorded while the prophet and his followers were establishing a community in the city of Medina and, like other *surat* from this period, is concerned with setting forth rules for the faithful to live by. Posts from January 31, 2015 and June 20, 2015 include portions of verse 58, “Indeed, Allah commands you to render trusts to whom they are due and when you judge between people to judge with justice. Excellent is that which Allah instructs you. Indeed, Allah is ever Hearing and Seeing.” The third verse from this *sura* which appears on the Facebook page is verse 65, which was quoted on April 25, 2015, “But no, by your Lord, they will not [truly] believe until they make you, [O Muhammad], judge concerning that over which they dispute among themselves and then find within themselves no discomfort from what you have judged and submit in [full, willing] submission.” Both of these relate to the matter of judgement. In the former, god commands those who make judgements on Earth do so fairly. The use of this quotation by a judicial entity seems to indicate a desire to legitimate their position as a group which will abide by this religious commandment to judge fairly and as God instructs. The second quote also seems to be an attempt to strengthen the legitimacy of the court, as it is those who are willing, who deem themselves true believers, who will subject themselves to the council’s judgement.

Other quotations from the Qur’an touch less directly upon justice and are focused on specific issues, particularly theft. A post from July 13, 2014 also quotes the fourth *sura*, “And if any does that in hate and injustice – Soon shall We throw him into the fire: And it is easy for Allah (to do).” Another post from August 16, 2014 includes a quotation from the eighth *sura*, Spoils of War, “O you who believe! Do not betray to the trust of Allah and the Messenger, and do not steal (or cheat) knowingly from the things given you in trust.” Considering the conditions created by the siege, it is perhaps unsurprising that
concerns over theft and the distribution of resources would be of particular concern to the Judicial Council. That they chose to legitimate their decisions on such issues using text from the Holy Qur’an is interesting, as it shows a clear focus on using a religious identity as the source of their legitimacy.

There are also visual aspects of these Facebook pages which appeal to a religious identity. Both the old and the new Facebook page use the same judicial council logo. The logo incorporates several shades of green, the color of Islam. The circles are a teal shade, while the central geometric pattern is a much brighter shade. The geometric pattern recalls artwork of the Middle Ages, when religious prohibitions on the depiction of people led to a decorative style that emphasized such patterns. The text at the center is clearly a Qur’an, as close inspection of the image shows the marks between verses. The placement of the Qur’an at the center indicates that it plays a similarly central role as the source of the Judicial Council’s interpretation of justice. The image of the Qur’an at the center of the logo also has tinges of green. The top of the logo includes a portion of the aforementioned verse 4:65, But no, by your Lord, they will not [truly] believe until they make you, [O Muhammad], judge concerning that over which they dispute among themselves.” Here the Judicial Council is connecting itself to the life of the Prophet and the idea that it is believers who will seek judgement, thus only those who identify
themselves as true believers will seek the Council’s judgement. Other visual elements on
the page includes posts which are artistic renderings of quotations. One of these is a post
from September 25, 2014 which features an artistic rendering of a quote by a medieval
Sunni Jurist, Ibn Qayyim, that is critical of atheists. Thus, the content, visual and textual,
of the Judicial Council’s initial Facebook page make numerous appeals to a religious
identity.

The promotion of a religious identity by Jaish al-Islam is also in evidence outside
of the institutions the group established. The group joined the Islamic Front, an
organization of Salafist\(^89\) rebel groups. The Islamic Front adopted a charter in 2013,
before Jaish al-Islam joined its ranks, in which it announced its intention to create a
Syrian regime\(^90\) in which Islam would be the, “religion of the state, and it is the principal
and only source of legislation” (MacDonald 2015). Comments made by members of Jaish
al-Islam fall in line with the Islamic Front’s official position. The organization’s founder,
Zahran Alloush, told fighters, “O mujahideen brothers! We will leave these fields in
which we finished our course and preparation and we will continue with preparing to
wage jihad” (Ibid.). Here, the conflict against the regime was clearly couched in religious
terms. Alloush also used sectarian language in an effort to rally Sunni Muslim support
against the Ba’athist regime. In a video published online in 2014 Alloush claims that,
“The mujahediin of Sham will wash the filth of the Rafida and Rafidism from Sham, they
will wash it forever, if Allah wills it, until they cleanse Bilad al-Sham from the filth of
the Majous who have fought the religion of Allah” (MacDonald 2015). *Rafida*, which
means rejectionists, is often used in reference to members of the Shi’ite religious

---

\(^89\) Salafism is a branch of Sunni Islam known for its extreme orthodoxy and encouraging followers to
emulate the lives of the Prophet and his followers.

\(^90\) Unlike internationalist groups like al-Qaeda or Daesh, the Islamic Front’s aspirations and orientation are
strictly national (MacDonald 2015).
community (MacDonald 2015). This category generally includes Alawites, an ethnoreligious group which counts many high-ranking members of the Syria’s Ba’athist regime, including the President, Bashar al-Asad, as members.

As was mentioned earlier, there seems to be a significant shift in the content of the Judicial Council Facebook changes. The de-emphasis of religious language between the two pages follows the trends shown by the Local Council of the City of Douma. The decline in the power of Jaish al-Islam in 2015 may be associated with the cessation of posting on the old Judicial Council Facebook page. The new Facebook page has a more even distribution of identity references. It was also created in 2016 after East Ghouta saw outright armed conflict between Jaish al-Islam and other members of the opposition, after the standing of Jaish al-Islam in the area was undermined. This shift is not only shown in the coding of the content but also when we take a qualitative approach to the page’s content. The new page makes multiple references to the Syrian constitution of 1950 (11 out of the 31 posts refer to its text). The only reference to “constitution” on the old Facebook page was a quote from a Turkish minister which describes the Qur’an as a constitution. These references to the 1950 constitution also indicate that the basis for decisions of the court may have shifted between the end of one Facebook page and the start of the other. While the new page has fewer photos of the court in deliberation, there are some indications that the composition of the court may also have shifted. The photos from the old Facebook page show men identifiable as sheikhs or men in religious dress. However, on the new page there is a photo of an individual working for the criminal court who is described as ustaath, a term which literally means teacher but is often used as a general term of respect in Syrian colloquial Arabic (Judicial Court of Eastern Ghouta
Thus, it seems possible that along with a shift in the religiosity of the council’s discourse, the council’s membership may have also changed.

This is not to say that religion was entirely abandoned by the Judicial Council on its new Facebook page. References to a religious identity still emerged in expressions of condolence and the phrase “In the name of God the Compassionate and the Merciful,” was still used to start some posts. The new version of the Facebook page still uses the logo employed by the original Judicial Council, and that logo appears on images of official announcements. However, appeals to a religious identity were no longer invoked in order to legitimate the position of the Judicial Council.

Other institutions established by armed groups in the Eastern Ghouta also promoted a religious identity. The Shura Council, as mentioned earlier, was established by a coalition of armed groups in East Ghouta to replace the Local Council (“Eastern Ghouta: Foundation of Independent Judiciary” and Khibyeh 2014). As these armed groups appealed to a religious identity, it is no surprise that the Council they established did the same. Even the name of the group had a religious connotation. Shura, consultation, is set forth as a key component of good governance in the Qur’an and has been used historically by those who interpret democracy through an Islamic lens (Esposito and Piscatori1991: 434). While the term “Local Council” sounds very civic, a “Shura Council,” is inherently legitimated through its connection to Islam.

The Facebook page for the Shura Council was only active from March 21, 2013 until June 2014 although it had 693 posts in that span of time. The formation of the page fits with the rise of Liwa al-Islam, the entity that would become Jaish al-Islam. The timing of the Facebook page’s end does not seem to clearly align with a change in JAI’s fortunes, nor does it fit with overall trends in the level of violence experienced in the
governorate (which seems to have been relatively higher in 2013 than 2014 according to the Syrian Shuhada database).

While the cause of the cessation in the Facebook page’s activity is unclear, for the time period available we can see the role of religion in the institution’s identity appeals. When we consider the percentage of posts which make a reference to any of the four kinds of identity, religious identity references are the most common, followed closely by local references. Interestingly, while the page had almost 700 posts, only a limited number met the criteria set out in the coding scheme (only 83 posts were coded as having religious identity references). This may be because the coding scheme is focused on text while the Shura Council mostly posted photos. These photos include images of service provision, such as trash collection and street cleaning, as well as images of the Council’s announcements. The men in the photos who are out on the streets providing services are generally depicted wearing vests with the logo of the Shura Council’s Local Executive. This indicates an effort to associate the public goods provided to the population with the Shura Council.
The pattern holds for institutions associated with or established by armed groups other than Jaish al-Islam. Other Islamist armed groups in East Ghouta also promoted their religious identities through institution building. One of these institutions was the Shari’a Body of Damascus and its Countryside – Eastern Ghouta. Numerous armed groups operating in Eastern Ghouta, many of which were Islamist, acknowledged this institution (Local Council Douma April 1, 2014). The Facebook page for the Shari’a Body only started on February 15, 2015 and by the end of the year 2016 had 555 posts. Here too, the content analysis indicates an emphasis on religious and local identities. In this case, over half of the posts produced had some reference to a religious identity. Thus, this pattern is true for institutions established by or with strong ties to other Islamist armed groups in the Eastern Ghouta, not only those institutions tied to Jaish al-Islam.

**The Role of External Actors in Identity Promotion**

*The Role of External Support in Identity Promotion*

In a situation of state retreat the state lacks the capacity to enforce sovereignty and is open to interference by other states. External actors have two channels through which they may influence (wittingly or unwittingly) the identities promoted by particular groups. The first mechanism is through the provision of material support to actors who support a particular identity, one that aligns with the donor. Support improves the
likelihood that the client organization will survive and have the capacity to provide public goods to civilians, thereby influencing the salience of identities among civilians. The second mechanism is direct military engagement, a tactic which has been of particular relevance to East Ghouta. This may mitigate the ability of groups which embrace particular identities to survive or support civilians.

External support played a significant role in the survival and success of Islamist armed groups in Eastern Ghouta. Support from states such as Saudi Arabia and Qatar had significant impacts on the ability of armed groups to succeed on the battlefield (al-Shami and Yassin-Kassab 2016). The success of Jaish al-Islam from 2012 until 2015 can be largely attributed to the support the group received from outside Syria. As was mentioned earlier in the chapter, the founder of Jaish al-Islam was Zahran Alloush, whose father was a Salafist preacher who studied in Saudi Arabia (MacDonald 2015). Alloush himself had also studied in Medina and had connections to Salafist preachers and thinkers in the Gulf who supplied his armed group (Lund 2017). In the Fall of 2013 external support increased dramatically, as Jaish al-Islam received money raised on telethons by Kuwaiti preachers. The reigning family of Saudi Arabia also threw its support behind JAI due in part to its Islamist bona fides (Lund 2017). The material support Jaish al-Islam obtained from abroad meant that the group could attract individual fighters away from poorer armed groups (Ibid). In some cases, JAI was able to attract entire brigades to its banner. A local brigade in Zamalka, another town in East Ghouta, became a part of JAI, and in return the group received gear and ammunition (Darwish 2015: 72). It is unlikely that JAI
would have been able to expand in this manner without material support from external actors, including Saudi Arabia.\footnote{The virulent language used by JAI in reference to Da’esh is clearly an effort to damage the legitimacy of a rival actor. This anti-Da’esh position also fits the interests of JAI’s client, Saudi Arabia. There are multiple ways in which Da’esh can be considered a threat to Saudi Arabia: as an opponent of the established Arab state order and as an entity which claims to speak for a “true” version of Islam.}

The identity embraced and promoted by Jaish al-Islam made it appealing to religious scholars and leaders residing in the Gulf states. While the support of Saudi royals may have had as much or more to do with JAI’s proximity to the capital city than its religious credentials, the support of donors in Kuwait was predicated on the identity promoted by Jaish al-Islam (Lund 2017). Thus, the ability of Jaish al-Islam to become Eastern Ghouta’s strongest armed group between 2012 and 2015 was predicated upon the identity it embraced.\footnote{Many individual donors appear to be ideologically motivated, emphasizing the religious identities embraced by the armed groups they support and spurning appeals for funds from armed groups that primarily promote a national identity (Hubbard 2013). Armed groups have made efforts to publicly thank their sponsors, sometimes posting videos on YouTube to do so (Ibid; Dickinson 2014). Syrian armed groups also produced videos in order to convey their efficacy to potential donors (Dickinson 2014). Raising funds for armed groups has been used by Kuwaiti politicians to make themselves more popular (Westall and Harby 2013) and private donors often have photos and videos which they show to display the efficacy of their fundraising efforts (Hubbard 2013; Dickinson 2014).} However, this support was not to last. It seems that the support that Jaish al-Islam received from outside Syria tapered off in 2015. This could be because the United States put diplomatic pressure on Gulf governments to limit private donors (Lund 2017). While this was not the only thing that weakened Jaish al-Islam, this seems to have played a significant role in the group’s economic woes and subsequent weakening.

It does not appear that civilian institutions received external support that was tied to the promotion of any particular identity. The Local Council of the City of Douma, as well as the Local Council for Rif Dimashq Governorate thanked a variety of NGOs and other organizations for their support. Among these were the Syrian Business Forum,
Chemonics, a Sudanese NGO, and other charitable organizations based in the Middle East. These groups seem to have provided support directly to local institutions which they could then distribute and use to provide public goods to the community. The variety of sources and lack of coherence across them in terms of country of origin or religious inclination, make it unlikely that civilian institutions embraced particular identities in order to obtain the support of outside actors. For the civilian institutions it seems that identity appeals do not yield a particular set of donors. The wider range of organizations willing and able to support civilian institutions leads their relationships to differ from the relationships between donors and armed actors.

The Influence of Violence by External Actors

Just as the support of external actors can aid civilian and armed actors in their efforts to govern the population, violence perpetrated by external actors can make this task difficult or impossible. As was discussed in a previous chapter, Russia became directly involved in the Syrian conflict in September 2015. Across Syria, Russian aircraft targeted critical infrastructure, such as water supplies, generators, and hospitals (Amnesty 2016). According to the LiveUMap, there were 35 attacks on the Eastern Ghouta from October through December 2015. While attacks certainly damaged the ability of civilian institutions in Eastern Ghouta to supply public goods, the social media accounts of the Local Council and the Eastern Ghouta and governorate institutions provide consistent accounts of sustained efforts to provide public goods to the population, often striving to

---

93 The Local Council has also thanked independent entities which have provided support for the people of Douma directly. This includes several posts thanking the Civil Defense or White Helmets as well as posts thanking the Red Crescent.

94 Bob focuses on the pursuit of external support by armed actors and claims that demand in these situations always exceeds supply (2005: 17-18). While there is clearly a significant level of demand from civilian groups, they are able to find numerous sources of support. This changes the relationship between donor and recipient for civilian actors as compared to the armed groups which are the focus of Bob’s work.
repair damage inflicted by regime bombardment or aerial attacks by Russian and Syrian aircraft. Thus, bombardment by an outside actor shaped the forms that public goods provision took but not necessarily whether or not it occurred.

The direct engagement of the Russian military seems to have had a more significant impact on Jaish al-Islam. First, civilians grew frustrated as armed groups seemed more intent on competing with each other over smuggling tunnels than dealing with threats imposed by Russia or the Syrian regime, which damaged the legitimacy of JAI (Lund 2017). The direct support of the Russian military also aided the regime in reversing some of the loss of territory it had previously suffered, which, when combined with the weakening of previously strong groups like Jaish al-Islam, led armed groups in the Eastern Ghouta to lose territory to the Asad regime. The third way in which the engagement of Russia had a particular and important impact on Jaish al-Islam was the impact of airstrikes on the group’s leadership. On Christmas Day, 2015 JAI lost its charismatic leader, Zahran Alloush, to an airstrike. Commentators declared that remaining hopes that the area could be unified died as well, and JAI never regained the standing it possessed under his leadership (Lund 2017). While the involvement of external actors in the Syrian conflict was not the only factor which reduced the strength of Jaish al-Islam in 2015, it did play a role in reducing the group’s capacity to function and to effectively promote the religious identity it had embraced. However, it is important to note that by the time Russia became directly involved in the Syrian conflict, Eastern Ghouta could no longer be considered a hybrid type, as Jaish al-Islam had already weakened significantly. Thus, in this case it appears that external involvement exacerbated existing weakness. While Russian airstrikes may have further damaged the
ability of Jaish al-Islam to promote a religious identity, this capacity had already been curtailed by other factors, such as the decrease in external material support.

**Protest Analysis**

Before discussing the result of the protest analysis, it is important to note the sources used to create the sample of videos and photos of protests. The Douma sample included videos from the creative Memory of the Syrian Revolution. None came up from a search through the posts by the Syrian Revolution Network. For local sources included videos and photos posted to the Douma Revolution 2011 Facebook page which recounted a great deal of public political activity, as well as a local YouTube channel. The Douma videos channel stopped uploading in 2013 but included hundreds of video clips of protests that took place through March of 2013. While other sources were more evenly distributed across years, the Douma Videos sample meant I had over a thousand video clips and photos of protests in Douma, most of which were from 2012. To address the temporal imbalance of the sample, I included no more than two video clips or photos from each month. If there were more than two (as was the case for most of 2012 and early 2013) I used a random number generator to decide which materials to include in a sample. The results were still somewhat skewed, with 20 clips or photos from 2012, fourteen from 2013, eleven from 2014, two from 2015, and seventeen from 2016. Unlike the protest sample from Ma’arat a-Nu’man, almost all of the source materials for Douma were videos, and as such chants, songs, speeches, banners, flags, and other visual elements meant this limited sample had a significant quantity of information to analyze.

In the mixed case, the theory anticipates that a mix of identities will be salient for locals. The mixed identity promotion across the institutions created by armed actors and civilians should result in a mix of identities being expressed by civilians. As figure 41
shows, a mix of identities were used by the residents of Douma during public protests. National, religious, and local identities were all referred to and there were even a few appeals to an Arab identity. The latter largely took the form of chants which shamed other Arab states for the regime’s crackdown against protesters in Syria. A protest held in Douma on June 15, 2012 included the chant, “Fear God, O Arabs. O Arabs, you’ve abandoned us.” Another protest from September 2012 had a chant with a similar tone, “…O Arabs, you’ve beaten us. Fear God, O Arabs, from the nation (watan) you’ve displaced us…” In neither of these statements do we see an Arab identity referred to in a positive manner, in a way which affirms the centrality of a common tie. Instead, fellow

---

95 It should be noted that there are several months in 2013 in which there were no protests in the sample – April through August had no protests and neither did October. The other months did have at least one protest in the sample per month.
Arabs share blame for the displacement experienced by many Syrians from their homeland.  

The mixing of national, religious, and local identities can be seen in chants which referred to all three identities. One chant from April 2012 included the following passage:

“Douma, the great! Praise God! God is Great! Praise God! God is Great! Apple of my eye, bless my soul, the Syrian thinks he’s all that. The Homsian is light hearted, his laugh makes you forget your cares. He doesn’t care for bullets or blood, keeping life up to God. Apple of my eye, bless my soul, the Syrian thinks he’s all that. Maher threatened us with a uniform. By God, you’re gonna get licked. And we’ll raise a generation just the way it is…”

This chant plays upon local, religious, and national identities. The first line asserts the city’s greatness, playing upon a local identity. There are several references to God and the listeners are directed to “praise God.” The people of Homs, who are described in glowing terms, also are depicted as being brave because they trust in God who determines who lives and dies. The nation is invoked in several ways. First are the references to Syrians, who are referred to as confident. The entire chant refers to Syrians of multiple cities far from Douma, including Homs, Daraa, Idlib, and Deir az-Zor. The references to other places engaged in revolting against the regime is an act of “remapping the nation,” creating a new vision of the national space (Ismail 2011). In addition to expressing solidarity with other parts of Syria, there are also references to regime figures. This excerpt refers to threats made by Maher al-Asad, the brother of Bashar al-Asad and a General in the Syrian military. The chant therefore includes a positive articulation of the nation defined by the epicenters of protest, as well as the national opponent, the regime.

---

96 Arabic has two words which are often translated into English as nation. Qawm is a word for nation used to refer to the Arab nation while watan is used to refer to the homeland, nation as delimited by nation states.
Such a mix of identities can also be seen in later protests. Other examples bring together national, religious, and local identities. A speech from a small demonstration held in November 2014 provides a dramatic example. Two excerpts are included below and a translation of the entire text can be found in Appendix 3:

“Another thing I want to tell you, Syria will always remain Ottoman and not Safavid, Syria will always remain Ottoman and not Safavid. Say it with me, Syria is Ottoman and not Safavid. Unfortunately, the images we saw out of the Ummayyad mosque yesterday demonstrate that Damascus is an occupied city, and these images show that Damascus is occupied. There was an Ashura procession where they chanted words that insult the disciples (of Mohammad) and they hit themselves. They want to impose their culture and prove that Damascus belongs to Iran. We swear that small children with their small hands will defeat this Iranian project…”

This part of the speech begins with a historical reference to two Middle Eastern empires. The Ottoman Empire, which was founded in Anatolia in the 16th century, legitimated its rule using Sunni Islam (Cleveland and Bunton 2009: 139). This reference to Syria’s Ottoman past connects the present to a time when Sunni Islam played an important role in legitimating the political order. The Safavid Empire, a Persian empire which included modern Iran, was the first Persian dynasty to embrace Shiite Islam as its official religion. It was under the Safavids that Shiite Islam became that area’s most popular sect (Cleveland and Bunton 2009: 52-53). The term “Safavid” has been used by Salafists to refer to Shiites in a negative way (Dickinson 2014). The speaker goes on to connect the Shiite Safavids with modern Iran and Iran’s support of the al-Asad regime. He discusses images of an Ashura procession, an annual event in Shiite Islam which marks the death of the sons of the Caliph Ali. The speaker sees the enacting of such an event outside Damascus’ most famous mosque as an imposition by outsiders of their religious culture.

The speaker repeats this distinction between Sunnis and Shiites later in the speech when he says, “Damascus belongs to Muslims, not the regime's people, and not for
heretics and not for the Iranians. To free fighters and to revolutionaries, your names are fire in Bashar's heart… Oh Mulaiha we are coming back, an army of Muslims to clean your soil…” In this passage “Muslims” are contrasted with “the Iranians,” who are Shiite, and “the regime’s people,” many of whom are Alawite. Thus, it seems that Damascus belongs to Sunni Muslims. In addition it is clear that the speaker is identifying himself and listeners as the Muslim “we” who will purge the occupiers and cleanse the town of Mulaiha, a suburb of Damascus. While this portion of the speech clearly has strong religious elements it also has national and local elements. The reference to free or liberated individuals and “revolutionaries” are both terms used regularly during the national uprising in 2011. There is also a reference to a local place, Mulaiha, a suburb of Damascus. This example shows how religious, national, and local identities were woven together in Douma protests.

Other examples, especially from 2016, bring together national and local identities. In one protest from March 2016 a crowd joined in the chorus of a modified rendition of a traditional Syrian song:

“Decorate Marja, Marja is ours. Damascus is a wonder to behold when it is decorated. And her (damascus’) leaders are free. Her leaders are free and its people (men) are revolutionaries. And we will see our country decorated again…. Where is the clapping and where is the voice…And the Syrian does not fear death, And Ghouta does not fear death, and Douma…(inaudible).”

This song weaves together national and local appeals. First, the song itself is a well-known, national song which describes Marja Square in Damascus, also known as Martyr’s Square. It was at this location that several Syrian activists were executed by Ottoman authorities, an act later replicated by French colonial officials. In addition to references to the national revolution and “our country,” there are also references to the
local community. Both the area of al-Ghouta and the city of Douma are explicitly referenced.

Although the identities were largely mixed, a couple of trends emerge in the data. Through the Summer of 2012 national identities were more prominent and were in turn replaced by religious identities which spiked in their relative appearance in late 2012 and 2013. Starting in the Spring and Summer of 2014 the identity picture becomes more evenly mixed between local, national, and religious identities, with local identities becoming relatively more prominent than it had been in earlier protests. In this later period, a local identity increases relative to its appearance in earlier protests.

The relative increase in the emphasis on a local identity takes two forms. Some of these references to the local are expressions of solidarity with other places in Syria. A banner from a protest on September 2, 2016 said, “From Douma to Darayya, the brotherhood of grapes and blood, a salute to your perseverance. Eastern Ghouta, 2 September, 2016.” Similarly, a chant from March 2016 also included expressions of solidarity between Douma and other locations, “Darayya, Douma is with you unto death… O Der’a, Douma is with you unto death… O Marj, Douma is with you unto death…” In these examples references to Douma are used in an expression of solidarity, the local community reaching out to others.

In addition, a number of protests in 2016 focused on issues that were particularly pressing in the Eastern Ghouta. Numerous signs and chants called for the unification of armed groups. One example is this speech from a demonstration in November 2016, “This protest is gathered under the slogan save al-Ghouta and we are gathered to ask the factions to agree to the demands of the civil movement. God willed it that Jaish al-Islam has also agreed on these terms. We ask today that all the factions meet to agree to all these demands and to work immediately to achieve them… The civil movement in the Eastern Ghouta demands the removal of the checkpoints, returning rights to their owners whoever they are and whatever their
rights may be; re-igniting the latent fronts in Eastern Ghouta (AKA restarting the fight with the regime); and the creation of an operation room. Whoever does not respond to these demands in the coming days we will declare that he is not part of Eastern Ghouta… I am from Ghouta and I don't have a checkpoint between a brother and a brother. We all ate its grapes and drank the same water. Remove the checkpoints so there has to be an argument about it…”

In this example, people protest the divisions between the armed groups in East Ghouta, the existence of infighting between opposition groups and a lack of unified focus against the Ba'thist regime. In addition to focusing on local actors (the armed groups active in the area, including Jaish al-Islam) there is an emphasis on membership in the local community. Those armed groups which fail to abide by the protesters’ demands, “…we will declare that he is not part of Eastern Ghouta…” In other words, these armed groups will not be considered part of the local community. There is also an emphasis on the shared identity of those who live in East Ghouta, who are described as “brothers” who “all ate its grapes and drank the same water.” The reference to eating the same grapes connects to the agricultural character of the area and the grapes, as previously discussed, have been consistently used as a symbol by institutions in Douma.

It is also worth noting that, while religious appeals still appear in the mix of identity references, they appear relatively less frequently in the protests that take place starting in the Spring of 2014. This decreased emphasis on religion bears similarities to the shifts which we saw in the identity promotion of the Local Council of the City of Douma which placed increasing emphasis on a local identity and a decreasing emphasis on a religious identity. While the protests reflect the mixed identity references anticipated by the theory, the relative weight of the religious and local identities shifted in a way that was similar to changes in the identity promotion by the Local Council of the City of Douma.
Conclusion

This chapter has explored identity promotion by actors in the Eastern Ghouta between 2012 and 2016. When the major armed group, Jaish al-Islam, was supported by outside actors it was able to establish institutions that promoted a religious identity. This religious identity also attracted the external donors who supported the armed group. While the armed group was strong, it was never strong enough to take control and establish a *rebelocracy* in East Ghouta. Civilian institutions continued to play a significant role in the provision of order and public goods in the area. However, the strength of the armed group was reflected in the identities promoted by civilian institutions. When Jaish al-Islam was strong, civilian institutions like the Local Council for the City of Douma presented a mixed set of identities, including the identity promoted by the armed group. This supports the hypotheses that who establishes institutions, whether it is armed actors, civilians, or a mix of the two, matters. This scenario in which civilians promote a mixture of identities looks different from the consistency of the promotion of ethnic identities across institutions established by the Kurdish PYD or the consistent emphasis on local identities promoted by the institutions analyzed in the Idlib case study.

In the city of Douma, when the strength of the armed group waned, identity promotion by civilian institutions shifted and it came to resemble the identity promotion seen in the civilian ruled case, the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man. The local council in both cities promoted a primarily local identity, although Douma’s council only did so after the local armed group had lost its strength. This adds additional strength to the theory that civilian actors will generally promote local identities. This stands in stark contrast to the identities promoted by armed actors, who promote identities that are national or even supranational.
Chapter 6: In the Wake of the State: Patterns and Extensions

As of this project’s completion, the Syrian conflict has dragged on for over seven brutal years. The state has regained territories from which it had retreated, including the Eastern Ghouta. When the conflict eventually ends many will return to homes that look nothing like the places they once knew. Syrian society and Syria’s people have been changed. In some parts of the country, people have become accustomed to having a say in their own affairs and holding democratic elections. In other areas people have experienced extreme levels of oppression at the hands of actors like the Islamic State. The areas that spent years outside of state control have seen the promotion of a variety of identities: local, national, ethnic, and religious. It is unclear whether a Syrian national identity will one day be able to assert itself or what that content of that national identity may be.

Although there are many uncertainties, there are lessons to be learned about identity politics from the events which have taken place in Syria. While scholars have puzzled for decades to explain the emergence of national identity, this work considers the opposite - what happens when that national identity is challenged, when the institutions that supported national identity retreat or fail completely. Syrian national identity was not only a prominent part of the state’s identity repertoire in the decades prior to the uprising (Mufti 1996, Phillips 2013), but expressions of national identity also played prominent roles in the 2011 protests (Ismail 2011, Della Ratta 2012, Gilbert 2013). Yet since the shift from peaceful protest to conflict and in the subsequent years in which the Syrian state retracted, different kinds of identities emerged as salient across Syria. Why is it that different kinds of identities emerge as salient under these conditions? I argue that we
must look to local dynamics, to who governs and builds institutions in the state’s absence, to understand the increasing salience of different kinds of identities. The interests of these actors shape which identities will be included in the group’s symbolic repertoire. This does not presume that any one identity will be a feasible choice. History, demography, and culture all play roles in shaping the field of available identities. The focus here is on why, out of a range of choices, specific kinds of identities become salient.

This chapter is intended to accomplish several objectives. First, it re-articulates the argument made in the preceding chapters, drawing upon comparisons between the subnational case studies. It also considers a number of out of sample cases, discussing the ways in which the theory explains identity shifts in the recent cases of state failure in Libya and Yemen as well as historical cases, like the collapse of Tajikistan and the end of the Ottoman Empire. It ends with a discussion of the theory’s implications and potential applications for those engaged in with state building and post-conflict reconstruction.

Revisiting the Argument

To understand what shapes the interests of non-state actors who provide governance, we must consider the variation which exists between these nonstate actors. In particular, I have argued here that there will be significant variation between civilian and armed actors. When civilians rule, they promote local, place-based identities. This is motivated by several factors. First, is the interest in garnering legitimacy by employing identities which are already salient among the local population. Since civilian actors lack coercive capacity, they cannot use strength of arms to ensure the obedience of the local population. Nor can they use coercion to enforce their selection of a particular identity, which limits their capacity to innovate. The emphasis on a specific, local place also
allows civilian actors to avoid raising the ire of armed actors who generally promote larger, space-based identities.

This is illustrated by similarities in the identity promotion by civilian institutions in different parts of Syria. The logos for the councils of the Idlib governorate (Figure 6) and Rif Dimashq (Figure 31) incorporate local symbols is an effort to communicate that the institution is genuinely local. As was discussed in earlier chapters, the Idlib Governorate logo include olive tree branches, fitting for an area known for these plants, as well as an archaeological artefact reminiscent of the historical treasures found there. The council for Rif Dimashq also makes a visual appeal to the area’s agricultural character. The fact that both governorate-level councils make similar design choices despite the geographic distance between them says something about which identities these civilian institutions believe garner them legitimacy.

However, the logos do not feature only appeals to local identities. The logos for the councils of the Idlib governorate (Figure 6) and Rif Dimashq (Figure 31) also use national symbols. The national elements legitimate the councils by connecting them to the national uprising in 2011, creating a visual connection between these new institutions and the initial political movement and organizations from which they emerged. This can be seen in the use of green, black, red, and white in both logos, the colors included in the Syrian flag. The Idlib governorate council’s logo has a version of the national flag embraced by the opposition, with its green, white, and black bars and red stars. The red star also appears at the center of the Local Council of Rif Dimashq. Both logos also use stars in clusters of three, a design choice which connects to the pre-Ba’thist Syrian flag (which has three red stars) rather than the Syrian flag adopted under the Ba’th regime (which has two green stars). Thus, while the local may visually be the center of these
logos, they still strove to connect themselves visually to the pre-conflict revolutionary movement. The similarities point to analogous motivations, concerns, and identities for these civilian institutions.

There are other telling similarities between the cases discussed in the previous chapters. Several civilian institutions eschewed the use of colors which would visually connect them to abstract spaces or the actors which incorporate their corresponding identities in their repertoires. While the Internal Body of the Jazira Canton (Figure 23) was established in an area controlled by the PYD and incorporated much of its pan-ethnic language in its own identity promotion, as a civilian institution it also promoted a local identity. An effort to be deemed impartial in larger regional politics also explains the decision to avoid the colors used by the Democratic Union Party and other Kurdish political parties in the institution’s logo. The decision to eschew colors related to national or other space-related aspirations is also reflected in the logo for the Local Council of the City of Douma (Figure 36). As was discussed in the chapter on the Eastern Ghouta, a decision was made to alter the logo, abandoning the colors that would associate the institution with the initial, national uprising in favor of colors with no connection to available national, religious, or ethnic identities. In these cases, unlike the local council for Idlib governorate or the council for the Damascus Countryside, armed groups played a more prominent role which created an incentive to avoid visual references to space-based identities. The prominence of the PYD/YPG in Jazira led to an effort not to be too visually tied to the group, to attain a level of independent organizational legitimacy. In Douma, the city which would become the home base for the armed group Jaish al-Islam, there was an incentive to be seen as posing no challenge to the armed group. This interest in focusing on the local and avoiding competition with actors who promoted ethnic,
national, or religious identities in two very different areas again points to a shared set of concerns and strategies among civilian actors.

One of the most striking similarities between the cases is the way in which the identity repertoires of the local councils of the cities of Ma’arat a-Nu’man and the city of Douma shifted in response to the capacity of local armed groups. Particularly in the earlier months of the sample, the city of Ma’arat a-Nu’man promoted a strictly local identity in the text of its social media account, which fit with the theory’s expectation of a civilianruled case. Douma, which was in the mixed type and share governing responsibilities with local armed groups, started off with a more mixed identity promotion, apparently appeasing the local armed groups by incorporating their chosen identities in its own repertoire. As the armed group weakened, the identity repertoire for Douma’s local council came to resemble Ma’arat a-Nu’man in that it also focused on a local identity. This again points to a shared interest and shared promotion of a local identity by civilian actors when they have the opportunity to promote the identities they prefer.

This picture is markedly different from the kinds of identities we see promoted by armed actors. Armed groups generally promote identities that are tied to abstract spaces, such as the larger territories occupied by nations, ethnic groups, or members of a religious community. Which of these imagined communities the armed group promotes is determined by the objectives of the group as well as other factors which may influence the group’s ability to meet those goals. An armed group with national aspirations will likely include a national identity in its identity repertoire, while those groups that wish to secede or attain control over only a portion of the state will promote a subnational identity, such as an ethnic or regional identity. The ability to influence the space it
occupies as well as the ability to coerce civilians living in areas under the armed group’s control means that they have an ability to be more innovative than civilian rulers. Rather than relying on identities that are already salient, as civilian actors do, armed groups can promote identities that are not salient for locals and perhaps even introduce new identities.

In the preceding chapters I presented two armed groups which both engaged in a significant degree of innovative identity promotion. The Democratic Union Party, a Kurdish political organization, and its armed wing, the People’s Protection Units promoted an ethnic identity, one in which different ethnic groups were treated as peoples, *shu’ub*, or *mukawwinat*, components, of a single society. In the (largely democratic) institutions established by the group this ethnic identity has been a featured part of their identity promotion. This stands in contrast to the Islamic State, an armed group which originated in Iraq and became notorious for its brutality, its strict interpretation of Islam, and the way in which those deemed not “true” Muslims were treated. In a state in which the regime had been primarily secular and in which most practitioners of Islam tended to follow more moderate interpretations of the religion, the identity choices made by the Islamic State were indeed innovative.

In addition to being more innovative, these cases also illuminate how shifts in the objectives of armed groups also led to changes in the identities they promoted. While the Democratic Union Party was initially concerned with the predominantly Kurdish areas of northern Syria, successes on the battlefield expanded the group’s territorial goals. In December 2015 it was one of the major actors involved in the formation of the Syrian Democratic Forces and the Syrian Democratic Council which had territorial ambitions that extended into eastern Syria. This shift in the objectives of the organization was
reflected by an increasing emphasis on a Syrian national identity as well as the decision to drop the Kurdish word for northern Syria, “Rojava” from the Democratic Federation of Northern Syria. In this case changes in capacity and objectives led the PYD to shift the identities it promoted – with potentially national ambitions came the promotion of a national identity.

Armed groups are also distinct from civilian actors due to the competitive pressures that they face. Armed groups must ensure the maintenance of their territory, eliminating internal rivals and beating back external challengers.97 The costs of these endeavors will lead armed groups to not only seek financial support from the local population but also from external actors. The pursuit of patrons will shape the identity repertoires of armed groups as the identity embraced by armed groups factors in the decision making of potential clients.98 While the promotion of a particular identity may help ensure external sponsorship, it may also make local armed groups a target for outside intervention.

There are numerous examples from Syria of outside actors supporting armed groups due at least in part to the identity they promoted, a choice which improved the likelihood of the group’s survival. Ahrar ash-Sham, a group established in December 2011 was capable of surviving numerous setbacks in large part due to the availability of external support. Its objective was national, although it called for the formation of a national government which implements Islamic law (Stanford). The timing of the organization’s formation also coincided with the introduction of funding from Saudi

---

97 This is very similar to the responsibilities of early states as discussed in Tilly (1990) and other works on the formation of early modern states.
98 The decision to adapt international symbols for the local context provides rebels with a means of connecting a local conflict to larger struggles (Mampilly 2015 92) and obtain support from outside actors (Bob 2005).
Arabia and Qatar late in 2011 (Kinninmont 2014: 48). Ahrar ash-Sham’s main supporter was, according to some reports, Qatar but they received support from private donors from gulf countries as well. In 2012 one of its most important supporters was a Salafist fundraiser, Sheikh Hajjaj al-Ajami (Stanford). Generally, the organization was one of the best supplied rebel entities in the early years of the Syrian conflict, despite appearing to run into some trouble in 2014 when many of its leaders were killed in a single explosion (Stanford, Lund 2015). It is believed that the organization was able to survive the blow in part due to the support it has received from within Turkey and Qatar (Lund 2015). In this case, the incorporation of a religious identity opened doors for Ahrar a-Sham and allowed it to attain external funding that helped the armed group successfully compete with others.

In other cases, the availability of external patronage to Syrian armed groups who embraced a religious identity led armed groups to alter their identity repertoires. Suqour ash-Sham (Hawk of Syria), an armed group established in September 2011, initially claimed to support “a civil state that would guarantee rights for all and hold general elections.” While the group was considered more Islamist than other groups in the Free Syrian Army, Suqour ash-Sham’s objectives were national and a national identity was at the center of its identity promotion (Stanford). This shifted and religion came to play a much more prominent role in the group’s identity repertoire after it joined Islamist umbrella groups, one of which was supported financially by Qatar (Reuters). The change in identity promotion can be best illustrated by the change in Suqour ash-Sham’s logos during this time period.

---

99 Sham is a term historically used for Damascus and greater Syria. The hawk also has connections to Islamic history as it was the symbol of the clan of the Prophet Muhammad (the Quraish). The Hawk of Quraish also appears on the coat of arms of many Arab states, including Syria. Thus the name appeals to a number of identities simultaneously.
The early logo bears similarities to the logo of the Free Syrian Army in both its modern design and the echoes of the flag adopted by anti-regime protesters and the FSA (the green, black, and white circular stripe with red stars on the white stripe). While the phrase “God is great” was incorporated in this initial logo, it was limited to a space between the hawk of the group’s name. However, the newer logo for Suqour ash-Sham looked far more Islamist due to the more traditional style of its calligraphy. The colors associated with the Syrian national flag are also discarded in the new logo, a visual rejection of a nation state. In this instance, the availability of external support created incentives for Suqour ash-Sham to alter its identity repertoire and place a heavier emphasis on a religious identity rather than a national one.

In those areas in which both civilians and armed groups strive to govern, we sometimes find uneasy accommodation or competition between the two kinds of actors. In these mixed types civilians are still guided by their interests and their emphasis on local identities while armed groups are shaped by the objectives and pressures outlined above. The lack of coercive capacity does lead to civilian actors placating local armed groups by incorporating their identities in civilians’ identity repertoires. One finding that was unexpected was how responsive the level of accommodation was to the capacity of the armed group, how quickly identity promotion by civilians shifted. As was seen in the Eastern Ghouta case study, as the capacity of the armed group declined, the identity promotion of the Local Council of the City of Douma came to resemble identity...
promotion in civilian-run areas - a local identity emerged as dominant. In addition, even those institutions which were initially established by the armed group shifted in their identity promotion as the strength of the armed group waned. The Judicial Council of Eastern Ghouta shifted away from a religious identity as the local armed group weakened, even though that armed group had played a leading role in establishing the institution. This result was surprising as we may very well expect the interests, goals, and identities of the armed group to be the most entrenched in institutions they themselves established. However, even when formed by an armed group, civilian institutions have their own interests and are more inclined to focus on promoting a local identity if given the opportunity to do so.

Taking the Argument Outside Syria – Libya and Yemen

Syria is not the only case in the Middle East that recently experienced the failure or retraction of state institutions. Both Yemen and Libya experienced indisputable state failure. While these cases vary from Syria in a variety of ways, the arguments proposed here regarding identity promotion appear to provide us with some insight into the identities that we have seen promoted in both of these contexts.

There are some significant differences between the Yemeni, Libyan, and Syrian states prior to their failures. Of the three, Syria was the strongest with the largest state bureaucracy. The Yemeni state was never strong enough to extend its authority consistently throughout its territory. This means that in many areas governance was provided by local non-state actors, including tribal leaders, al-Qaeda, or members of the Yemeni military who acted almost like local warlords (Förster 2017). While the capacity of the Libyan state was somewhat higher than that of Yemen, its kleptocratic leadership was often more concerned with the acquisition of personal wealth than the building of
state institutions. The formation of weak institutions has largely been attributed to Libya’s multi-decade autocrat, Muammar Qadhafi, who utilized informal networks to select government appointees. The institutions established often lacked clear goals or boundaries (Lacher 2011: 142). In Yemen and Libya, the long-standing weakness of the center led to non-state actors playing significant roles in the provision of governance even before the state failed. Therefore, these nonstate actors were already in a position to play significant roles in the absence of the Yemeni and Libyan states. While this bears some similarity to the Kurdish case and, to a limited degree, the Islamic State, both of which had roots which preceded the 2011 uprisings. However, many Syrian institutions were created by actors who only emerged during and following the 2011 uprising due to limitations on civil society put into place by the Syrian Ba’thist regime.

In Yemen and in Libya tribes have played particularly significant roles in local life. In Yemen, tribes played a more significant role in social and political life in the northern parts of the country. The dictator who ruled over North Yemen and then the unified Yemeni state prior the Arab Spring, Ali Abdullah Saleh, pitted tribes against one another in an effort to keep potential challengers weak. While he would have liked to do this in the south, after decades of Marxist rule in South Yemen tribes no longer played a significant role in the region’s social fabric (Day 2010: 6-7). In northern Yemen tribes played a variety of important roles. The central government often worked through the tribes, which meant that local councils were comprised of individuals who represented

---

100 A tribe is, “…a segmentary social group characterized by a (myth of) common lineage and abound together by linear loyalties” (Tibi 1991: 131). Tribes, unlike armed actors, are not defined by their coercive capacity. Instead, it is the belief in distant kinship which serves as the basis for a tribe’s existence and legitimacy. As such, tribes are varied in their characters and their relationships with modern states and are often described in ways that are not dissimilar to other societal actors which interact with the state (Tapper 1991: 48). States may allow tribal leaders to engage in local dispute settlement and tribes are often used as a means for the distribution of state patronage (Migdal 1974: 199; Gao 2016). Thus, while some members of a tribe may have weapons, in this work they are considered primarily civilian in their character.
local tribes (Basalmah 2018: 9). In essence, these state institutions were a vehicle in the north used by local tribes. This meant that tribes could redeploy these local institutions to provide governance and influence identities after the state failed.

There is significant evidence which indicates that tribes have played prominent roles in parts of Yemen following the state’s failure. Many tribal leaders provided order and security at a local level (al-Sabahi and De Santis 2016: 55). The local councils in northern Yemen which were comprised largely of tribal representatives survived the collapse of national-level institutions (Basalmah 2018: 9). Local tribal leaders also took prominent roles in local governance and institution building in other parts of Yemen. In 2012 Mareb’s most prominent tribal leader, Sultan al-Arada, became the region’s governor (Reuter 2017). The area saw significant institution building and the provision of public goods actually improved since conflict began and the state failed. Before the state failed, four out of Mareb’s fourteen districts had consistent supplies of electricity. As of 2017 this number had risen to 9 of 14 districts (Salisbury 2017: 19). Mareb and other tribally-run parts of Yemen apparently became civilian-run or possibly mixed cases. Civilian actors provided order, built institutions, and provided public goods.\footnote{It appears that civilian actors in some parts of Yemen have a significant degree of legitimacy. In the region of Mareb 88% of respondents to a poll said they thought that tribal sheikhs should be involved in promoting stability and security in their area and 50% felt tribal leaders were having a positive impact on local affairs (Yemen Polling Center “Perceptions of the Yemeni Public on Living Conditions and Security-Related Issues” 2017). When asked who provided security in their area, the two most popular answers were “Neighborhood/village citizens” (27%) and “Sheikhs/tribe” (26%) (Ibid.).}

This is not to say that there are no armed groups active in these areas. While local actors, particularly tribes, engaged in governing Mareb, this region was also home to the Hadrami Elite Forces. These armed actors attained funding from a variety of sources, with some units receiving monetary support from the vestigial Yemeni state while others were paid by the United Arab Emirates (Fahim 2018). However, these armed actors
appear to have played a limited or non-existent role in the running of local affairs, which indicates that Mareb was under civilian rule.

The theory proposed here would lead us to expect governing actors to promote a local identity, one which focuses on place and avoids appeals to larger, space-based identities. This helps to avoid them being the target of internal, armed actors as well as outside actors. The tribes of Mareb avoided appealing to a religious identity, in part because of concerns that being connected to groups like al-Qaeda may make them the targets of outside actors like the United States (Reuter 2017). A preliminary look through the posts made on the Mareb Governorate’s Facebook account indicate that a local identity was the focus, with many references to the local area.102 Thus, it seems that in areas of civilian rule in Yemen identity promotion efforts have fit the pattern anticipated in the theory set forth here.

In Libya, as in Yemen, tribes were incorporated into state networks and institutions prior to the state’s collapse.103 Under Qadhafi, making tribal identities salient was a means for dividing Libyan society and helping to limit political challengers. Since most Libyans are Sunni Muslim and Arab neither national, religious, or ethnic identities could be used to foster divisions within Libyan society (Hweio 2012: 117). Various components of the military and security forces were led by relatives of the dictator and were drawn predominantly from three tribes (Lacher 2011: 142). Thus, when the state fell apart, these nonstate actors were already playing an important role in Libyan life (Hweio 2012).

---

102 Even references to tribe or sheikh were not in evidence in the texts of the posts, although dress that is more customary in parts of Yemen in which tribal identity is salient can be seen regularly being worn by officials in the photos.

103 This is very different from Syria, where the role of tribes and clans were reduced under the Ba’thist regime (Hussein 2018).
In the wake of the Libyan state tribes had an organizational advantage and armed groups and political organizations were often set up “along family, tribal and local interests” (Lacher 2011: 140). In northwestern Libya, there were “tribal and communal interests with varied political and financial motivations, often cloaked in a strong revolutionary or tribal discourse” (Smits et al 2024: 45). In several Libyan regions, tribal institutions stepped in to provide order in the state’s absence and often provided a basis for the organization of armed groups and governance (Lacher 2013, 151-152).104 The importance of tribes in parts of Libya would lead us to expect the existence of civilian-run or mixed institutional arrangements as seen in Yemen, and the promotion of local identities.

There are examples from the Libyan uprising and its aftermath that local institutions and local identities came to the fore in much of Libya after 2011 (Mezran 2018: 213). It is the reliance on tribal institutions in the state’s absence that has led to the increased salience in tribal identity for many Libyans (Cherstich 2014). For example, in Bani Walid, a tribal council, the “social council of the Warfalla tribes” was established to replace a civilian local council (Lacher 2013: 164). The Warfalla tried to stay out of the 2011 Libyan conflict, not supporting Ghaddafi or opposition forces, focusing instead on maintaining the continuity of local societal structures – despite its previous ties to the Ghaddafi regime (Cole and Mangan 2016, 23-24). They went to significant lengths to distance itself from the National Transition Council. The council’s founding documents did not refer to the Libyan revolution and created a logo which did not incorporate the colors of the Libyan national flag. All local councils had previously embraced the

104 Tribes were not the only local basis for the development of institutions as, according to Lacher, “The rise of tribal politics was part of a larger phenomenon during and after the civil war, whereby the local level – tribes, towns, and cities – became the most important arena for political and military organization” (2013: 152).
national red, black, and green flag (Lacher 2013, 164). There are other indicators that tribal identity is becoming increasingly salient. Since the 2011 uprising, more Libyans have changed how their names appear on social media to include the name of their tribe (Cherstich 2014: 417). Thus, there are indications that a reliance on tribal institutions following the failure of the Libyan state has made tribal identities increasingly salient.

While in both states local tribes emerged as prominent actors and promoted local and tribal identities, Yemen also saw the promotion of other identities, one of which is the resurgence of a South Yemen national identity. Given the argument proposed in this work, we would expect a national identity to be spearheaded by armed actors (rather than civilians) and this does indeed seem to have been the case. The promotion of a South Yemen national identity has ties to earlier movements from before the failure of the Yemeni state. In 2007, officers of the former South Yemeni military began to engage in protests against Yemen’s central government (Day 2010: 8). After the failure of the Yemeni state, much of southern Yemen was occupied by secessionist armed groups supported financially by the United Arab Emirates (Salisbury 2017: 15). In addition to the identity being promoted by armed groups, there were also protests in 2017 in which civilians called for the independence of South Yemen. The national flags of South Yemen were a common feature of these demonstrations ("Thousands Protest for Independence in Yemen" 2017). In this case, it seems that armed groups played an important initiating role in promoting a South Yemeni national identity both before the failure of the Yemeni state as well as after.

Another identity that was promoted by armed groups in Yemen and Libya was a religious identity. Again, this fits with the theory proposed in this work as armed groups are more likely to promote identities associated with larger, imagined communities than
civilian actors are. In Yemen, al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) was present before the failure of the Yemeni state. The organization, like the Islamic State in Syria, took advantage of the loss of central control. For example, in the Spring of 2015 al-Qaeda took control of the Yemeni city of Mukalla, although it lost the city about a year later (Fahim 2018). From 2015 to 2016 AQAP attempted to establish a rebelocracy, with Mukalla functioning as its capital (Kendall 2018: 9). The promotion of a hardline, religious identity also made al-Qaeda a U.S.-target before and after the failure of the Yemeni state. Not only did outside actors directly attack al-Qaeda, but they used their financial clout to strengthen rival armed groups and entice potential recruits to join al-Qaeda’s local rivals. The opposition of outside actors also appears to have had a negative impact on local tribes’ support of AQAP (Ibid. 12). The experience of AQAP following the collapse of the Yemeni state in several respects fits with the arguments proposed here. Armed groups are more likely to promote a national or supra-national identity than civilian actors, and AQAP fits into this latter category as it promotes a religious identity. The promotion of this supranational identity, while it had organizational benefits and allowed AQAP to attain some legitimacy in predominantly Sunni parts of Yemen, there have also been costs as the group’s reputation and identity have made it the target of outside actors.

Thus, in Yemen and Libya, state collapse was followed by the emergence of an array of actors who promoted different kinds of identities. While civilian actors focused on local tribal and place-based identities armed groups have promoted religious and national identities. These local actors have engaged in institution building, providing governance in the absence of the central state. External actors played significant roles in
the ability of local armed groups to compete with one another, which strengthened or
damaged the capacity of these actors to promote identities.

**Taking the Argument Outside the Middle East – The Collapse of the Soviet Republic of Tajikistan**

While Syria, Libya, and Yemen have all been examples of state failure or retreat in the Middle East, the arguments posited here can also be applied to other instances in which state institutions collapsed. In some respects, the collapse of the Soviet Union bears a resemblance to situations in which the state suffers from prolonged periods of weakness before failing, as was true in Yemen and Libya. In all of these situations, the denouement of central authority created opportunities for local actors to fill in the governance gaps. In Libya and parts of Yemen this led to the strengthening of tribes vis-à-vis the central state. In the weakening Soviet Union this often looked like the acquisition of greater degrees of power at the level of the individual Soviet Republics. As the USSR weakened these smaller abstract spaces often became the main organizational unit and the basis upon which national identities were articulated and promoted.

The way in which Soviet institutions were constructed laid a map for the potential field of identities available at the USSR’s end. Between 1924 and 1936 the USSR mapped out and delineated particular territories as the homelands for specific ethnic groups. In each of these regions a particular language was given the status of official language and national identities were promulgated. While these efforts were abandoned in the 1930s, these ethnic distinctions were still a part of citizens’ lives and had ramifications for the prospects of individual Soviet citizens (Hierman 2015: 522-523).

Decades later, the reforms which were enacted prior to the demise of the Soviet Union weakened central authority and Those who held power under the Soviet system found their power bases weakened by the reforms that occurred in the period prior to Soviet
collapse (Roeder 1991: 231). As these reforms left local leaders more independent of Moscow these leaders had to find new means for obtaining resources and opportunities to members of their communities. This led “to a strategy of mobilizing their elites behind legislative agendas and their populations in ethnic protest in order to secure additional resources from Moscow and to maintain their hegemony within their homelands” (Ibid. 212). Yet not all of the Soviet Republics were able to successfully establish hegemony in their homelands. One of the states which failed in this regard was Tajikistan (Suny 1999/2000: 172).

Tajikistan had suffered long-standing institutional weakness stemming from its lackluster development under the USSR (Lynch 2001: 54-55). In the final years of the USSR’s existence 46% of Tajikistan’s revenue came from the Soviet center. This made the collapse of the Soviet Union extremely destabilizing for Tajikistan (Ibid). In May 1992 the state failed and “…violent non-state actors transformed the conflict to an instrumentalist struggle of local elite groups and opportunistic individuals in a weak institutional environment” (Epkenhans 2016: 10). A variety of identities were employed by a variety of actors in the state’s absence, including ethnic and regional identities (Ibid, Suny 1999/2000: 172).

The argument proposed here would expect civilian actors to promote local identities while armed actors would be more likely to promote larger identities attached to abstract space. In addition, the identity promoted should relate to the goals of the armed group and may also be influenced by outside actors and the potential support they may offer. One militia leader, “Bobo” Sangak Safarov incorporated a variety of identities in his identity repertoire. Initially he attained legitimacy by leading a militia with a reputation for being willing to do anything. As the conflict progressed his identity
reertoire came to include, “a locally entrenched Islamic identity” (he claimed to be
descendent of a Sayyid) and “‘clan’ (Russ.: rod) as the original (eastern Iranian)
inhabitants of south-eastern Tajikistan” (Epkenhans 2016: 264). In this instance, an
armed actor drew upon a number of identities that suited subnational and national
objectives. The vast majority of Tajikistan’s population is Sunni Muslim, so connecting
to local religious tradition can be interpreted here as an identity that could have national
appeal as well as potentially attract outside actors. The use of clan with its geographical
emphasis seems to have been connected to a subnational, regional identity.

There is also evidence from Tajikistan which suggests that the loss of central
order may have had lasting ramifications on the salience of identity. Polls conducted in
1996 and 1999 indicate that over this time period an ethnic Tajik identity decreased for
that portion of the population as did the salience of a national identity. However, regional
identities increased in their salience (Korostelina 2007: 226). Although many mark the
1997 peace agreement as the end of Tajikistan’s civil war, this did not mark the return of
state institutions or security throughout the country and in many areas “local strongmen”
filled important leadership roles and strove to provide essential public goods at a local
level (Wiegmann). The results of the polling data indicates that in Tajikistan the shift of
identities matches the expectations of the theory, that in the absence of the state and when
local governance is primarily in the hand of local civilians, the salience of more local
identities increases, while the others, such as a national identity, decrease. The Tajik case
therefore seems to fit the theory proposed in this project regarding the collapse of the
state’s influence on identity.
The Fall of the Ottoman Empire

As was alluded to in the last case, the collapse of empires bears some similarities to state failure. The collapse of imperial order bears some similarities to the arguments set forth in this project. The gradual decay and collapse of central order provided an opportunity for an array of identities to emerge as salient. In addition, the development of local institutions played a significant role in shaping which of these identities would become salient. However, the existence of institutions and the maintenance of a degree of political order, as was true in much of the Ottoman Empire, placed the elites in local institutions in a favorable position and altered how local struggles for authority and legitimacy were. The situation in these instances of imperial collapse therefore bears some similarities to the expectations of the theory proposed here, although some modification is required to account for the ability of new actors to step in to the void and maintain the provision of governance. Here, a larger imperial space and Ottoman identity was replaced by the formation of new, smaller spaces which would eventually spawn their own national identities.

The structure of an empire prior to its death will alter whether or not an empire’s end is accompanied by the collapse of state order and whether some modification of the theory is necessary to explain identity changes in these instances. In the case of the Ottoman Empire, the collapse of the center did not uniformly lead to a lack of any form of central order as other institutions existed which could step in to provide governance. When the larger imperial space fell apart other abstract spaces, state spaces, were available. This had a significant impact on which identities were available and salient when the centers of these empires collapsed.

In the case of the Ottoman Empire, the relationship between the center and communities living within the empire was organized along different identity lines than
the Soviet Union. Ottoman imperial order was, for much of the empire’s existence, legitimated with a religious identity and the population was organized according to the *millet* system, in which subjects were categorized by their religion and these identities governed the relationship between ruler and subjects (Cleveland and Bunton 2009: 137-138). In the early 1900s a group known as the Young Turks or the Committee of Union and Progress came to power and sought to establish a constitution that would unite all Ottoman citizens (Mango and Sharp 2010: 16). They strove to promote an Ottoman identity that would be shared by subjects of all religions and disbanded the *millet* system. However, they seemed unwilling to commit to full-blown secularism as religion still played an important role in legitimating the Ottoman ruler, the caliph (Cleveland and Bunton 2009: 139). Thus, the CUP damaged the position which religious identity held within the empire.

In addition to weakening the place of religion as the identity promoted under Ottoman rule, other actions taken in the final decades of the empire’s existence influenced the salience of other identities, making them more viable alternatives to a primary identity. The CUP strove to modernize the empire and improve the efficiency of its bureaucracy. This objective resulted in the dismissal of many local and regional officials (many of whom were Arab) and their replacement by Turkish officials (Cleveland and Bunton 2009: 140). These efforts, as well as other efforts to “Turkify” predominantly Arab regions led to significant alienation among Arab elites (Kamrava 2013: 27, Cleveland and Bunton 2009: 140). Young Arabs who found their paths to advancement within the Ottoman hierarchy blocked began to articulate an Arab identity,
although this was not yet a national identity (Cleveland and Bunton 2009: 141). Thus, the attempts at reform in the latter years of the Ottoman Empire both weakened the promotion of religious identities and opened the door for ethnic identities, and eventually national identities, to increase in salience.

In the Ottoman Empire, as in the Soviet Union, the collapse of central order did not always result in the collapse of political order. In many former Ottoman territories, colonial actors stepped in, altering the boundaries of the boundaries of governorates and provinces to construct mandates that would become the basis of many modern Arab states. The weakness of these early states made the promotion of state-based, national identity difficult. It was not until the 1980s and 1990s that calls for a single Arab state diminished and an acceptance of the state, *al-watan* had set in (Dawisha 2003: 274). In Syria specifically, Hafez al-Asad’s efforts to engage in significant state building and efforts to incorporate citizens into the state through non-military institutions played a significant role in promoting a Syrian national identity (Mufti 1991: 237). Eventually, as had been done in the Soviet Union, the strengthening of institutions that functioned at a more local level than imperial authority made it possible for local elites to promote national (*watani*) identities. In the Arab world, these national identities played prominent roles during the protests which called for regime change across the region in 2011.

**Conclusion**

In this project I have argued that to understand the impact on identity of state failure or retreat we need to look at the local level, to consider who provides governance and essential public goods, their interests, and the kinds of identities that they are most

---

105 These early references to an Arab ethnic identity in the Ottoman empire were largely in discussions on the role of the Arabs within the Ottoman Empire. Given later events and the emergence of Arab nationalism this is often mistaken for the first articulations of a national identity (Cleveland and Bunton).
likely to promote. In doing so I contribute to the continued exploration of the role of identity in conflict and the lasting ramifications of wartime experiences.

One of the challenges and contributions of this work has been the acquisition and analysis of information about an area in which the state was absent and violence was commonplace. Individuals produced an enormous quantity of information in the form of videos, photos, and text – so much so that some scholars despaired at finding a way to systematically analyze it (Lynch et al 2014). The wide access to the internet as well as the number of individuals engaged in sharing information, “resulted in unprecedented access to events on the ground, oftentimes in close to real-time” (Power and O’Loughlin 2015: 174). This project has collected a portion of this wide array, saving the text of multiple social media accounts as well as a collection of photos and videos which may be used by future researchers. I have also offered methods that can be used to analyze this information.

To understand identity dynamics on the ground, I analyzed both material produced by elites as well as recordings of the political expressions of ordinary citizens. Based on literatures on identity and work in the fields of communications, I created a method for systematically analyzing the symbolic content of public expression, both by ruling elites as well as ordinary people. To do the latter, I analyzed protests, developing a method for evaluating which identities ordinary people used as they expressed themselves in public political events. These methods present new opportunities for using data produced during civil conflict or other situations in which it may not be possible for researchers to safely visit. In addition, it also provides methods for considering organic articulations and expressions of identity by citizens without prompting by outsiders.
To evaluate the promotion of identities by ruling elites, I drew upon a tradition common in the nationalism literature which looks at the role of elites in articulating and reifying identities (Zerubavel 2012; Laitin 1986; Anderson 1983; Morgan 1983). I subjected these texts to both a coding scheme as well as more interpretive analysis, both of which are tools that have been used to analyze elite articulations of identity (Abdelal et al 2009; Phillips 2013; Suleiman 2003). Obtaining an insight into the feelings and beliefs of ordinary people has generally posed a greater challenge and many studies have analysis have therefore focused on materials produced by elites (Hobsbawm 1990: 10; Lawrence 2013: 14). However, ordinary Syrians have gone out to demonstrate and protest between 2011 and the present. The recordings of these events have generally not gone through the editing and selection process which curates the images that appear on mainstream media sources (Andén-Papadopoulos 2014: 754). In protests, individuals employ a variety of symbols with which they legitimate their claims and establish shared membership (Tilly and Wood 2013: 4; Schatz and Lavine 2007: 332; Khatib 2012).

This project joins the work of other scholars who question the assumption that local events are strictly a reflection of macro-level events. The attribution of local behaviors to larger cleavages is often an artifact of history (Bergholz 2016: 272-337, Kalyvas 2006). In the Syrian conflict, much of elite discourse has focused on religious divisions. This was true for President Bashar al-Asad, who depicted regime critics as religious extremists early on in the conflict. Commentators from the region and abroad regularly reduced the conflict to a front in a regional rift between Shiites and Sunnis, with the Ba’thist regime, Iran, and Hizbollah representing Shi’ism while the opposition and its supporters represent Sunnism.
Yet religion has only been promoted by some of the Syrian actors described here, all of which were armed groups and only one of which, the Islamic State, succeeded in establishing control over parts of Syria. Even when local civilians accommodated Jaish al-Islam in the Eastern Ghouta, religion was one of several identities referenced. Indeed, the cases discussed here have analyzed multiple discourses and divisions. The conflict has been split into regime and opposition, *nizam wa mu’arida* (regime and opposition), in some instances. The Democratic Union Party employed a language around ethnicity that referred to ethnic groups as peoples, *shu’ub*, or components, *mukawwinat*, of a single society. More extreme religious actors, such as the leadership of Jaish al-Islam, articulated a division between believer and rejectionist, *rafida*, a term used to depict the predominantly Alawite Ba’thist leaders as the worst kind of heretic. Finally, we have seen discourse which seem to avoid much of this polarizing language, promoting a civic identity as shown in the discourse produced by civilian actors. Even in a single conflict, the identities at play are varied and the terms used to articulate divisions have varied significantly.

The identities discussed here not only vary but have significant ramifications for the lives of ordinary people. Political science has largely focused on those who promote identities and the ways in which these efforts legitimate their assertions of authority (Mampilly 2015, Bergholz 2014). However, the decision to promote a particular kind of identity also influences the lives of civilians. Those who ascribe to an identity that does not fit the repertoire promoted by local actors may find their involvement in political life curtailed, their access to public goods limited, or in a most extreme case perhaps experience expulsion. The behaviors of the Islamic State function as a most extreme way in which being relegated to the “other” category can have dangerous ramifications. One
of the numerous acts which made the armed group notorious was the killing and enslavement of members of the Yazidi religious minority. In this instance, decisions regarding identity boundary and behavior toward outgroup members had catastrophic results. This experience was different from civilians who found themselves living under civilian rulers who promoted civil, local identities. In effect, who ruled, the identity they promoted, and decisions regarding how to treat those who did not share in that identity, can be the difference between life and death.

In the Syrian case it is too early to say for sure what the long-term effects of these identity changes will be. There is significant evidence from other cases that indicates that wartime transformations can have far-reaching consequences. How rebels rule in the state’s absence can shape post-conflict regime-type (Müller 2012, Huang 2016). Even if local institutions that are built in the state’s absence experience significant change or are destroyed, the identities they promoted may remain. There are examples from eastern Europe in which identities outlasted the institutions which promoted them (Kolsto 2014, Dumitru and Johnson 2011). Thus, even if some of the actors discussed here ultimately lose to the Syrian state, the identities that they promoted may remain salient for the populations they ruled.

The development of local institutions and the different identities and identity cleavages described here may have ramifications for future efforts to bring peace to

---

106 Kolsto (2014) explores “Yugonostalgia” a sense of affinity for the former Yugoslav Republic, using surveys to evaluate the degree to which such sentiments are felt in the states that were once Yugoslavia and how this compares to the number of people who claim to have once felt an affinity for Yugoslavia. Kolsto concludes that, “Even if loyalty toward the former state will inevitably be weakened as this state recedes into the background, that in itself does not guarantee that ex-nostalgics will automatically transfer their loyalty to the new state. They may end up as cynics with no national loyalty, or attach their overarching political loyalty to, for instance, their ethnic group or religious community” (2014: 777). While there may no longer be a Yugoslav state to which individuals may express their loyalty, Kolsto’s results suggest that the collapse of the state does not mean the complete and immediate dissolution of the identity associated with it.
Syria. The formation of local governing institutions can spoil peace negotiations. Should local institutions survive but not be taken into account during negotiations the settlement may not be deemed legitimate. The existence of local governing structures may also limit the field of potential negotiated solutions, exacerbate divisions between regions, or become the basis for subsequent recurrence of conflict with the central authority (Forster 2017). Identity cleavages can also prove to be a significant impediment to a future settlement, particularly if the various actors involved in the negotiation process believe different identities and identity cleavages are salient (Campbell 1998: 8). This could be particularly problematic if external actors make assumptions about the salience of a particular kind of identity and write a settlement that takes only that identity into account. Taking into account both the variation in local institutions as well as the identities that they promote is therefore an important element in developing an agreement that can be deemed legitimate in the eyes of the larger population.

The Syrian people have been subjected to a catastrophic deluge of violence. Hundreds of thousands have perished and millions have been displaced. Those who eventually return may find that their homes were obliterated in their absence. The scars may be deep but the Syrian people have also displayed a degree of perseverance and ingenuity that is remarkable. While munitions rained down, Syrians have built institutions, provided public goods, and held elections. They designed logos and took the time to place those logos on uniforms and equipment. Citizens sewed their own flags and

---

107 This was seen in the United States’ emphasis on religious identity as it developed an interim government after the 2003 invasion of Iraq. This religious-centric view was also embraced during earlier interventions in the Middle East, as the French during the mandate period also assumed that religious identities were the most important and therefore focused on religious identities in their governance of Lebanon and Syria (Neep 2012: 24).
organized demonstrations in which participants sang and even danced between piles of rubble.

One of these songs, a rendition of a Syrian folk song, was sung in the city of Douma in March, 2016:

Decorate al-Marjia,\textsuperscript{108} al-Marja is ours
Damascus is a wonder to behold when it is decorated
Damascus’ leaders are free and her men are revolutionaries
We will see our country decorated again…
The Syrian does not fear death
The Ghouta does not fear death…

\textsuperscript{108} Al-Marja is a square in Damascus, also known as Martyrs’ Square. In May 1916 Ottoman officials executed seven Syrian political dissidents there. The square was also used for executions under the French mandate.
Appendices
Appendix 1: Content Analysis Codebook – Social Media Text

A post is marked as referring to an identity if it contains one of the following terms. Adjective and plural version of nouns were also marked:

**Religious identity**
God, prayer, prophet, mosque, Qur’an, Islam, Muslim, umma, Church, Christian, Druze, sect (a specific sect such as Alawite or sect in general), mentions a particular religious leader.

**Ethnic Identity**
In predominantly Arab areas: Arab, Arabism, or the name of any Arab state that was not Syria.
In primarily Kurdish areas: Arab, Kurd, Abdullah Ocalan, Nisreen Abdullah, Components, Rojava, YPG, YPJ, Asayish, PYD.

**National Identity**
Syria, nation (watan), state (dawla) when used to refer to the Syrian state, land (when used to refer to Syrian land), Free Syrian Army/ FSA, Regime, al-Asad.
In primarily Arab areas only - revolution, revolutionaries.

**Kurdish National**
Kurdish nation (al-watani al-kurdi), Kurdistan, PKK.

**Local Identity**
The name of the city where the institution is located, name of another town or city in the same governorate, the name of the governorate.
Appendix 2: Coding Book for Content Analysis of Protest Materials

An inter-reliability check between two coders for the analysis of the banners, chants, and speeches was 89.07%. All of the coding for this dissertation project was conducted by one person (the author).

I. Media type (photo or video)

II. How many people are shown
   a. 0-5
   b. 6-15
   c. 16+

III. Number and type of flags which appear
   a. If a video includes multiple shots or has been edited in some way, count only the flags which appear before the first edit to the video
   b. If there were multiple sources in the sample of a single protest, use only one source per protest event to avoid redundancy. The source which includes the highest total number of flags should be used.
   c. For Ma’arat a-Nu’man
      i. flag with a white field and round seal in the middle that includes green, white, and black should be marked as local and national
      ii. flag that looks like the usual black, white, and green flag but have an extra stripe that says “division 13” should be considered local and national
   d. Flag with green, white, and black bars with red stars should be coded as national
   e. Flags which bear the shuhada, God is Great, or other religious phrases should be coded as religious

IV. Units of Analysis within each protest video
   a. Banners and posters
      i. Each poster or banner is treated as a single unit
      ii. Multiple references to a religious or national identity are only counted once per poster
      iii. Some videos will start with the videographer holding up a small piece of paper to the camera- this is only captured by the camera and is not coded as a banner or poster
   b. Chants
      i. If the same line is repeated multiple times (either because it is used in a call-and-response or if the crowd repeats the same line) only code the first time a line is used
      ii. A single sentence should be treated as one chant
   c. Songs and speeches
      i. If the same line is repeated multiple times (either because it is used in a call-and-response or if the crowd repeats the same line) only code the first time a line is used
      ii. Any modification of a lyrics or phrase is coded if it is unique from a previous line.
      iii. For example, if the line “The Syrian people do not fear death” is repeated verbatim it would only be coded once. If the song goes, “The Syrian people do not fear death. The people of Ghouta do not fear death,” then both of these lines would be coded.
V. Banners and Posters
   a. Coding textual elements
      i. Marked religious if banner’s text includes one of the following:
      ii. Marked ethnic if banner’s text includes one of the following
      iii. Marked national if banner’s text includes one of the following
      iv. Marked international if banner’s text includes one of the following:
   b. Coding visual elements
      i. National
         1. A poster is decorated in black, white, and green
         2. Has a drawing of a Syrian flag on it
         3. Includes a depiction of a regime leader (e.g. Bashar al-Assad)
      ii. Religious
         1. Poster includes a depiction of a religious leader
         2. Poster depicts leader of a religious armed group, such as the Islamic State or Jaish al-Islam
      iii. Local
         1. Poster includes a symbol affiliated with a local group or organization
         2. Poster includes a visual representation of a local landmark
      iv. Ethnic
         1. Poster includes a drawing of the Arab national flag or flag of another Arab state
         2. Poster includes a depiction of an Arab leader (not Syrian)
      v. International
         1. Poster includes English or another non-Middle Eastern language
         2. Poster includes a depiction of a world leader, INGO, IGO
   VI. Coding texts: chants, songs, and speeches
      a. Religious
         i. The text refers to God, prayer, the Prophet Muhammad, mosque, Qur’an, Islam, Muslim, umma, Church, Christian, Druze, sect (a specific sect such as Alawite or sect in general), heretics, apostates
         ii. The text includes a quote from the Qur’an
         iii. Mentions an Islamist armed group in a positive way
         iv. Mentions a particular religious leader in a positive way
      b. National
         i. Text refers to Syria, which includes
            1. Explicit references to Syria and/or Syrians
            2. References nation (watan), state (dawla), when used to refer to the Syrian state, land (when used to refer to Syrian
               land, e.g. “this land”), country (if clearly referring to Syria, e.g. “this country”)
         ii. Free Syrian Army/ FSA (if not a negative comment)
         iii. Mentions a location in Syria that is not in the same governorate as the protest
         iv. References to the Syrian Regime, a member of the al-Asad family, the Ba’th Party
v. In primarily Arab areas only - revolution, revolutionaries

c. Ethnic
   i. In predominantly Arab regions- the text refers to Arab, Arabism, or an Arab state that is not Syria
   ii. In primarily Kurdish areas- Arab, Kurd, Abdullah Ocalan, Nisreen Abdullah, Components, Rojava, YPG, YPJ, Asayish, PYD, other Kurdish parties
   iii. References to Turkmen, Syriacs, Circassians, or other ethnic minorities

d. Local
   i. Text includes reference to the city or town the protest is taking place in
   ii. Text refers to a local region by name
   iii. Text mentions a town or city in the same governorate as the protest
   iv. Text refers to the governorate by name
   v. Text expresses support for a group that only operates locally

e. International
   i. The text refers to the world or international community
   ii. Text refers to a specific state (non-Arab) or leader of a foreign, non-Arab state
   iii. The text refers to an international organization or institutions (e.g. the United Nations)
Appendix 3.

The lies of the regime are unraveling, it has been revealed that the shells used against the school in Qaboun are Russian-made, and Russia is not supplying us with any arms or weapons. The shells used against the Qaboun school are Russian weapons in the hands of the Syrian national army, it is a treasonous army.

Another thing I want to tell you, Syria will always remain Ottoman and not Safavid, Syria will always remain Ottoman and not Safavid. Say it with me, Syria is Ottoman and not Safavid. Unfortunately, the images we saw out of the Umayyad Mosque yesterday demonstrate that Damascus is an occupied city, and these images show that Damascus is occupied. There was an Ashura procession where they chanted words that insult the disciples (of Mohammad) and they hit themselves. They want to impose their culture and prove that Damascus belongs to Iran. We swear that small children with their small hands will defeat this Iranian project.

I say to the people of the Gulf and Saudi Arabia that if we get hit, I swear that you will get hit after. Wake up that this project will extend from us to Saudi Arabia via Lebanon. It will not exempt you.

What the regime has failed to force us to accept by shelling us, it is now trying to impose on us by starving our children. It wants us to kneel and we say we will only to God (the crowd repeats). We will not kneel (crowd repeats) not with your starving and nor with the canon (crowd repeats). This regime is trying to disrupt the only passageway that supplies 700,000 humans. It has spent the past 4-5 days trying to invade the city through this passageway.

Yesterday the Syrian Red Cross sent vaccines for children, who have now been riddled with disease, and the regime prevented the van from entering. For that reason, I will not speak to anyone today, I will not talk to any Arabs and complicit people, only to human rights organizations. You can help us, we ask you to pressure your countries to and your governments to send UN forces to monitor and protect this passageway and to let aid, medical supplies and food from it. I call on international organizations, the UNICEF, you are responsible for the lives of these children. They have been deprived of education for the past four years. Bring the children here, come children.

Sadly, yesterday in the neighborhood right next to us, the Asad neighborhood they did a poll and asked people do you support the shelling of Douma with planes and with barrels, they asked do you agree? Sadly, 99% agreed and said if you run out of barrels hit them with nuclear weapons. and if you don’t have nuclear weapons hit them with Škoda. These are insects.

This is how the Asad regime thinks of us, and you people of the rural areas, the regime is using you like slippers. Takbir! Look to the people of Suweida who refused to send their sons to be used like shoes, they refused to send their children to kill your children. Someday Syria will return to us, and we are the majority, we are 20 million and you are just one million. Bashar al Asad will die, and this nation will remain until the day of judgement.

---

109 This seems to be a reference to an old brand of artillery gun, Škoda Works was a Czech manufacturer of weapons and munitions.
110 Takbir is a verbal noun (masdar) which refers to the act of saying “God is great.” It is often used to call on listeners to say or chant “God is great.”
One other thing I say to the international organizations needs to do their jobs, and it needs to work on protecting these children and their lives are your responsibility. They are starving, and they have been without education for four years, disease is eating them, we don't even have IVs in our hospitals. They don't have vaccines, yesterday the regime turned back a vaccine van, even Israel didn't do it. When Israel imposes a siege it only stops steel and cement and explosives but not medical and food supplies. This is why I say this regime (stops sentence there).

Everyone should be part of this revolution, those living abroad what are you doing there, you should be protesting in front of embassies. International organizations send teams to India and other places, why are we deprived? We are 700-800 thousand people living here and we are living under siege, we are deprived of cleaning medical and food supplies. Worst of all, it is forbidden that any educational materials enter our city, this is the generation that will rebuild Syria, they are being made illiterate. This is the generation that you worry will become terror. What the regime is doing will only lead to this. Bashar al Asad is looking to make this people illiterate.

We will all chant together. Oh mother, lean on the soil of this nation, make your people cherish this nation, sing the songs of this country for people to hear them, and ululate for the martyrs. I am coming to you Syria, I am coming to you. (crowd chants) to step on this regime (repeat and crowd repeats). Damascus belongs to muslims, not the regime's people, and not for heretics and not for the Iranians. To free fighters and to revolutionaries, your names are fire in Bashar's heart. (repeat refrain). Oh Mulaiha we are coming back, an army of Muslims to clean your soil (repeat refrain). (repeat refrain again).

I would like to tell the guy in Lebanon who says (imitates Nasrallah's lisp) that this war is not sectarian, who is saying it's sectarian? I would like to remind him of the slogan that he sent his mercenaries with which was that Zainab will not be insulted in Damascus. Who was insulting her, she is one of the prophet’s disciples and whoever insults her is a kafir. She is of the prophet's family, her and Hassan and Hussein. Meanwhile you Hassan Nasr ash-Shaytan, you are coming with a foreign culture that is not ours, that includes insulting the disciples. I tell the people of Damascus to go back to our culture and to be aware.

You are unaware of what is happening around you. Your brothers in Suweida refused to send their children but you are still sending your children to come kill us. You should try your best to not send your children to fight in the regime's forces. (takbir).

A few months ago, we met with international organizations to agree on a temporary government and we asked the transitional authority to save the Ghouta. The resilience of Ghouta in spite of all of this. We say that in Ghouta that this resilience needs help. There is an international law that forbids the use of siege in warfare, and the regime has not lifted the siege and so I ask the organizations again that they implement Resolution number 2139. Look at how the regime has dumped your resolution in the garbage with help from Russia. Yesterday Bashar Jaafari claimed that this resolution was being respected. I tell you that the Syrian regime is a liar (repeat). Did he implement the UN resolution (crowd: no!). Is the passage open? (crowd: closed!). We are your responsibility and you need to be working to get us food and medicine. We will buy it with our money we are not begging, just open the passage. (takbir).
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